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Chapter I 
The Introduction 
1.1 P l e r a n  
Renews s a small autpon on the ca~tcoart of Newfoundland's Avaloo Peninsula. 90 
kilometres south of the pmvincial capital of St. John's (Figures la  and Ibl. It is but one 
of many hahourr along Newfwndland's "Southern Shore" (also known in historic timer 
a~ the "English Shore") where thecod fishery  ha^ been theprimuyeconomic foeus sin= 
rhc early yearsaf the European exploilarion of the New World. Although the European 
migratory fi~hery har been conductedout of Renews s i m  the Brrt half of the sixteenth 
eenrury. year-round neelement war nM arempled until the early seventeenth century. 
Settlement on a long-term or p e m e n t  biric was largely thedomain of f ishemn and 
their familler fmm the Wea Counlry porn of s w t h w n a m  England. Fishing plantations 
rprung up in a number of harbours along the Sovthem Shore. where fishermen crploited 
[he rich inrhore fishing gmundr. Salting and drying their catches in chs summer months 
[here entrepreneun, many accompanied by their families. would sell the d r e d  codfish 
and related byprducts in the European market. 
By choosing to live m rhe Newfoundland. there induruiou folk, wilh hired crews 
manning their firhlng boars, stood to gain hom alooger fishing s e w n  and undertook 
recandvy sourns of incorns ouch as baa1 building. wood cutting and uapping. T k n e  
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winter activities would pmvide additional income fmmU. Brhing crews that m i m e d  
back to Newfoundland every spring. Although hundreds of such plantationr developed 
an the Avalon Peninsula during the wventanth cenary. detalcd dewiptionr arc limited 
Genedlzed accounls of fishing activities exist in several rources, however. the physical 
evidence war lacking. Ongoing Yehaeological excavations at Femyland have exposed a 
number of ruins from the rcventecnthannuy Colony of Avalon. however, prior ro the 
direoveries at Renews, small d e  planter's dwellings were missing from the 
srchaeologlcal record. 
An archaeological survey in Renews in 1993 and full scale sxcava~on the following p a r  
exposed the ruins of a planter's home d a d  to lhe third q m e r  afthe rcvenmnth 
century. The archaeological discoveries w The Mwnt in Renews offer an opparmnity to 
view the material remains of a sevenleenlh-century English dwelling. Although an ocean 
away fmm England, rhe Renews plantar remained mnnmted to the homeland by a 
systemaic industry. the cod fishery. Life in  ncvenleenlhsentury Newfoundland war 
pmbzibly r~milar in some ways to lhat back in England's West Country. The people were 
famtliar. the customs. social sIIYENre. c ldhs.  Ublcwara and bssrc foodstuffs were likely 
also the same. The natural envimnmnt war one of the major differems and perhaps lhe 
only one they had no conuol over. Nantre also provided the mw materials which were 
used to build n home. so adaptacim war no doubt a penof the regular mutine. The rich 
cultural remns  fmm the site pmvide evidcnce left behind by one ofwhat wen probably 
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hundreds of English familres (plantea) tha chase to live in Newfoundland during the 
seventeenth century. 
Various segments of this thesis will focus on the material evidence fmm a single planter's 
household - the type of dwelling inhabited and the varieties and availability of eenmie 
rrble and slange wmr.  The extstem of numemur clay tobacco plpS from the rite 
rhowr that smoking played aedirigfieanr mlc ineveryday life. Most oftheanifme fmm 
the rile were typical for rhe time. They reflect a reliance on stored fodrtuffr and sturdy 
cooking wms. Othea show the degree o f  roc~al ztivity that occumd in the horn. 
Inferences on economic sraur and uuL Ntworkr arc m a l e d  thmugh the anifacts u 
well. The patem of refuse dirpmJllells romnhing of the accepted behavioud 
chwactetinicr o f  the time. Such a n-w 'Window" into tbc part is rarely obtmnable in 
the archaeological or historical wnw. 
The archiremural remains m a study unto tbcmnelves. It is one of the earliest English- 
built dwellings uncovered in Canada to date. The suucrud evidence spakr of 
avvllabilily of valued iron nails and the ingenuity o f  the builder/occupant. In w v e d  
wayr !he house conforms with what is h a m  as uadilional techniques and rtandds 
while in other wayr it depans fmm Ute rune. Although not all of the physical elemem 
are preserved, the archaeological record daer reveal ~ v e d  details previously unknown 
in early colonial Newfoundland architecture. 
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1.2 Intmducllon 
During the hereventemh century. Ren- was arguably one dtha busier harbour. dong 
Newfoundland'r Avalon Pentmula F i rhcmn  from the s o l h w a  of England, 
parr!eularly those from the nonhem pan of Devon. murinely sought out the harbour 
dunng their annud voyages to t k  rich fishing gmundr sumxlnding the Avalon IPoynter 
196256: Matthewr 1968: 184). Evidence of this No* Devon pfesence was uwerthed in 
Renew in 1993. The mmnamr d a  ningleselled houw were uncovered dong wtlh 
rhousandr of mifact+$ dating to the third quaner of Ihe xventmth century. A number of 
finhing-relaed tools. including hooks. j i gpn  and net weighs found wilh broken conking 
and food rlomge pots indicate lhar the house was cccupied by o fisherman, possibly 
accompanied by his family. The function of #he ceramics is impam1  as it suggests that 
f w d  s~mp m d p ~ p m t i r n  played asignifimt mle in the dwcI I i .  This would 
mdicdte il yea-round cccupation instead of one by migratory fishing crews. 
The vrchaeolagyof the leventeenlhscntury English presence along the east e w t  of 
Newfoundland dares to the ea~ly 1% when e ~ r y e x c a v a i o m  uncanred seventeenth. 
century anifam in Fenyland's inm hubour [known lonlly as T k  b l )  [ H w r  1%0). 
Although H q i r  testing was limited in lu -, it provided p m f  that phrjical 
evidence from tha time was present in the tom. Two dceades later. a renewed inteerest 
m the period mrc when amncened effm was again undmaken in krryland by 
vrchneolagirtr from Memorial University. Thk memh led by h. James Tuck, 
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succeeded in exposing substantial archseoloQal deporiu l i k d  to Lord Baltimodr 
1621 colony of Avalon (Tuck 1985. 1989. 1992.1993: Tuck and Robbinr 1986). An 
archvealogicd survey by Peter Pope uncovemd rites of similar age in Conception Bay 
(Pope 1989). The discovery of rich arehamlogical resources at Ferryland led la the 
Colony of Avalon P m j m  involving extensive ercavarionr in  and around% Pool. 
The Colony of Avalon Project also inclukd a survey of etghteenthsentury gun batteries 
dong the ea t  coast of the Avalon Peninsula. During that survey. a small rcventeenth- 
century deposit w a  dlrcovered in the town of Rencwr. 15 kilometres soah of Feqland. 
Shovel tesring m an area known I d l y  as The Mount pmduccd cenmics and robaeeo 
ptpe stems dialing fmm [he seventeenth century in arrosiaion with wrought nails and 
structural-type saner. A subsequent program dmnvolled excamion uncovered 
hundreds of vddirtonal mifacts in  an m a  measuring sppmximtely 10 m by 12 m. 
The presence of early domt i c  artifacts and lishingequipment with smcturnl mifacts 
suggested that the remains ofwmdcn dwelling were buried nearby. Encouraged by h 
pmspect of uncovering a rcvmtenth-century fisherman's h o e ,  a full-rcds excavation 
was planned for the slummer of 1994. The r c m d  -on w a  incredibly f~uitful. as the 
remarkably preserved foundation of a small domestic house was u n ~ ~ ~ n e d  m d  more than 
fourteen thousand mifacts eolleeled. The datable anifacts ruggut the rile wai. -pled 
during the wand half of the rventeenth-century, with an inlenw hrbitation during the 
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1660s. By far, the bulkof the culNlal matenal was associafedwith the seventeenth- 
century occupation. Evidence of l m r  usage was also uncovered in the strataaverlying 
the house collapse. Anifaetr from the eighteenthcentury suggested that the rite 
continued to be uscd sporndically during that time. This mtedal includes n collection 
associated with an occupation by soldiers fmm the Brilirh Royal Anillcry in  177911780. 
The cighreenth-century occupations am ouuide the wope of this thesis. Surprisingly little 
evldenee of nineteenth-century usage wns daumnted in the archaeological mod. 
Anifacts from that century could l i tedly be held in one hand. 
I3 R e a r c h  Objecllve 
This thesis has z single oved l  objective: the descnpive perentation of the remains from 
a mad-reventeenth=entury English West CovnVy lishermul's house. To achieve this 
objective. the phyricd evidence fmm rhe site will be presented in u descriptive format 
that will allow forcompyironr with atheher early colonial sites. The analysis of the 
rullerural and nonnructulal JnifaElr allows an examination of the architectural. 
household and on'uptional materials needed to survive in a hostile envimnment. isolated 
for many months cach year fmm contact with the home cmnuy. The rite in  Renews 
stands as an eramplc of revenreenlhscnnuy English cxistenm in the New Wodd, a 
priod o f  Newfoundland and Canadian history Ulaf until recently, was h a m  largely 
through historical dacumenu. 
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1.4 Physiography 
Renews is located on the cart c m f  Newfoundland's Avalon Peninsula about ')O 
lulometrer south of St. Jahn's. Although not one of the most pmrected hnrbaun on the 
coarr. and not panieularly deep, i e  inner reacher have o f f e d  safe anchorage a small 
vessels for eenarier. Rocky oaureqr punctuate ~Uetcher of flxcobble berhes 
thmughour much of the hubour. 
A dom~nant featurn in Renews is T b e  Mount", a rrewnplar p s y  and rock headland 
jutting out fmm the shore, oppmrimely one kilometer fmm the harbour mouth (Figurn 
2 and 31. While much of the meadow on The Mount is between 10 and Ism above sen 
level. a k d m k  -.isifon its south ride nrer some 25 m straight out of the mean. 
Emhworks and half buried cannon barrels f m n  wo eightrrnthsentury gun batteries that 
once pmtceted the harbour fmm American privaleerr aze clearly visible on the west edge 
of The Maunr. Depressions in the gmund mark a number of nineteenthscntvv house 
locations. 
The earllest reference for the nunc ''The Mounc' dacer to 1778 when Captain Roben 
Pringlr of t k  British Royal Engineen visited Renews in prepmion for h e  defence of 
the harbour dunng the American Revolution. Ringle reLn  a defmcm under 
construct~on on " a s p  called the Mount" to defend the envance to tbe hnrbaur (O.N. 
Y l h  vol. 7 ff.153-1%). It is not difficultto perceive why this area raschorcn todefend 
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rhe harbour. In addition to being an elevated and csntd F i t i on .  The Mount also 
protects a pnme stretch of beach frontage from the wuhastedy winds Ulat oRen blow in 
fmm the open Atlantic. This beach was a choice locarion for drying fish since at least the 
seventeenth century and suhwqmtly became h location for the community wharf in 
modem times. 
The archaeological site is in a well-prowled grassy hollow on The Mount. at the bare of 
thc bedrock massif (Figures 4 and 5). Lescr m k  outcrops inmediarely to the east and 
nonh of rhe sire range in height fmm one to lhme met= and offer additdillonal protection 
from the cold and wet nonheasrerly winds. Although 1he rile was situved on dry ground. 
mademrely dense randy clay rubroil in the yeacombined with the bowl-like shape of the 
pnrsy hollow resulted in considenble water mmtian during periods of d n .  Fissures in 
the bedrock bordering the east side of the site channel rainwaler down from higher gmund 
rhmugh the rile and into low-lying groundtothe west. 
A smdl nrem empties onto the beach at the southern edge of The Mount a rhon diimce 
fmm the nte. Conceivzbly. rhis stream muld have provided fresh water lo thoss living 
there in the past. As in many of h e  communities an lhe r o u h m  Avalan Peninsula. the 
yen surrounding Renew including The Mount, has long been c l a d  of large uns. 
Wxld berries and a limited varinyof fruit uns grav in lhe yea and small garden plms 
pmduce ~ v e n l  vvieties of vegetables, namely mat cmpr such as potatoes, e m t r  and 
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tumtps. As is noted in the following historical bafllgmunb the agricultural potential for 
Renews was commented upon as early as the fmt decades o f  the wventeenthennrry. 
The grassy meadow and bedmek oulcmps an The Mwnt pmvide wonderful vistas d t h e  
picturrrque h a b u r  and open mean and the seemingly ever-present b m r e s  in this pan of 
Newfoundland's east coart keeps i r - b m  invn r  to a minimum often pmducing an 
delightful amorphcre on The Mount. Conuquently. The Mount is frequently visited by 
residents and vtsiton alike who come to enjoy the view. Whaln, iscbcrg and a variety of 
s n  hard, can regularly be sen during the summer months. 
I5 Hir lor io l  Bpekyw~td 
The origin for the name Renewr corns from the English compcion of Rougmour. the 
rirteenth-century French n m  for the harbaur, which ilwlfis derived from Ihe word 
rognetrr. meantng rabby or m g y .  as in mclcrcawred with weds. slime and shells 
(Pwie 1993:575). At low tides. many 4 - c o v e r e d  mcb we e x p o d  in  Renews 
harbour and a was probably for this -on that the W r  gm is name. 
Renewr was h o w  to Eumpeanr in the early period of Nonh American srplomtion and 
exploitanon. Pcrbaps the earliest daumented reference f w  Renewr darer to 1506 when 
Jean Deny. a French fisherman leh several of his fishing h s  m Rouge~urr  ( B m b l e  
19922). Jacques Cvrier alw stopped over in 1536 to m-supply his ship with wood and 
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drinking waler an his way back to Fnnee hom his erplmations up the St. Lamnee River 
(Cook 1993:89) He called it H . 6 1 ~  Rocrgnoure. Otkr early names for Renews include 
Arr,,bosu and Rhrn,,~. 
Befoe the third quaner of the sixteenth century. Renews war probably the domain of 
migatory fishermen from France, Panugal and Spain (Cell 1969: ir). Englbh flrhemen 
began their iarge-sale involvemt in the Newfowidland fishery in the lae-157% 
(Cell:1969:22-33). It is likely thn they began uring Renews as r fishing haw at that time 
rs by the 1580s a was a well-linown pan to Englishmen. Sir Humphrey Gilben identified 
it and the nrighbouring harbour of Fernruse as a rendezvous for his .dl fleet of five 
ships before they departed Plymouth on his British empire-building voyngs of 1583 
(Morison 1971: 573). 
In the early reventeenth century. Renews was again m g n k d  as a perfeet place to 
complement the English colwy of Cupids in 1612. Heruy Crwt. a contemporary of 
Richard Whithome and ashatholder in the Newfoundland Company. (the organizes of 
the Cuptds colony) spent the summer of 1612 bhing in  Renews and exploring the arw 
for potential mined deporiu. ma r a m  s u m s  a group of Cuprds settles anempled 
ro colon~re Renews. Owing to the threat of h a m r m t  fm the pirare Peter Eartw. this 
plan was shon lived and the colonisu lasted only a few days in the harbour (Cell 1982 8. 
81). Six yeas later. in 1618. the Welshman Sir William Vaughan attempled to sertle the 
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harbour with a disorganized g w p  of =lUerr. Thr attempt larted little more than a year 
(Cell 1969:84: 1982: 13.23-25). In 1623 alhirdattempt w a ~  ventured. when Sir Henry 
C q  (Vircount FdWand) established acolony which survived for a leart thRe y- 
(Cell 1969. 90-91). C q ' s  war the Lul organized attcmpt al poplsting the harbour. Any 
reulemenc that followed. war likely on a smaller rcde by fishen fmm the nearby colony 
of Avalon (Femyland) or directly fmm Ihe West Counvy of England (Cell 1 W .  96). 
Planeen may have been a m t e d  lo Renews thmugh the words and writings of Richard 
Whitbome, a man who war deeply involved in the Newfoundland fishery. Thmugh this 
involvement. he was intimalely familiar with Newfoundland and wmte favwrably about 
Renews, citing its agricvllunl potenlid, bountiful game, fresh water and wood (Cell 
1982:152l. 
Because Renews was nncikr an adminismrive nor eeonomic cenler lib Fenyland and St. 
John's. i t  hnr erapedlhe anention~fhiuorical writings which -ally COEUIY~ w the 
political and economic stivities in Newfoundland. Cenrvs taken during the 1st quaner 
of the seventeenth century suggest thal Ihe harbour war mupied as much or more than 
many other smaller wtponr on he hsiand (Table 1.1). Shipping records noted in he 
eenrur and from other souras indicate that Renews war regularly visited by reveral 
hundred English f i rhemn dunng that time (C.O. 1/44 f. 110: Matthwr 1968: 184). 
There fishermen participated in the migmtny fishery that kgan eariy in Ihe spring with 
the prepmtxon of fishing rtagu and drying facilities and continued to late summer. By 
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Table 1.1 Total Popu*tlon of Rmnvs in & h k d  Y- Behvum l663.1bS 
Year Plmeolmin. Planter's boats/ Ships/ Migmory Minimum 
# in  families servants bats fishermen population 
* based an 5 men per boat 
N.A. figures not listed 
Sourcer: 1663 (Poynter 196335,571 1679 (CO 1144: f.1 I01 
1675 Census (CO IDS (17ii): f.150) 1681 Census (CO 1147: f.1121 
1676 (Mathews 1968) 1692Cenrus (CO 1149: f.192) 
I677 Cenrvr (CO 1/41 (62 tv, vi. vii): f.158); (Malthews 19681 
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late September. most of the hegraroryerews haddepmd for the Eumpean &u pons 
in Spain. Ponugal or Fnnce. Some of the firhmnen chose to stay in Rcnewr over the 
winter months tnrtead of muming Lo England. Ther men. often accompanied by their 
families. were bown as'planten" as they operated plantationr (shore-b& fishing 
mterpriserl. Some planten alsoemployed wrvanu, who for the moa pan assisted with 
the Rrhingoperationr. The harbour likely b e e m  m m  peaceful following the d c p m m  
of the lilst migratory ship for Eumpe in the fall of each year. Those remaining busied 
themselves by catching and prepsing even more fish and mmaking prepara"wr fwthe 
long cold winter. Winter activities included hunting and Lrapping for focd and furs. 
eating and sawing wood for small boat building. h r l  and ar building materials for sale to 
the rn~proryerewr eturning in the Spring (Poyntsr I%): M): Pope 1992: 72-74). 
A number of dermlr are available on some of the wventeenthsentury planten in 
Renews. In addition to providing Ibe e m s  of planters. the census also recoded 
quvntilrtive informauon MI family sire, livestock, residences, and fishing-related 
buildings. For example, five planters were named for 1663 (Poynter 1963: 55) and the 
five censuses taken between 1675 and 1692 show that overwintering populatian of the 
harbour flucruated between six and fifteen families. In his doctoral thesis on the 
sevcnteenthientury south Avalon planten. Peter Pope identifies 13 planten residing in 
Renewr at various r i m  between I645 and 1681 (1992:532-547). An additional 4 namer 
show upon thecensus from 1675 and 1677 (C.O. 1/35 (17ii):IM.C.O. 1141 
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(62iv.v1.vl l):158). The= figures show lhata least 18 different planten lived in Renews. 
cilher with or withoulfvnilies betrwem Ihe mid l64& and mid 1686. 
Dunng Ihe rsventcenth century. Renews was likely a typical Newfoundland fishing 
harbour. The available documentarion on ppula ion size taken between 1675 and 1692 
can be used with the lists o f  ships andcrew sizes to represent L e  mid to late revententh- 
century population. The harbour was typically bunUing during the fishing -n (April 
to Seplemberl. At least 2W migratory fishermen and planter, lived in t k  harbour in  a 
given yea and in the early 168h [ha number ncvrly doubled (Table 1.1). The ships 
carrying the migratory crews originated in such W u l  CounVy pans as Bideford. 
Piymouth. Danmouth, and Falmouth (Dsrriburiw of Fishing Ships in Newfoundland 
1675-81. Mantime History Archives). Renews was paniculdy favavoumi by men from 
the nonh Devon pons o f  Barnstable and Bideford. two of the porn char rent many m m  to 
fish between Ferryland and Trepassey (Matthews 1%8:181. Poynter 196356). Swk 
ships were also rent ro Newfoundland lo pick up cargos of dried fish. There cargo ships 
would visit the vnriour harbours collecting what they could before returning to the 
contincnr to trade dricd md 8rh for wine. oil or a k r  Iberian or French pmducts. 
Renews was also one o f  Ihe English harbov~ attacked in 1696 by a powerful French 
militmy force led by d'lberville (Will iam 1987). The extent af the damage during [hi. 
mid is unknown. 
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The next significant event relating l o  Ihe rite history did not oecurunril 1779, when, 
during the American Revola ianq War, two hanely p i l i o n s  were eonrmcted on The 
Mwnt  m defendthe harbour against atwclu by Anmican privateers (G.N. 2/11a "017: ff. 
153-1541, The strenglh o f  the Briush milimy in Newfoundland was regularly recorded in 
rhe annual (or sometimes hi-ymual] ctnsw o f  men and materials. known ns Tmop 
Returns. The Tmop Returns recorded in July. 1779 indicate that I I mmbea  of the 
Royal Anillery wcrestariancd in Renews (O.N. Ulla "017: 86). TIE next Tmop Rcurn 
(November 1779lrhowr this number had been reduced 10 two (C.O. 194 "01.34: 78). 
The Aupst. i780Tmop Reum fails to mention Renews. which indicates the absence of 
regular soldiers in that h d u r  (C.O. 194 vol.35: 391. The governor sent 50 s m d  of 
muskets for the civil defenceof the town in the abwneeof the soldiers (C.O. 194~0134: 
ff.11-72). The soldies stationed in Renews were likelytwmkcd on TIE Mount (us 
indicated by the presence of milimy m d  domwic M i f x r r  fmm this period in the 
archaeological deposits discovered above the hevmtecnthcsntury oecupationl. k  appear^ 
tha rhe rite was abandoned following Ihe depurr  of the British uwpr. Although there 
is no daumen tq  evidence for t k  nineteenthcmlwy habilaion ot The Mount. Ihe 1993 
mhacalogicai survey discovered several house depressions whtch awuently date to t h l  
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1.5.1 Jams Yongt's Journal 
For the purposes of this thesis, pmaps the mas impnant figure in the history of 
Renews ww Imer Yonge. a 16 year old surgeon on boyd the lWton  Plymouth fishing 
vessel the Reformation that s p a  five months in Renews in 1663. When he was n~ 
administenng to the health of the fishermen there and in the neighbowing hubour of 
Fermeuse. Yonge kept a jwna l  in which he recorded many of his observations on life in  
the hdubwr. Allhwgh brief (representing j u t  several months in a journal that covered 
over half accnmry), his Renews enuier rre an infarnative accwnt of ordinary 
occurrences thill generally -ape the pages of fonnal histories. Yonge commented upon 
such seemingly mundane aecumncer as the pmcasing of A s h  t y p s  of bait used Jnd 
some of the wlnter anlvities of the planters. Because of his detuled accwnct of the early 
fishery and everyday life, Yonp's journal is perhaps one of the most impatant 
documents for this pr iod of Newfwndlandk history. He also gives the only record of 
the eonstrucrion technique for miptory fishermen's buses in Newfwndland dunng the 
seventeenth century. 
James Yonp illustrated hirjaumzl with rkHcks of the pl- he visited and the things 
he saw. These sketcher included the harbours of Rensws (Figure 6). Fermew. Ferryland 
and Caplin Bay (Calven). He also drew a fuhing stage. flmked by a cook mom, flakes 
and a four-manned fishing b a t  (Figwe 7). Yonge'r sketch of Renews contains 
landmarks that cam k m e d  today: rbalr. bwches, coves and n p i n t  of land on Ihe 
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nonh side of the harbour that is unmistakably The Mwnr. Six firhing Stages (wharf11 and 
two houses are depicted on this sketch. One of the houwr war labelled "P1antem"and ir 
slightly to the west of the "Amherds Place" [sic] (the fishing admids  prrmirm). The 
other house war labclled 'Tho Faulcm" and is situated adjaemt to The Mount. This map 
may provide imponnnt clues lo the interpretation d the archvological remains. Yonge 
departed Renews on 14 September 1663 for England. He retumd ro Newfoundland for 
reved additional seasons (1668. 1669and 1670). but fails lo mntion Renews again. 
1.6 Methadology 
The archaeoiogcnl mearch war carried out under psmit number 9349. irswd by h e  
Historic Resoucccr Division of the Provincial Depmen t  of Tourism and Culmre. The 
pmlr holder war Dr. James Tuck while Ule author directed the excavation and undcnwlr 
the analysis. Anifactr movered from the rite were p m e e r d  at the vrchmlogieai field 
iabontov in Ferrylad and thow requiring mnwa t ion  were Ire& both at the 
Ferryland facility and the archaeological canwrvation labmalory u Mcmwial University. 
The processing and mnservation of the antfacts war under the d i d o n  of Cafhy MMhair 
while the ar t i fn  collectian was managed by Ellen Fwlkes. 
Standard mhaeolog~cal hand e p i p m ,  mainlyuowels. brvrhsr and accajlonaily small 
curram-mude digging tmlr were used dunng all the hcemavalions. A muis grid was 
est;lblahed over the rite prior lo the fullxale excavation. Where possible. the 
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excavation followed the naNral and cultural stratigraphy o f  L e  rite Perhaps the most 
beneficial aspect of this method of excavation is that deposits of cantempranem a s  
were exposed rimultaneourly. Thir is pvticularly helpful in  assigning pmvenience to 
unifxtr and mhaeological features. 
To assist with the interpretation of the site stratigraphy. the various rtnta and lesser 
deposits were classified as Events. Two elements of the sub-floor dninqe s p m  inside 
the house were funher elassbed as Event 4. Features I and 2. An Event can signify a 
ehmnological mcumnce ranging fmm an occupation spanning a decade. or the collapse 
of the house which may have mcuncd ~n r single day. GI Onlarge rites, Events am 
somccimer funher combined into phaws, however, t k  msuicted physical and temporal 
pmmelres of this sire limited the analysis lo the Event. Thir method of stratigraphic 
analysis was based on Dr. Edward Hanis' work on stratigraphic conmi of vchaeological 
deposits (1989). The complete list o f  Events fmm the site is dirplrycd in Appndix C 
and will k summarired at the end ofthir chrpcer. 
Each anifuct discovered during the excavation w a ~  worded in ritu using two horizontal 
measurements and one venical measurement. The horizontal measurements were t k n  
from the southwest comer o f  cach unit. while the vertical measuremenu were recorded 
from [he modem ground level. n-st the anifact. This mcUlod o f  anifart wording in 
the standard ud by the Memorial Univmiry Arckological Pmgram and c n s d  an 
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aeeunte means of documenting tne position of archaeological specimens in the gmund. 
All measuremenlr were recorded in muic units. 
S e v c d  haulkr we= iefl in place amund the rite la maintain the rualigaphic mord and 
to provide henchmuh for measuring vertical depths. Two p r i m q  intcrrscting h l k s .  
50 cm wtde. were maintained thmugh the center of the excavation to remrd Ihe 
mhaeoiogicd deposits along cast-wut and nonh-south axes. A third hulk was 
pmirioned at the earl ride of the rite. over what Nmcd out lobe the h m h  ma .  
Addiriand baulks were dx,  mafnLlined on the w t e m  pnn of the site. After thcy h d  
been drawn and photographed, moslof the baulh were removed Iowardrhe latter p v l d  
rhe project. 
1.7 Dating 
Dating an mhreoiagical rile qu i r e s  a variety of methods including historical 
documentation and the analysis of the hefacts from the deporits. Especially useful ate 
the tobacco p ips  and everyday ceramin. When the rite was first dirovered. the 
presence of Nonh Devon ceramics indicared that there were cullunl deposits present that 
dated to the ~vsnteenth century. The cease d l i w a n  w m r  pmduced in Ihe Nonh 
Devan [owns of Bideford and Barnstable were largely replaced (except locally) by finer 
wares produced elxwhere in England in the early eighteenth century (Grant 1983: 132). 
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Of all the anifafrr fmndmhistnic s i m  h a n t h c  lm-sixtRnh lothe eighteenth century 
nones more useful for daring than clay tobacco piper. T h w  hagile p i p r  often appev 
in notable quantities on rites thar partdate the late rirtrmth century. Over ths past five 
decades u great deal of reremh has been dedicated to clay tobacco pipes and their me in  
d.dt~n8 arehatological deposits. Scholars have recognized that p i p  stembnn grew 
smaller ar time pmgrerwd and they could be used as a relative dating twl. Others 
refined thlr technique but noted that i t  was only accurate with luge numberr of p i p  
,terns (Orwald 1975:93). The bore divmter fmm every Renews p i p  stem w s  
mc;lrured andealeul~ud~sing tk HorringtonlBinford formuI~fordating~Iay p i p  Stem3 
to give a stem bore date for the various d e p i a  (Oswald 1975:921. Many o f  the p i p  
stems had bore diameters that masured 6/64 of an inch or greeer. The calculations ye 
prebsnted in Appendix Band sumavizsd in Table 1.2 below. Because of the r d l  
number of rcems fmm Event I (n=631. they we= dded ta h s e  from Event 2. 
Ar early ar the 183%. tobaecopip re-berr ~cogniredthar p i p  bowls changed with 
time. a lmr thought to be due to a drop in  the pice ( acd therefore i l lcrew in the 
availability) of tobacco (Orwald 1975: 29). As lob- became cheaper and more 
readily rvuilrblc, rhc bowls pew liugsr (Am 1994: 41. Regional variaclonr became 
err+blirhed srpcially in the major p i p  manufacruringeenters of London and Brinol and 
useful typologies have been established for English p i p r  (Orwald 1975: 29-61]. English 
Wesf Counuy and landon styles &ling bcoveeo 1-1680 domints the Renews p i p  
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Table 1.2 IiarringlcWBinlord Dating F m u h  AppIkd 10 
Rmcws Tobarn Pip  Strw. 
Table 1.3 Maker's Markson &*cnteemth.Cmhlry T o w  P i p  Fmm R m w s  
Mark(nanrJ MNt Ewnl(sJ OIi@n Dale Rome 
"PS" (Pelcr Slephens) 14 3.4 8 36 Banstaple 1647-68 
9-spoke 4 4 Barnstable 1640-80 
8-spoke 3 3 k 4 Excler 1650-10 
"LE" (Uuellin Evans) 2 4k 36 Brirlal 1661-88 
"BARUM 2 3 Barnstaple 1680-1700 
"PE" (Phil~p Ed&, I] 2 4 PP 37 Brirtal 164949 
Rorelle I 4 Dutch 1640-80 
Tern Cotla I 4 Chewpeahe Bay 1645-60 
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bowi shapes. Many of these are similar ta pipe found in similarly-&red wlnual depasia 
from Feqland and cornpond to tbe Fewand Typ Codes established by Peter Pope tn 
1991. 
Undoubtedly. the most accurate t m l  for dating tobacco p i p  wos the r t m p  applied u, the 
pipes by their &n. Thew marks (usually initials or rymbolr) were used by pipe 
maken to identify their pmdum. L the earliest rimer thew marks were stamped on the 
bue of the flatencd heel beneath Ihe pipe bowls: later they were slamped on the rides of 
heels. on rhe bowls and on pipe stems. The we value of the pipe make* mnrks wos 
Iha. i f  identified. lhcy can hie a p!p to Ule working life o f  ic. maker. which normally 
spanned two lo t h e  decades (Oswald 1975:52-53). 
Marks fmm eight seventeenlhsentury pipe mrLcn were discovered on twenty-nine o f  the 
one hundred and fifty-four pipe bowls from the seventeenth-century houx collapse and 
underlying a'cuption r m  (Table 13). Anaber pyrial mark was present on r bowi 
fragment. Ar i t was likely that the house collapse loslum could contain pipes dropped on 
the site after the house had been abandoned. only the ninety-seven specimens fmm Ihe 
aceupation strata (Events 4.36 and 37) were used to dme tbe habitation o f  the hww. Of 
there. twenty-trio exhibited maker's marks (Figurer 8 to 13). The identities of three of 
these &n have been iLntifrcd while the place of manufacture and date range have 
been m e d  for the ober five marlo. The dates of t h e  maker's marks mge fmm the 
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IMOJ for the earliest la the 1680s for the latar. 
Nine o f  the twenry-two marked bowls or bowl fragment fcom the acupmion rma were 
stamped with the initids "PS" which, b a d  solely on lhetr numbers, play an imponant 
role m daring the acupation o f  Ute h- ( F i p r  8% 8h and 9). Specimens were 
dimvered in and below the emhen flm, in the hemh m a  and in the midden outside 
h e  houw. An additional five 'PS" bowls were movered from the houw collapse 
stratum. This mark has ban muibutcd to Peter Stephens (Stevens) fmm Bamrwble lb. 
16 16. d. 1668) (Grant and J c m a  1985:472473). Although it is unclear when Stephens 
began stamping his own pipes. it war pmbably circa I M 6  as he is recorded as wklng on 
M JppRntice thu year and therefore was a master pipe maker by that tim (Grant and 
kmmett 19854724731. Resumably. b w d  on the fragility of the clay pipe. pipes 
bewing hts stamp would not have survived long after his death. Al l  the mognhsblc 
"PS" pipe bowls (romc o f  Ule m& are on incomplele bowl fngmene) are of a style 
attributed to the period 16601680(0rwald 197558-59). As Peter Stephmsdied in 
1668. i t  would appearthattho pipes from Renews were likely made during the lasldecadc 
or ro of his life. 
'The second idemifiable pipe maher was LIueILin Evans who mkd his pipes with a 
"LE" on the bowl facing the smoker. This mark was found on acomplete bowl and on a 
fragment fmm another. There am wo adjoining diamon* shape heovesn the !nitids 
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and a dot beneath the "E". The whole mark in enclosed within a cirele. Evanr made 
tobacco p ips  in Brirtol between 1661 and 1688 (Orwald 1975:ISZI. He stamped his 
p ips with several rtyler of his initials, on both the heel and the bowlr of his piper 
(Alexander 1979. Walker 19TI: 1428-131. The complete Renews example is idenlifd in 
form as anc of Evann' piper (also stamped with an'LU'on the bowl1 illuruated in 
Wcllker (1977: 1429 [dl). An incomplete p i p  bowl bearing an identical "LV' mark. 
repmted by two diamonds and adm beneath the "E", war movered fmm the Buck Site 
in M q l a n d  (Alexander 1979:48. Figure 6. X4). Incidcntly. that pipe war found with 
frawentr of Nonh Devon s g r f l ~ t k o n t e d  pottery (Alexander 1979:511. Similarly 
marked Evanr pipe have also k e n  found on the ~veneenth-century English and French 
fon a Pentagoel in Maine (Faulkna and Faulkner 1987:174-175). P i p  bowlr and stem 
wirh Evans' mark were dw recovered fmm the Hdlower Sits in  Virginia. That rite har 
been ~serpreted as a yeoman's cottage dating to h e  16Mk (Buchanan and Heire 19711. 
The discovery of a complete Evanr p i p  bowl in the 6n t  eanhen floor of the house. 
beneath the beach cobble ruh-flwr, is significant as i t  provides a trminl#aparr quem lor 
the deporilion of the beach cobbler. As the owwr of that mark. Uvelin Evens, began 
making pipes in 1661, rhcrefm the dixovery of we o f  his pipes in Ihc first flmr of the 
haux indicates that the beach eohbls were not deposited until at lwr t  1661. 
A third ldentifivble maker's ma& was found on two h 1 1 ,  DOC fmm Event4 and the 
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othcr fmm Event 37. a deporit aosoeiated with the semnd earthen floor inside the h o w  
(Event 361. This mark. a "PE is arecpcd as the mark o f  W l l i p  Edwards. z pipe maker 
working in Bnrtol between 1649 and a least 1669. Edwards hved unlil 1681. but it is 
uncertain how long he was makingclaypipJ(Wa1ker 1911:1125-11261. Like Lluellin 
Evmr. Philip Edwards r m p e d  his mar(ran the howls (faring [he smoker). heels and 
stems of his piper. 
Two versions of "'spoked whecr' marks were found on sir of the piper from the 
reventeenrhsentu~y~~eupation deposits. A seventh specimen was discovered in the 
house ~0ilapse stratum. Although bolh are "spoked whecr' marks. one IS much cruder 
than the othcr. I t  had a mark made up ofnine spokes pressed into tbe heel of four p i p  
bowls (Figures LOa and lob). There pipes were found in lhe deepest deposils an the site. 
two of them within a mem ofone anotherw the noorof the heath ma ,  at adepth o f  
over 50 cms beneath the surface. The other two were found deep in the midden deparitr. 
Earh of there ptper had a bore d i m  of9164 o f  an inch. Although the mark ha. yet to 
be identified and wheel-shaped marks dom in  relief can be fwnd on pipes ma& in 
London and Plymouth hetwem 1640-1660 (Oswald 1975:66). lhc shape o f  the bowl was 
more remnireent of piper mmufacmd in 8-uble between IMOand 1680(Grant and 
Iemmetl 1985546). The large bore diameter suggcru lhere p i p  m y  be fmm the edier  
nlher lhm lakr period. Tht same m A  was present on a baa1 fragment from one of the 
reventeenBsentury deporttr from Ferryland (Gdron l999:2). 
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The =and variety of a " rpked  wheel" mark was prevnt an two pipe bowls in Event 4 
and a third bowl fmm Event 3 (Fi- I In and I lb). It is of a style known as an "eight- 
spoked whccl" that matches d e d  piper fmm Ferryland identified ur having an Exeter 
origin dating between 1650 and 1670 ( P o p  l5925261. 
The Bfrh seventeenthsrntuty maker's mark featured a rose enclosed by a circle (Figurrs 
IBand I?b). The fabric of this pipe is unusual ar it is peppered with tiny f m u r  
clumps. Although mrettes were used on P l p u h  and nher West Caunw piper ea 
1640 (0rwuld 1975:66). thtr panicularexample ir identical to one found on two pipe 
bowls fmm Ferryland (catalogue X'sCgAf-2-6215 and CgAf-2-235261). Thir mark has 
been attributed as having o Dutch ongin (Duco 1981:258). The shape of the bowl is 
rlmilvr to the "PS" and "8-rpaked wheel" rp s imns  and likely dates kt- 1660 and 
1680. 
The last of the marked p i p  bowls fmm the hourc mupalion $mu was found at the 
bottom of the reventeenthsentury midden near the faundarion of the house. It WIU 
mnl&enly assigned to h e  housecollap smm (Even1 3). however, i s  recorded depth 
of 37 cm below surface. at the interface of the midden deposit d he subsoil implies it 
w ~ t  deposited during the initial mupation of the b u r .  Thir pipe bowl was made hom 
mrrblcd white and terra corn clays and war decorated wih a psulior muletle and floral 
design on the bowl and rlem ( F i p  13zand 13b). Tmacona p i p  am generally 
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accepled as being made in the Chesapeake Bay region o f  Virginia apd Maryland. ( H e w  
1979: 14) Clay pipe fragments with identical d n g r  and fabric have been found in 
mhaeological deposits fmm Manin's Hundred. Virginia (Noel Hume 1979:17. Figure 4. 
U7) and at the St. John's and Pop 's  Fon rites in St. Mary's City, Maryland (Miller 
IWI:84.85, Figure 7. d.0. The rrcm fngmnts from Manin's Hundred (Sate A) ue 
believed to dae from the t in t  half of he seventeenth century (Noel Hume 1978:41) while 
the St. John's (Mary1and)site specimens dare coca 1660IHenry 1979:23). As the piper 
fmm Pope's Fon were recovered fmm reded deposits inside the defensive ditch they ue 
believed todate between 1645-1650(S. Huny psn. com. 19%). The Renews pips s h a d  
the same attributes as the spdmns fwnd on the American pipes: shape and style, %ate 
clay$ and m o r ~  impomtly, the 5- uaique dies uued for MLO. The mid- 
reventeenlh century &re for the American pipes is alw, consistent with that of the 
Renews ria. 
Of interest to note is that the &reof 1653 empolatcd from the pipe stem movered 
from the combined mupatian deposits (Table 1.2, Evmts4 & 36) ue eatfier than the 
1660-1680 range pmpored by the analysis of the pips bowls and maker's marks 
(Appendix B and Table 1.3). B a d  on the measwements of the pipe rrcm ban .  a date 
of 1638 for Event 36 is e m  more rkwed when cornpad to he pipe bl and w r ' r  
marks data. The only maker's marks fmm that deposit were on bowls of a style that bas 
been aluibuted to thc post-1660 pdcd (1-1680) and & mnlicn themselves we= not 
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pmdueing plpes omund the r a m  formula date of 1638. Pipe bowls fmm the r a m  pspe 
maken (Lluellin Evans. Phillip Edwardr and Rter Stephens) were found in both floors of 
the house (Events 4.36 & 37) suggesting that Ihe flmn were temprally claw in age 
(see dcscnprionr of Events 4.36 and 37 below). Similarly. p l v r y  sherds from rwenty- 
two vessels were recovered fmm bMh flwn. 
Clearly. the two f o m  of pipe dating do not match. Although thcs pmhlem was 
recognized in the 1960s and mclhads were proposed to const  it (Hmson 1971. Heightan 
and Deagan 1971). cumnr rerearchan wvenrcsnthscnturyclay piper fmm various riles 
in Newfoundland indicate [hat this may be reinled to regional variation within England 
(Pope 1998). Pops rpculntes thatculrural deposits fmm Ferryland and the rite of an 
early cighretsh-centuly (Circa 1708) civil fon in St. John'r can be dated some flfwn to 
twenty yeam later than the pipe stem dam indicate. The d r a  fmn the Rere- clay pipe 
fragmene concurs with Pope's speulation. 
In summarizing Ihe dating evidence. dam exmplsted primarily fmm clay lobacco pipe 
fngments found on the site indicate tha h e  house war, -pied during the third quarter 
of the vvcnteenrh eentuly. I i k l y  hetween 1664 and 1680. I t  should he naed that only 
pips fmgmenls fcom the waled midden and eanhen flmr deposits were wed far daring 
the revsntccnth-centuly acupation. later d f a f u  weredepsind on the rite aher the 
house was abandoned. The following p i n 5  summarize this dating evidence: 
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I. All of the marked piper fmm the sealed deporlt~ were made between 1640 
and 1680. 
2. The date mgs can be funher refined thmugh the lack o f  pipe h l r  from 
Ihe styles common in  the perids before 1660 and after 1680. 
3. The discovery o f  a pipe bowl made by Lluellin Evans in the original 
eanhen flmr of the hwse indicates that this flmr was nci covered by the 
beach cobble drporit before 1661. As Evans did not begin pmducing 
p ips  undl 1661, the direoveryaf one of his ptpe bowls benealh the beach 
cobbles (Event 4. Feature I )  provides a anninusposr quum for the 
deposition of the d b l e r .  
4. The stem bore data suggests an oecupauon ln the 1650r. however. cumnt 
r e x m h  in Newfoundland ruggears that daDJ derived from stem barn are 
evrlier than dates derived from pipe bowls and maker's marks. 
1.8 Stratigraphy 
Maintaining stnligraphic conml is perhaps rhe most d l ieal  clement o f  an archaeological 
excavation. Lack of proper rtruigrrphic m n m l  wi l l  make i t  imposriblc to murarely 
interpret cultural deposits. inciudimg the r@on of the various stram Mixing deposits 
fmm a rmtified sits will render any rubwqvent mpararion unlikely. wiIh only very b d  
analysis possible. Determined adherence to stratigraphic m n m l  i r  the best method for 
irolvt~ng deposits fmm different data andennuring n m p d  conml of the anifacts a d  
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rile feamxs. Complications are masionally encounared. panicularly t h e  involving 
human judgement and mother nature. To minimize the complications aswriared with 
human judgement by having t w  many interpretations of the stratigraphy. only the wthor 
assigned event des~gnnrians to various stratigraphic deposits. Dealing with natural events 
was sometimes r mom difffcult complication. The annual freeze-Law cycle, combined 
with the mcky "nature of some ofthe deposits, namely Ihe house collapse and the 
eighteenth-cenluly deposit overlying the c o l l v .  resulted in rom degree of miring of 
the deposits. At smer. the distinction h e w n  Ibe two deposits was difficult to establish. 
To compnsafe for this. an abiuary break was used when it was not possible to recognize 
a rtwignphic distinction. In thew cases. the lower ponionr o f  the deeper. house m l lap r  
were not mlxed with the more m n t  (eighfemth-ccnlury) &pods above. 
Every effon was made to ensure that the entire u c ~ v n t i w  followed the various cultural 
and narurd rtralu. Much of the rite was dug in a fashion which allowed for the 
simulrvneous excavvtian of large areas. This strategy war gmerally rucccsful in 
exposing and recording &posits of cwtcmporanews age. Several bavlks were preserved 
during !he project lo help mainrain stratigraphic conml. The profiles from the= bulks 
were drawn and photographed during the final phav o f  the project hefare k i n g  removed 
(Figurer 14. 15 and 22b) . Th overall stratigraphy on the rite was not panicularly 
complex. consisting of reven major straw and reveral lesser stratigraphic deposits. Each 
major r m u m  (or Event) will he described helow. while all the rnsrigraphic unitr arc 
presented in Appendix C. 
Event I 
Event I represented the rod and organic humus development over rhe entire rite. I t  
mged I" depth fmm 4 to 10 em, depending on the amount of gnss and plant gmwth. 
Numemu anifaelri were pewnt in  the 4. nnging fmm modem beverage bah glass to 
revenaenth-ccnmryceramic~. On the cast half of Lhe rite this rod cove& Event 2. while 
on the weatem half it interfaced directly with Lhe parent rubroil (Event 5). 
Event 2 
Once the rod stratum war remaved a thin organic deposit containing numsmus flat hand- 
,,red stoner was discovered in the eastern half o f  the site. This smtum was designated 
Event 2. Becawe of its localized positim and multitude of 1770s-178th mifacts (Figure 
161. this deposit is believed to repsent a brief occupation of the rite by soldiers from rhe 
British Royal Artillery during the fall o f  1779 and ealy winter of 1780. OEcuionally this 
stmtum was difficult lo distinguish fmm the underlying hww collapse stratum. When 
the clear distinction was na visible. an arbiuary break was made at 10 cm below the 
surface. 
Event 3 
The most extensive rtramm encaunterrd averthe entire sire was designated as Event 3, o 
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20-50 cm thick depostt of flatirh stoner mixed with organic roil (Figure 17). The stoner 
ranged in size from 20 cm qum to 50cm square and every mnceivable size in hetwecn. 
As wlth Event 2, thir SmNm was a h  found only on the ear1 half of the site. The organic 
marir together with the large number of flat, swcmral-type, stones rugprt r  llwt this 
rrntum likely represents the follapreof &e heEuutwe. I t  is therefwe refemdtoas the 
"house collapse stratum". Several thwrand xventeenth-cmtury anifacts were recovered 
from this layer ns was aeollection o f  eighteenth.century material. 
Eve111 4 
Event 4, a deposit of dark brown organic ran&. was discovered beneath the house 
collapse slrrrum bath inside and outside the house foundation. Oueide &e house. thir 
deporlt was immediately undeddn by Event 5 (natural subsail). However. inside the 
foundation i t  lay sandwiched between ths mk-fil led h e  ~ 0 1 1 1 ~ ~  ( E v e  3 and the 
beach cobble sub-floor m d  dnin (Event 4. Featurns I and 2). This suatum repreronted 
the ~eventeenth-century occuption o f  the house and is believed 10 alro repwent one of 
two svnhcn floors mide the dwelling. S w r  rtones were alro prenent within this layer. 
although not nevrly to the degree as in the soarum above. Occasional lenses of cream- 
coloured randy clay were also noted, pmiculaly inside the house. In one areaof the 
house interior one of thew clay lenses was thickenough to w m t  its own Event 
deapation (Event 34. Figurr 181. The significance of there lenses was not redired until 
aconnection was made between them und the mmix of the similarly colwred randy clay 
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rubsoil from a nearby pit (Faare 31 (see Event 6 below). Once i t war determined that 
the sandy clay lcnser were actually re-deporired subsoil dug from this pit, it became clear 
that the pit war the origin of the undy clay for the eanhen flwr of the hehourc. Inside the 
house foundation. this deposit war far warier m lexturr than outsxde the foundation. 
Thtr phenomenon war pmbably due to mure of the deposit and the activities which 
occumd inside the house. 
Event 4 also reprcanu rhe hause midden. outride #he dwelling, where the majority o f  the 
reventeenthsentury mi facu were movered. I1 rmtched for wvenl memr in a fan-like 
dmctian from the southwen comer of the h a w  (where the d w r  way war loe&). As 
t k  midden and the hwse interior were both upped by the house collupw. they share the 
same terminal date. 
Event 4. Feature I 
Between the two cmhen floors inside ths haua lay adeporir af munded beach cobbler. 
Ar l r  war determined to bean arch it^^ feature of the house, it was arsigned ar a 
Feature designation within Event 4. Ir consisted entirely of water-mlled beach cobbles 
rangmp in nze fmm 2-10 cm in  diameter. The beach cobbles were not p-nt over the 
entire house interior. They were absent in the heath area and in places along the south 
ride of [he mtenor, pdcularly mar the daavay. Several crushed sheds afcovre 
eanhenwm and tobacco p i p  stems direowrd in this deporir This fa twe har 
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been ~nterpreted ar a rub-flwr ddnage system rdw iched  between the original eanhen 
floor (Event 36) and Uls wcond eanhen flex (Event 4). It will k described in detail in 
Chapter 2. 
Event 5 
The parent subsoxl beneath the cultural mam w n  designated ar Event 5. I t  consisted of 
two types of roil matrix. In pluces. i t  war e h t e r i r e d  as a reddish-bmwn sandy gravel 
while in  other mas. notably along the mkrn mwt portion of the rite. i t  had a greyish 
white sandy clay matrix. A small number of wventeentheentury yrifafe was recovered 
from this stratum. nKy had likely fwnd thur way into this orheruise sterile s m m  
through the heaving action of U. annual cycle d freeze-thaw activity. 
Event 6 
This dcslgnation was arslgned to a f i l l  d c p i t  diseovercd in n b a r n  pit (Feaure 3. 
Figure 191 neu t k  south side of the house. The roil matrix consisIed o f  what u p p a d  to 
be redeprited grey-green or eream-mlwred randy clay rubroil. A small number af 
anihar was recovered fmm chis pit 811, lhe date range o f  which war unurually b m d  for 
such r spatially limited dep i t .  my have t e n  dated from the rcwntrmth to the late 
eighteenth and possibly even early nirrtrrnth-xnwien. 
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Evcnt 7 
The pit interfm with the parent subsoil has been designated ar Event 7. This w u  
necessury to distinguish the original excavation ofthe pit from the activities rnvolved 
with i~ infilling. As the nrtifaeu from the fill inside this pit have a date range that spans 
a mare rhm aeentury (circa 165*1780). it is imponant to differentiate between the 
activtues involved with h e  original ercavarlon of the pit and i u  subsequent infilling. It 
would vppenr char the pi1 war dug in the mid-seventeenth century and filled in over a long 
period of time. with conridenbk r e h w  being thmwn in during the milimy aceupation of 
rhe rite in 177911780, 
Evene 36 and 37 
The next major matigraphic unit was a I-y organic deposit typical of bwicd sad. it 
war diseoved beneath the belch cobble deposit (Event 4, Feature I) and above the 
natural sail$ (Event 51. A number of reventscnth~nlury anifacu were present in this 
s m a m .  They were similar. bnh ternponlly and functionally  
22 of the ceramic vessels from this event shared s h e d  w!th other evenu. As this s m m  
bottomed onto the natural rubroil, it has teen inmpmed as the surface upon which Ur 
house war built. and was probably i u  original canhen floor prior to the deposition of the 
beach cobble sub-flwr. Evmt 37 was assigmd to [he jumble of large fla stoner fovnd 
within Evcnt 36. 
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Chapter I1 
The Architectural Evidence 
2.1 Intmdunian 
At the time of its discovery. the ruuctunl remains from Ihe dwelling were avergnu" 
with grass and weeds with no visible evidence on the surface. The foundation was buried 
beneath 20-50 cm of stones and organic soils and since the h o w  had ban built in  a low 
dah-shaped hollow. its collspse cwwd n levelling o f  k area. The house collapse also 
resultcd in the development of a thick rmtum oforganic soils full of large flat stones. 
Many of these stones are believed to be pan o f  the ruucture, probably tbe cast gable wall 
(where the hearb was locad) end possibly also from the ma(. The nuuientr fmm the 
organic rtructunl debris and discarded fmd reminr in the midden likely pmmoted a 
healthy gmwth of vegetation ovcr the house collapse. This beavy overbvrden was 
thickest on the em ride d k  site and taped to h e  south and west. Once the hovre 
collapse was recorded and removed, the unmistakable remnants of the h w  h e c m  
clesr. The dry-laid coursing fmm the foundation cnclaed Ihe eanhen floor and heanh 
srea. 
Cenain svuctunl featurn wsm discemable during the mum o f  k excavation. while the 
enrim dwelling with its internal e l e m  was not obviour until the latter put o f  Ule 
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project, when the house was completely expeed. Thee intrmal elements include Ihe 
foundation. eonhen flmrr. sub-flwr drainage system. heanh ma. und cwking a m  or 
Are box. The surviving elements of the suucare were made fmm the mwt durable 
molerialr: stone and clay. 
Uncut local stone was used in the foundation and hemh mnrtmction while beach cobbles 
and stone slabs made up the drainage sysm. WiLh the ereepion of the heanh m u  the 
floor war made fmm sandy clay (Event 4). The organic sVueNnl  features. nnmely the 
walls and mcf. were totally abrohd hack into the roil. The elemmtr of the rtlveture 
that surv!vd, did so becauw of their durable naNre and Ihe fact that the rite was largely 
abandoned after the house w;u vafned. The relatively isolated location of the hwse 
probably also conuibuted to the survival of the suucluraf mnwinr. Other than rporatlc 
use (;u evidenced by small he& features) and a brief occupation by members of the 
Royal Artillev in 1779. the rite h a  basically ban u ~ ~ ~ c u p i e d  s nce the coIIapseof the 
house (circa 1670). 
2.2 The Pwndstion 
The house foundation was built from undressed lad stone. which in the he= consirls of 
come-pired dark grey randstom and shale (Williams 1974: I?). The cleavage panern 
of the bedmck pmduced thin angular s tow with more-or-less flat surf- (Figwe 20). 
This made them entirely suitable. i f  not idcal. for building purposes. None of the 
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foundation stom rhms any obvi- stgns of pmpmim.  W sppeanht ruasble nones 
wen chosen, rather than manufvcturrd from larger pieces. Nor war Lcre any onempt to 
place the faundnlon in a builder's mnch. Thin -5 of buried sad were noted benerh 
several foundntlon stoner suggesting that the founddon was set d i m l y  upan the grass. 
Although the size of rhe f d a t i w  R-I varied mart masuredktwem M40 cm 
long. 20-25 em wide and 5-10em thick(Figw 21). The largeastone in the foundation 
(m the roulh wall) measured 1.2 m I w g  by SO cm wide and 24 cm thick. 
The hand drawn map of the hehours foundatim w u  digitized nl ond~eprodwd using the 
compuler assisted dcstgn software package AutaCAD 13 (Figures 22a and 22b). Related 
rtructural stones are coded to help visualize the various elements o f  the house. Footing 
rtoner and the tire box in the nonhwst cmer  o f  the house are nippled. Additional 
lnrernal rtructunl feaum. w l y  the V-shaped drain and he& f l m  suppan foatings 
am shaded. The three solid black areas am past holes. The beach cobbler used in the 
wb-floor (Event 4 Feature I )  are only npduced  in Figure 2%. 
The height of the foundation varied. likely hecaw of Le thickness of the rtooes and the 
Ile of the gmund. Up ro rwo e m s  of the fwndation along the west wall $wived as 
two pyallcl rows of flat stoner slightly o f l x t  fmm one another. In mmt places. only the 
p n m w  course of foundation stones ruwived. The p u n d  sloped gradually from LC 
"onheat to sourhwen and, as r ~ U I S  the foundation was Likely the highest in the 
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rauthwerl comer to pmvide a level b= fcrthe wall rills. The foundation may have 
bhifred during the collapse of the walls, multing m Ihc dirplaccmnr of the stones. This 
may explain the discovery o f  ojumble of ruuetunl-type aonsr in that ma.  
The besl preserved ponion of h e  foundation turned our to be the northeast mmer of the 
,trucsre. where the fire box war discovered. Them, it measured between M.M)cm wide. 
Thts width suggests that the foundation was wide enough to ruppon a sill measuring up 
10 30 em or one fmr thick. Using both the northest comer and the large aone rlah in the 
south wall (mentioned above) as .an average. it ww ld  appear that the foundation could 
have measured rpproi!malely 50em wide. 
The only surviving evidence o f  n bonding agent in the h o w  foundation was preserved in 
the back wall of the fire box. Them. VMS of the same lmal wndyclay used for the floor 
w m  discovmd among* stones. I t  may be pmsible that the Lundation was low 
enough to have supported itwlf w!thour the nrrd far a bonding material. No vace of lime 
monv was found anywhere an the rite. 
23  TheDonmay 
The only sizable w n i n g  in Ihc foundaIion was locared in the west wall. near the 
lourhwca comer of lhe hours (Figure 22a and 22bl. There. two postmolds were 
d~scovcred uppmximalely 1.1 m north of the rwhweot mmer The routhem posrmold 
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(still rewining the core of lhe pan) meartwed 14 cm (5.5") sq-. uld was slightly 
munded on the interior face. The second p t m o l d  war adarkened stain in the light- 
colored subsoil mcaruring 14 em by IAm (5.5" by 7.5"). Several small rherdr of Nonh 
Devon potter/ were found in the second portmold. Thsrc ovo postmolds. lirely 
representing the dwr  framer. are believed IO be the only remains of the entrance to the 
house. 
Additional cvldence suppans the loeation of a dwr  in this m a .  Bcrh  cobbles. fmm the 
sub-floor [mentioned below) were rarce in that comer of lhe house lnrerior but. 
convcnely. were present outride thedwnuay. It wouldappar Ihat fwt  traffic in the 
doorway resulted in the dirplac~ment of the beach cobbler fmm inride the house to the 
outside. Also, a major midden deposit war also dineowmd off the routhwest comer of 
the house. The location of lhir middm rugpsls that re& h m  inridethe house was 
dlmrded directly outside the doanmy. The mifact numben in the I m quare 
excavation units in the vicinity of the dwrwere the highest m all of the sire. 
2.4 The First E.rcben Roor 
Two emhen f lwn  were recorded inside the hnrre. The fmt lay immediately beneath the 
debnr from the house collapre. while the second flwr was dircovered beneath a beach 
cobble sub-floor. The fint flwr was represented by an imgular SuaNmof mottled 
charcoal-flecked organic randy clay. between 4-10 cm thick. It covered the entire interior 
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of the house and war littered wirh anifacb. This smtum lay bemath the holueeallapw 
and above the beach cobbles (where present). The sheer weight and jumbled, meky 
mavlx of the houw collapw. combined with the smooth matrix of the earthen flwr. 
rcrulred m the eonriderable cornpsion of the emhen flmr in several places. Whre it 
war intact, the flwr war very dininct and earily recognizable by its r m t h  gressy 
moltled rerrure. Occarionally, lenses of crram-eolored clay were observed within this 
~satum (Figure 18). 
2.5 The B-ch Cobble Sub-Flmr Dninay System (Event 4 Faturn 1 & 2) 
2.5.1 Feature 1 
Beneath the first eanhen floor lay an unusual deporit of watcfwom beach cobbles which 
formed r wedge-rhapcd suntummvmng much of the house interior with the exception of 
the heyrh ma .  (Figurer 14.22a to 25). Thew cobbles were generally slightly smaller 
than palm-sired. and appearto have been randomly dumpd inside the h o w  with no 
obvious indication of having been deliberately r t  into a clay or rand base. They were 
prewnt to a lesser d e w  m the wuthemmost I m (nearest the smth wall) and nearly 
absent m the heanh ma b place, such ar inside the doorway, there we= only a few 
cobbler resting on the roil while m other mas. panicularly along the nonh ride o f  the 
house. they were piled 10-15 cmdeep. The pattern o f  th-  cobble^ amund the dwnvay 
could be a product of intense footuzffic in hat m a  which would have resulted in their 
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displacement inside and outside t k  house. Relatively few anifacts were found on or in  
this featurr. The few rherdr o f  panery and clay pipe fragments that were dircovmd 
within the cobbles were badly shatlcred and, in some cases. vinually gmud into pwder. 
One would think that tf the cobbles were used as a flwr. that in  addition to k i n g  an 
unstable surface. they would also have been stained by v a s e  and fat fmm f w d  
preparation. None o f  t k  beach cobbler displayed any signs of staining or heat fractures. 
This suggests that they were covmd by the m h s n  flwr r w n  aher they were placed 
inside the house. Once the entire cobble sub-floor wascompletely c i p e d .  its surface 
apprilred notably undulating. Thir may have k e n  the result of the inegulv surf= the 
cobbles rested u p "  combined with the weight of the mof collapse which likely reaaerd 
some cobbles fmm their original paritimr and pushed them into the softer soils below. 
2.5.2 Feature 2 
An alignment of flat rlabs. "V" -shape in m s s  wetion and 1.55 rn long, was uncovered 
near in the center of the floor, within the k w h  cobble deporit. The surface o f  there rlabs 
were mughly lcvel with the tap o f  the cobbles. parallel to lhe long a i r  o f  the hause and 
s lopd downwards toward the doorway (Figures 22a 22b. 25 and 261. Although some of 
these flat ~ h b r  were also displaced. pobably during the h a w  collapse, their alignment 
and '"?-shaped placement clearly identiflu their funelion u adrain. Thir drain muld 
have collmed warer percolating thmugh the beach cobbles and directed i t  beneath the 
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foundaim or out b r w g h t k  frrmf doa. Whenthe brsh sobblss w m  removed. il 
became clear that the drain had heen deliberately set inw Ihe roil (Figure 27). A cover fm 
this drain w a  not idcntihd. hawever, cobbles were found within t k  drain which 
wggesrs that it may not hvn needed amver. 
Together. the beach cobbles and drain are believed to be L p a  o f=  s u b f l  installed by 
the acupvnts to help n i rc  and level Ulc flmr and to dnin gmund water away fmm the 
house mterior. Lncidenwlly, during the excavation of Ihe rile. lk need for a dnin wan 
o f ~ n  cvtdent a the hause intcriorqukUy tilled with waler whsncver h Rined (Rpre 
28). Flooding was prolonged by the position of the houw against a bedmck outcrop. A 
luge firsure a the base of the balmck acted as a channel for rainwater permeating down 
from hxghcr gmund east of the house and actually directed gmund water tnto the houw. 
The sub-flwr and drain l i b l y  functioned an achanncl far gmund water to flow thmugh 
to keep the clay floor free fmm ermrive moisture a d  hopefully. allowed the inhabitants 
to reman dry during wet weather. 
2.6 The Second brthm Rmr 
Towanfr the end of the excavation the heach cobble rubflmr was recorded and removcd. 
Benerrh it lay another buned cultural ruaNm of organic roil and wanss. which has k e n  
interpreted as evidence of an earlier evthen f lw r  (Event 361. I t  m y  well have bsso the 
very s a s s  upon which t k  haus wasconrmcled. A jumbled arraogerrrm of stones w a  
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discovered in his r m m  (Figure 27). Some of these nomr w m  larger lhan those wed 
m the foundation and i t  was a great surprise to see them Wed beneath Lhe heeh mhhlm. 
Their jumbled vppearanw may have ken caused by f m t  heaving over so m y  yean. 
Subsoil was discovered directly beneath rhtw nones. suggesting [hat they wcre not 
delibcntcly placed on the floor prior to the inrrallxim of the beach cobbler. Had Utey 
been placed over m existing eanhen flwr. Lhen organic roil fmm hat  eanhen floor 
should have been present beneath the nones. Although there stoner are likely a pan of 
Event 36. they werc assigned a separate event designaion (Event 37). A fragmented 
1660-1680 style pipe bowl (catelque # CfAf-5.88551 was found among the stones. It 
was srrmpd with I "PV'. the init id of Philip Edwards (we p a p  ?5 above). 
Close to I.2W xventeenthccnrury anifacrr wcre mmvsred fmm thir stratum. ruggcning 
twoparribilitics: the site had ken occupied befarsthe hwrc was built: arthat thir war 
acrudly an carliereanhen flwr. The mifans fmm this deposit indicate that Ute latter 
appem 10 be the ewe. Thew anifacts were similar lo those found in the other ruataan 
the rlte. including the fint eanhen flwr and in h e  midden. No less that 22 o f  the ceramic 
vessels represented in Event 36 had rherds in olher deposirs on the rite. ineluding many in 
Event 4. Two marked p i p  bowls bridges thir deporit temporally to the first sanhen f lwr  
of :k house. 'The tint howl (CIraloguc X CfAf-5:8553]. was r m p c d  with u "PS" on it's 
hccl. the same m&er'r mark as was found on reven o f  the pipe bowls from rht clay 
floor. heath and middm. Tk vcond bowl. with a"W'maker'r mark (Caldogueil 
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CfAf-5:8520) a arguably mart imponant as i t  may also pmvide a dale after which 
(unnintsporr qucml the house was comrrueted (9% page 24 above). 7he discovely of 
there two p i p  bowl nicely links the two floor deposits together. 
2.7 The Bormw Pit (Feature 3) 
The sandy clay used as flooring material for the d e n  floor discovered inside the houw 
war likely dug from the gmund just metres fmm the doorway. Dunng the first season on 
the site. a I by 1.5 m steep-nlded oval pit was discovered an a low rise. some 4.5 m 
*ouchwest of the house (Figure 19). It had k e n  excavated into the rubsoil lo a depth of at 
lear 30 em. At i e  deepst point the bottom o f  this b r m w  pit feature was 50 cm below 
rhe modern surface. The redeposited fi l l  inside lhe pit consisted o f  small stones and 
several lvge angular boulders in a sandy clay mamx thal was similar to. but rltghtly m m  
organic than the rubroil itself. 
Approximately onc-half of this pit feature war excavated during lhc archmlagicd 
projecr and 190 mifaers were movered, including wrought nails, ceramics. clay p i p  
fragments, a 6rh hook, r honey eolouredFmnch- or Flemish-style gun flint. N m h  Devw 
ceramics and care bottle glass. Eighteenthsenw stoneware and creamware she& 
conrtituted about 50 p r  cent o f  the ani fwu from the pit fill. Bsause of the high 
frequency of eighreenthsenmly anifacts and the gun flint, i t  was fmt thought tha this 
feature war aswiated wirh the eighrrrnthanmry milito~yaccupatim o f  the site. 
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However, a different interpretprion emerged when an i n m t  taba~co p i p  bowl war fwnd 
embedded m the rubroil pr the base o f  the pit. The pipe bowl war a perfect ernmple of 
West Counuy-style ptper dating between 1660 and 1680 (Ftgure 29). This bowl. together 
with the Nonh Devon ceramics and the cars bade glars suggested a scvenreenlhsentwy 
ongln for the pit. It was not unrll the following year that its function was red id .  
The function of the pit war not deteeted until lenses of cm-colored m d y  clay were 
discovered on seveml aecarionr during the excavation of the house flwr and midden 
deposits. The soil mauir of thew lenses was vimally identical to the s d y  clay rubrail 
exposed at the bottom of the pit (Figurn 181. Curiously enough. the suboil m u n d  the 
house was basically gnvelly, however, in  the vicinity o f  the pit, tk rubsoil war a rmwth 
cream-colored sandy clay. Clearly, thc builders of the house had realized this clay w e  
and used it for the second floor inside the home. The vvmtmthcentury anifmts from 
lhts feature. pvnicularly h e  pipe pressed into the wfi clay at its base suggests that this pit 
was dug dunng the 16%. The cightenthsmtury rehue was likely deposited during h t  
acupation when a shallow pit an the site made a convenient msprxle for refuse. 
1.8 House Dimnsionr 
When calculating the interior and exterior dimensions of the house. several elementr of 
the structure wcrc uwd. Although the mush outline of the foundation war clearly 
discemable. a pmise mcasurrment of tk length and width of the svucture war difticult 
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because of the displmmcnt o f  many foundation stones. The heach cobbles, hearrh area 
and doorway part molds were helpful henchmarLs in calculating the mterior space 
dimenrlons. The intenor face of the d m a y  port molds and d~ back wall of the fire 
box were uwd to determine tho omal l  length. which war measured at 6.1 m (20'). 
Ertimilt~ng the width of the harm was more difficult ar the heath area was n m w c r  than 
the matn portion of the houw interior. This discrepancy might haw k n  beenuse of the 
position of the hearth between two hedmk ou1cq.s. 
The overall dimensions of h e  hemh are1 were 2 m (6.53 deep by 3.6 m ( I  1.8') long 
[nonh-rourhl. towlling 7.2 square metres (77.5 squm feet). Oulside the hearth ma. the 
house interior war mughly square. mewring 4.1 m (13.3') [eart-west] by 4.0 m (13.1') 
[nonh-bouthl. for atotd areaof 16.44 rquaremeuu (176.5 square feet). Whcn 
combtned. the etal house interior war estimated 11 hetwecn 3.6- 4 m wide by 6. I m long 
(1 1.8'-13.1' by 20'). Adding the dimenrionrr of the narmwer hearth m a  to that of the 
wider clay floor gives an overall interior dimension of 23.6m (254 rq. A.) of livrng space 
on one floor (Figure 22). 
Detem~ning the precise exleri~dimnsions was also difficult. although i t  war p r i b l e  
to make m estimation. Mwrvring from the exterior edge of the nnthern d m  p t  mold 
ro a line panllel wirh the back of the ireplace gives an exterior length of 6.5m. 
Ertablirhing the width of the hova war again slightly mom difficult because of the 
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dirpiaesmsnt of the fwndnion stoner. At its m o w e n  pint. at the east end of the 
hour. ir war 4.3 m acrorr. In the eenter of the h w w  and an the west end, it appears to 
widen to 4.5 m. The width of the eart end of the h o w  war diemred by the recess m the 
bedrock whlch limited the space available lo about 4.3 m. I t  may not have matted 
strongly to the builderthat the hauw was 15 cm (7.5') widerat one end. Give ortals u 
few centimetrer. the exterior d i m i o n s  of the hwre war appmximalely 4.4m by 6.5m 
(14.c by 21.1'). 
2.9 The Wdk 
Arlde fmm revenl rurvivlng courses of stone behind the lire box. little evidenes of the 
house walls survived. Although noching remained of their wwden elements. revenl 
inferences on the wall construction an parsible thmugh the artifa~rr tha survived. 
namely rhs foundation, nails and the door p r t  mwlds. The p w n c e  of about 850 nails. 
m and below the home collapse $mum, pmvrde clearevidmce that at lest  three ofrhe 
walls wcre likely d c  fmm wmd. The east gable wall muld have been canrlrvned 
wholly or panly fmm stone as the wall eollapx cowing the east side of the houw would 
rugssr. The psil ion of the hemh against thu wall s m g i y  indicates that it w 
constructed from stone. 
As was mentioned above, the foundarion would have supponcd a r i l l  which m y  have 
measured up to 30em ( I )  wide. Ths r w  past m lds  in the foundntiw implied thu ths 
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sire of parts used in the wall conluunian measured krucen 14 and 19 cm in diameter. 
Presumably larger posts were uud  f w r k  mmsrs. The rrraight rides on the dwr posts 
also implied that they had hem probably hewn or olhcwisc dres~d.  
I f  any openings (other than lhe dwr) existed in the walls. they wen most cenainly not 
covered by glass panes. Not a single shed of window glass was found in either the 
reventeenth-cmtury occupation layer or the h o w  collapse stmum. The only piece of 
building hwdwaue (other than nails) found at the sire was a pintle-shwd imn mncretion 
found near the west wall. This m i f a t  may haw held the door or a window shutter in 
Wood for bullding material abounded in the area. including sprucs. fir. pine and birch 
(Cell 1982:210: Kelw 1995. Appndin Dl. Whether cut locally w imporred. the houre in 
Renews was presumably covered with a wooden siding, probably clapboard nailed to 
dressed studs. Historical documentation in  the fonnaf contempxary dexriptionr from 
sr. John's can k usedto help 811 in gap in Ihcheha~~Ioolcgical dm.  This will be funher 
addresred in the discussion. 
2.10 TheRooI 
Like the walls of the how.  the roof was alw, difficult to discern horn b e  areharological 
remrd. However. here wasevidence to suggest that s d s  played an crucial mle. The 
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house collapw rusrum covering the foundation and floor o f  the houw conrirred o f  1 chick 
stratum of organic roil (Figures 14 and IS). eonraining flat stones of vuious sizes and 
numemur anifanr. including 662 nail fragments. The presence of so m y  nails is clear 
indication that woad was a mnjoreompent of the house, including in all likelihaad the 
mof f m s .  The breadth and highly organic matrix of the house collapse stratum ruggens 
rha it may have been panially derived fmm rods covering the mof of the house. The 
large flat stoner conrained m this stntum indicate that they lm were a pan of the r w f  
structure. Whaever it was conruucted fmm. lhe roof was suppaned by acenu81 poJt in 
the mtddle of the home. A cireulv part mold mcoruring 16 cm (6 114') in diamcter was 
di.;covered near the center of the flmr ( R g w  22bl. A port in this psil ion would likely 
hnve been an intsmnl suppon for a load-beuing central r i d e  h. resling upon the 
walls. The archawlogical evidence of uvcnreenrhanrury ruuclws in Tidewater 
Virginia indicate that central pars are not were no1 uwd (Canan et. al. 19811. Thcrc. the 
rmfs were vaditianally cvried by lhe walls instead ofwith the use of central p t r .  That 
them was r central part in  the Renews house funhcr suggens a heavy r m f  system 
cenmnly more massive than the shingled rmfr  used in the souUrrn colonies of Virginia 
and rhcrefom requiring additional suppn. 
Thc compos~t~on f the m f  rvacturr wil l be discussed lluer in this chupter. allhough 
another related discovery should be mentioned a1 chis p i n t  in h e  description of lhe 
ruuetvnl remains. There was evidence rhar rods were sraekpilcd against the side of the 
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house. A continuous smmthorganic sandy W t .  50cm wide and 3 4  m long. was 
dieovercd against r k  nosh wall of the foundation. This deposit (Event 35) was laced by 
of a rerter of alternating lenses of creamsolowed sandy clay which r t d  out agmnrt 
argmie brown wndr. Thex clay lenses have ken interpreted s r  evidence of subroil 
clingmg to sods that had heencut aML stacked against the side of the h w .  They wne 
buried benearh the house collapse slranrm and therefore must have been in p l m  hefore 
the walls gave way md  the m~ssive mof covered tkm. Only seven anifrrr were found 
m Event 35: three clay pipe fragments. ouo nails and one shed each of bottle glass md 
Nonh kvoncavre e u t h w a r e .  Although the p t p w  of this bank of rod. is unclear. 
they could h ~ v c  funcuoned as anything fmm a stockpile of rooting marerial to a M e r  or 
plug to keep water or cold fmmenreting the hww. 
There are P number of historic Rferellces forthe me of rod sr amofmg matM in k 
vventecnth century on both rider of the Atlantic Oewn. in Btitian. Renews. Plrmtio. 
Cape Breton and New Amacdsm (New Yak). A d i m r i o n  of thir will foUau later in 
thir chapter. 
2.11 TheH~prth A m  
Of d l  the architectural elements fmm I k  house, the hearth area uas the m a t  nearly 
intact internal element. It wsr a h  the m a t  o k d ,  having bem buried by up to 50 cm 
of stoner and din.  As it helped complete theemlire h o w  inrerior, the hearth w a l w ,  
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the most exciting part of the h o w  to excavate. Beeaur of the amount of stone rubble 
covering the east end s f  the h o w  and some uneenainty as to iu loearion, the hearth m a  
ww not exposed untd the 6nal weekof lhe excavation. The paiea excavation and 
mapping skills of the crew members were well demonsuaed during this phase ofthe 
pmjeet as the jumbled remains of the hearth area were exposed without actually being 
d!smantled in the pmens. 
The hcmh mu M k n  completely covered by the collapseof the east gable wall, a wall 
which may have been constwred entirely of stone. The wall collapse over the hearth 
W~LI different from the rest of the house eollapre in that it consisted moslly of stones and 
comparauvely little roll (Figurer 30 to 321. In several inswecs. these stones rested 
directly on the flmr of lhe hearth area and on the fire box. Tk roils present in  and 
around rhls part of the wall collapse originntcd fmm the rod developmsnt during The three 
cenaner since the house collapsed instead of fmm the deeomporition o f  the organic 
elements of the structure. Like the rest of the rite, lhe hwse collapse over the hearth area 
had k e n  completely covered by so&. Unlike the m t  of the rite, the small flat stoner 
which chvnctcrized the eighrenth-~sntury accuption rmwm were not present in  this 
area. The stones from the wall callapse were directly beneath the r d .  
When there stoner were recarded and removed, the entire well-preserved hearth aru was 
revealed (Figure 33 to 34). I t  measured 2.0 m wide md appmximarely 3.6 m loogad 
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conrrirured the entire width of the cart end of the how.  taLing up nearly one-third of the 
house mterior. The hearth areaconsisled of Woeomponenu: a compact wwnguiar tire 
box in the northeast corner. and a worLingniving m a  in front of and to the side (south) 
of rhe &re box ( F i p r  22b. 33 to 35). T k  tirebox had k e n  built ~ntotbe nwheirsr 
earner of the he& area where it rested m a bed of gravel some 10 cm above the gmund 
(Figures 36 and 371. k mearwed 75 cm by 85 em (2.6 by 3') and was constructed eairely 
of stone wllh a base mnsating of several tla rlolvr. the lnrgest of which measured 5060 
cm wide by 75 cm long. Thir slab war oxidized to a deep ml mlour. hear-fractured in a 
number of places and had concretions of imn ewraded onto it (Figure 38). Several other 
!Pat slabs ~n fmnr of the fire box did not display ar much heat damage. Tk nonh and east 
sides of the fire box were incorporated inm the foundation of the house. 
The back and rides of the fire box wm consvvcad fmm long, thin stones. Although 
almost the entire east wall of the h o w  war gone (likely collapsed over the slruclurs) 
prrhapr as m a y  ar four c-r of the back wall of the tire box were preserved (Figure 
39). There rocks were severely emded and heat-fractured c the point where it war 
~rnporrible to determine the e r r t  number o f c o w s  remaining. Fine, sandy clay, similar 
lo the subrail at Ihe bonom of the bormw pit, war direovcml in assmiadon with the 
fireplace stones. Thir clay was m t  evident between the wall stones at the m o f  the fm 
box and inn mound immdiarely to the south side of it It m y  have sewed as =crude 
bonding material, cemsnungthe stoms together. 
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Several anifnets were found lying directly upon the stone f lmrof  the fire br. Mostly. 
these anthcrr were severely corded  imnconcretionr which. judging by their rhap. 
i l p p m d  to he nails. A well-preserved p i p  bowl, with a pmial stem. was also fwnd 
embedded in clay in the nollheart comr o f  the fire box. This specimen war typical of the 
West Country-style p ips  dnring hom 16M)to 1680 and v m  similar to many found n the 
site. 
The eirnhen su-face of the heanh m a  war relnively free fmm stoner and had a smmh 
argvnlc soil matrix. B was similar to. but not exxtly the same CONislency as the greasy 
clay fmm the floor covering the rest of the house interior. If also had a noticeably higher 
charcoal content whlch may havcconmihuled to M n g t h i r  roil the blackestof all the 
sod dcporitr an lhe rite (Figure 33 and 34). This was espcially vue in  from s f  the fire 
box m d  to a Icser degree i n  the eennal panion of the heanh. The southernmost metre 
was different again in thx is soil mamix cmtained naiaably mom gravel and stone und 
much less e h d .  Ar rhe large. founMm-IF stones were few in this corner of the 
house. it is r p c u l m d  thn the gravel and stme may have n a pan o f  k foundatim. 
The deplh o f  h e  oecupaion stratum in the h d  wearerembled a wedge in thx ir was 
up ro 10 em lhick in front o f  the fue box and gradually tapred to 3 cm ar it terminated 
against the south foundation. 
An unurual feature was that ths surf= of the h d  aren was appmximately lOcm lover 
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than the top of the cobble sub-f lwmd had brrn panitioned Tmm the rest of the h o w  
interior by an alignment of k c  long flat ltoncs (Figure 40). Canridering lhat the clay 
floor covering the beach cobbler awraged about 5 cm thick. this would place the surface 
of the heanh area (emludmg the fire box) some 15 em below the level of the floor. 7hb 
w;ls an unexpected discovery rs it offered speculation that the h m h  m a  (except the fire 
box) was covered. perhaps by a wwden floor. since numenus nails were among the 
anifacts found in the heanh uw (xe discussion). 
Close to 4 0  anifacu were recovered fmm the house collapse over L c  hemh m d  a 
funher 250 were found buried in the heanh area. I t  ~ e d  lhat with e v q  xnpe  of the 
rmwel another anifact would appear (Figurer 41 and 42). A number of luge poeherds. 
including several from fngik drinking cups were among the diroverier. Clay p i p  
fngmene. ~neluding 40compleu p i p  bowls were also muieved. Sevenl of the pipe 
stems were in excess of lOem long. Additional flnds included ease bile glass, z latun 
~ p w n  finial and a silver Charles I half gmsr coin. As mentioned above. there were a 
number of poorly pmerved nails in the m p t i o n  ruamm m n d  the heanh. 
2.12 Discussion 
The surviving nruearal remnants from tk house offer fascinating details on a nwnberd 
architectural elemenu including tk foundation, r i z  and basic configuration o f  the h o w .  
the floonng material. sub-floor drainage system and position of the enmcc way. There 
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are. however. many elemens missing. particularly [how made from organic materials. 
namely wwd. Missing are details on L e  walls and mof. j-nm or 
absence of a sforagelrleeping loft. and the position ofwindow openings. Although some 
of these details wi l l  never be known. the wchaeologieal record allows some infcrencer to 
be made. Several questions were also nired by the ychitenwal evidence. The hearth 
m a .  in particular. had several unusual features that require a m w v r e  of creative 
interpretation. Using the physical remains, together with available historical 
documentrtion f ~ o m  Newfmdland and elsewhere. i t  is possible to 811 in some o f  she 
missing detads. 
Two sources of seventeenth-century references relate ra architenure and architecturally- 
related acuvitter in Newfoundland. The first, by James Yonge. describes the hourex and 
stager built by migratory ftrhermen in Renews in 1663 (Poynter 1%3:56). Yonp also 
writes h u t  cenain winter activities o f  Ule Renews planters which relare to the 
avudahrltty o f  building matenatr. The second mrn is the planter, John Downing, who 
wmte of conditions in St. John's in 1675 (Prowsc 1895:205). These twosourns will be 
dlwursed later. 
The architectural remains horn Renew offer a m  example of a wha may have been n 
common t p  of housing uwd in Newfoundland during h e  seventeenth cenrury. For [his 
reason, i t  wu perhaps the most valuable discovery of the entire rite. Tht hwse probably 
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contnmed r combination of English West Counvy archireetud elements togelher with 
the alterations qu i red  for adpntion to life in Newfoundlard. It may have msembled a 
typical Werr Counrrycotage, bur i t  had e be suiuhle to withrmd the femious winters 
for which the enst coast of Newfoundland is renowned. . 
The house shared revcrd chiuacterirtict with Imown revenlcenth-~sntury domestic 
rtructures fmm the United Slues and Onnt Briwin. The overall dimensions of the house 
nppear to be quite rtnndvd for the e n  and am well within the m g e  of h w c r  built dong 
the eastern reaboard of Nonh America in early colonial times. The 41m (14.4') by 6.5m 
(21.Y) exterior, with an atimaed23.6 s u m  mew (254 sq.) of interior living space 
conforms closely to "single-cell" suucmrer in the 14' by 2rY m g e  unmvsmd on eerly 
foloniid sites in the United Stiuer. Similarandmariandly even smaller houses were 
discovered ar Manin's Hundred ( N a l  H u m  1982140). a the Maine Site. in Jamestown 
(Outlaw 1990) and at a variety of other rites in Tidewater Virginia and Maryland (Coner 
19% 19-21,. The simple one-mom plan was also predominant thrmghout much of 
England for centuries and was crpcid ly  c o m n  among farmhauser from the endof Ihs 
sixteenth century onwards (ME- 1975:W). 
The small size andlM a p n t  a k ~ t  or internal @tiom were p b & l y  imenriond as 
the lack of mhitectural complexity (in Ulir care meaning marc lhan orre mom) meant lhat 
it wns esier to conswct and mainwin. Another. prhaps more imponant factor was that 
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3 smaller house would have k n  mom ecaomical lo ku. especially dunng t k  cold. 
damp months which characterize much o f  L c  year on the earl coat o f  Newfoundland. 
Private living rpxc  das  nw appear to have k n  a priority in the reventeenth century. 
with communal sharing o f  interior space k i n g  more the norm (Dee<. 1977: 1 IS). This 
rhould not be surprising when it is conriderrd thu naNre pmvided all the roam one could 
hope torlust outride the door. 
The ,cngle<elled floor plan was also typical far the lime period as rhe records of I44 
houses bull1 in Marsmhuretrr hetween 1625 and 1725 show (Cummings 1979:23). Well 
over half of there houses were daewnented ar one-mm dwellings. Ovenear. in  the early 
seventeenth century English mlany of Ulster, the Renews house might even have seemed 
lage when compared ro the 18' r 12' tenements built to house some of the newly vrived 
tmme in some Englirh planlntions (Robinson 1979:ZO). 
The relatively compact size of the how= should not hide the fact that it was probably well 
built. The 50 cm wide dry-laid foundntion was designed to r u p p n  asturdy nuwture. 
Unionunalely the soil conditionr at the rite were not sympathetic to organic prrwrvntion. 
Therefore, elements of the house conrrructia, namely those made o f  wwd, did not 
survive. or in the c a x  of the pml molds, rurvivedonly ns organic suns in  the rubroil. 
Cenan inferences. however. can he made with a m o ~ b l e  murance that the hours was 
lvrgely conrmcted fmm wood. The p+evm of some 657 nails in  the house collaprp and 
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190 more in the weupation strata ma*= this evident. M a t  of the nails appear to be in 
the range o f  three to four inches in length and therefore were probably not wed in the 
house fame. They were likely uwd to fastenthe riding onto the hours framc. Although 
theloincry techniques are unknown, rtmdad practice for joining principal frames in the 
seventeenth century would have been bough the use manix and lenon or simple lap 
joints fastened by waadcn pegs (ueenatlr) and/or lashing (N. Alcak. Perr. Com.1995). 
The rebatwe rearcity of largs nails in the assemblage may be evadence of such joincv 
techniques used m thlr hwse. 
Ccnilin spculn~ons can be made about the consvuctlon of the hauw walls. At half a 
meter wide. the foundation rhwld haw been able to support sills measuring half that 
sae. say 25-30 cm. Using the two prtmclds found in the doorway as indicative of [he 
thickness of wall suds, a st11 measuring 25-34 cm s m s  would be appmpriare to 
accommodate studs in the range of 14 cm by l 9em ( 5.5 by 6 inches). No doubt. larger 
ports might have been w d  at the comers. 
The vctlwl frame of the house may have k e n  along the lines o f  the timber -box-frame'' 
house common in England and aher plafes where English pcoplc moved. notably in 
Ulsrer (Nonhem Ireland) (Gailey 1W.44: Robinson 1919:\3-24). Two rypn of box- 
fame conslruction were normally employed. each wing upright timberr as rluds wt  into 
slllr at the bottom and plates ar the top. The difference betwcen the rwo typr of framing 
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lay in the prorimicy of the reds loone another. Close nudding. as the name implies. has 
the studs plvredclorc together. while the ssond style had the studs funkapm and 
brnced with diagonal m d  horizontal tier. The spaces between the suds in bath styles of 
frammg wem normally in-filled with bards. mud or brick and pl~semd over (Robtoron 
1979:18-19). Although i t  requiraaddirional rimber.clme fnming is lar mmplicnrcdta 
erect ar it requires fewer moniee and tenm join& for the intmal  braces and tics and h e  
clobcly rpvced studs required Css insulation for intilling. In Renews. where the emphasis 
llkcly fell mom on Arhing thancarpcntry, the less complicaredelax studding may have 
mare practical. Supplies of wood for building materials were not a pmblem. 
The exterior of the h m e  war pmbably covered in lacally cut bauds. James Yonp 
records that the planlcrs in  Renews cut b o d s  for h t  hilding m d  for sale to the 
migratory Arhing crews (Poynter 1%3:€Q). Also. John Downing mentions planer h o w  
in SI. John's were covered w i h  boards eilher cur lacally or imponcd from New England 
(Pmwse 1895:205). Behind the baards. aeting as n wulherpmafing. the planter probably 
ued  birch rinds. just ar the migratory f i r k m n  did in rheirrhelers (Poyner 196336). 
Overlapping rlnps o f  birch bark ww ld  be an effmive underlay beneath a heavier 
material, just as ramd paper is used in modem times as a weatherpmofingw modem 
exteriors. Neither Ywge nor Davning mentions the use ofa particular insulating 
material. nevertheless, in the absence of brick nagging (no bricks were m v c r c d  in the 
sevenreenhentury -next). the aumemur pat  bags m u d  Renews a u l d  have 
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provided plenty of p a t  moss f a  this pupae. 
If windows were prewnt in the walls. they must have been covercd by something aher 
than glur  as then was no sign of pone glass in the revsnrccnth-century deporiu. 
Llkewire. building h d w m  (other than nails) was w-. One possible piece of 
hardware was a heavily conoded ohjest resembling a small pinlle. It may have supported 
a wmdow shutter or evm tk d m ,  dthough ill n d l  size suggests the former. lt was 
found outride the house in the vicinity of thedaonvay. 
The rypc of roof covering the house is unenain. however, the n g a n ~ c  matrix and large 
flat stones of the house collapre r v g p s u  nomc form of massive organic covering. 
St~atigrpphie proRIcz through the center of the hnne also show flat st- "em the top of 
the h~urecol lvp~cas  well as thmughwt it. The h o w  collapse rtrarum was so full of flat 
stones that excavation was difiicult. In many placer the meks rested dimlly upon the 
batch cobble sub-floor, having Ian&d with such f m e  thal they displaced even the 
emhen floor of the h w s .  Photographs of the excavation half way thmugh the 
arehxologicnl pmjectilluruae the multitude of stones &ng the houJe flwr (Figare9 
43 and 441. For the houre mllnpw to contain so m y  flat stones, it -Id appear that 
they were used on the rmf of the house a well u in the gable wall cmtnining the he&. 
Although it was not universal throughout the counuy, t k  mmocommon moeng m a t e d  
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used rn England in rhe seventeenth century was potably harch (Robinron 1979:22). A 
thatch mof is eonrwcted by pinning and lashing tight bundles o f  naw. rushes or redger 
tagether onto u clow framework ofwmd. The result is rrmh tightly sealed covering 
up ro 30 em thick which nomwlly Iasn many yem. Even an inexperienced pew" wwld  
probably know enough about the cnf l  toconrtruer a passable thatch roof IN. Alcoek, 
Perr. Com.. 1995). Thatched mofs have been leearded both arehrmlagically and 
hi\toncdly in seventeenthsenwry Colony of Avalan at Ferryland.. One of the structures 
uncovered there was r ssvcntecnrhscntury eowhwre-norage shed (Oaulton 1997: 16) 
that eontalncd evldenee suggesting thar ar one time during its sxirtence It was covered 
with a rharch roof In 1621, Cuplain E d w d  W w .  Ihe overseer for the initial 
ean>tNmion of the colony, reponcdly hatched a pm of the mansion h o w  roof with the 
sedge. flvgps and rusher which he found growing in Ferryland (Cell 1982:196). Ar 
Wynne scaled that he only covered a ponion of* srmcnue w i h  hatch. it could be that 
he could not find a supply suficient enough tocover the entire mct Although he preferr 
thatch ro wood for covering "... both for w m t h  and tirenes [sic]." (Cell 1982:1%), he 
does not mention why he only covered a pan of Ihe boux. To thatch a mof adequately. a 
picnt!fui supply of ruitabis maarid is n-ary mi i t is doubcful whnher cnwgh rushes, 
rvaw or sedges grrw in Renews in the reeventFenth ~cntury to thatch even a small mof (P. 
Scos. Pes. Corn.. 1995). 
Scds. on the other hand were plentiful all o w  Newfoundland and they oKer a psrfscdy 
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ru!ruhle moting marerial. A rad mof would also bc mlstivcly stmple to eonsvuet 
considering the avatlability of the caw material. I t  would also be far less flommahle than 
thatch. Conrwnt windy conditions on The Mount would prewnt a serious tire h d  to a
thatched roof. pvniculvrly with spark and hot ashes sputtering from aehimney that was 
pmbably eonrlantly in use. 
In rcconaructlng $he mofing material. historical doeumenlnion cnn also bc wed lo 
suppon the exirtcnce of a rod raaf. Jams Yonge mcds that the houses built by the 
mlgntory tishemen in Renews were roofed withsods. holding down birch rind which 
lhey "bed as werlher pmofing (Poynter 1%3:561. Additional historical references 
abound for the "re of rods ar roofing marerial in  Ule Old nnd New Worlds including 
Ncwfoundlmd. A drawlng of a F m h  house in Plxentir likely fmm the seventeenlh or 
early eighteenth century shows a sheep grazing upon a rod mof (de la Potherie 
172?:op.171 (Figures 45a and 45b). Sods were  commended ar a mofing material to 
wttlcrr in rhc Dutch colonies of New Netherland ( N w  Yorkl in the seventeenth century 
(O'Callrghm 1851:23) and were used an houres in New England (Hawke 1988:47-48). 
A traveller in Cape Breton in 1635 dererihe~ lhe mof of asmall conage there ar having a 
rod mof (Twaler 1897:281). In his work on xvrnteentheentvry England. Randls 
Holrne dercnher sodas a moting m t c d ,  especially on "litde houses" (Holme 
1688:266). 
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To visualize what a d  rocf I& like, m n s i d e r k  l~(t-nintrnnth-eenmry phnopph 
fmm lreland rhowing flat stoner holding down the rod mof on a turf and stone house in 
Donegal (Fi$uce 46). Similvly shaped Sons were found i n  Ihe Renews haKe collapy, 
suggscing their use for the same function. b addition to holding the scds in p lm. l q e  
stoner would serve rhe dwl purpose of adding weight to the mof. The high r indstha 
buffet the c o s t  o f  Newfoundland. especially in winter, could easily dirlcdgc a p r l y  
secured or lightweight mf fmm ~ s V u e ~ .  
Evidence fmm the mupation IVnIum knenth the h m  m I k  s u g g n ~  hat the flmr 
plan w& divided into two arws. The eastern one-third was taken up by the hearth m a .  
whlle L e  main ponion o f  the house had a flmr composed largely of sandy clay, a l e a  in 
npproxim~tely twc-thirb o f  the living ma The greasy, sandy clay malrix dimvend 
over top of the beach cobbles har b x n  interpreted as an onhen flmr. Csnainly, the 
beachcobbles would not have been n suitable flmring material as the l o w  composition 
of the cobbler would have made fM UNure f m t i n  Lenses of the cream-coloured sandy 
clay were recorded in the flmr SmNm, along with in sit* pM rherdr and kash cobbler 
mixed throughout. These lenxr ue idenucal in muir and eolouras Ihe rubmtl found in  
a bormw ptc several meters fmm the houx whiehruggess thnt the f lmr material was dug 
from this pit. 
The k m h  was typical d revenleenth~nfq conager, a lhugh  i t  did display terrain 
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unique peculiarik. Its posiuon on one of the gable ends Pod it's size relative tothe re* 
of the house conforms with other one mam dwellings. Heat sou- for small English 
cottages had been traditionally situated on a gable wall since Tudor timer (Barley 
1961:49). One of the reasons for this it thar eenvaf open heanhr were prone to drafts 
imdooways. Therefwe. by placingthc h m h  with its opn, name along a wall, th~s 
problem war solved. The ecnterof the flwr war then free for orher activities. 
The sheer nze of the heanh on. vinually one-third d the house interior. ruggerm thal r 
wnsiderable degree of activity likely =umd there. t y~c ia l l y  tho= 8ctiviticr requiring 
hcur or w m t h .  In addition to fmd preparation and consumption, the abubundmrr orclay 
smoking pips. case bottle glass and drinking cup sheds indicvF that the M h  area w a  
the rene of much leisure ativily. Tobacco and alcohol consumption were popular f o m  
of leisure activ~tier enjoyed by Eaglih fsbemm d w h g k  hcmvcruemtheentury 
(Churchlll 1984). 
There were several features fmm the heanh area lhar appear to be unusual. The first 
obvious pecullviry war the loeation o f  b firs box. In sewnteenth-century Devan. 
corner k m h s  were wcasionally used lo heat individual mom in large houwr. but on the 
whole, they were not u normal f e a m  in one-mom houren (N. A l m k  pen. com. 1995). 
A her1 sourn in the center o f  the wall would he mare ruirabk fmthmwing hat. whereas 
the heat from a fireplace in the mmer of a mom would he panidly absorbed by Ihe ride 
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wall of the house. Why then would the occupants cmrtruct their fire box. likely the only 
source of heat in the house, in  the comer? To answer this qucrrim. the acher hearth 
haum must he carefully ana lM.  Considering that the fire box was in the comer of the 
hemh. why would here k rueh a h ighchmal  conlent in  the center of the he& arw 
lruggcsting this area was also used for fires)? And. why was the elevation of h e  flmr 
10-15 cm lowcr than the rest of the first emhen f lwr  inside the house? 
A possible crplmvtion of all thew questions may lie with the diroveryof the second. 
dccpcr emhen f lw r  beneah the heaehsobhic rub-floor It appears that when the house 
W~L* f iw cons~~cted. the he* source was located directly on rhc ernhen flmr in  the 
center of the hcanh ma .  This wouldexplwn the high charcoal content noted in the roil 
in char pan of the hemh. Upon cxpriencing Ihe discomfort of flmding brought on by 
groundwater pcrmcaing through rhe east gable wall (positioned against r fissure-filled 
bedrock ourcmp). the occupantr m y  well have decided to alleviate the pmhlem by 
rasing the e m k n  f lw r  and &adding a dralnagc system. H o w e m  thm leaves the question 
of how lo heat the house and c d  meals. The solution was to relocale the heat source 
onto stone slabs ~n the northeast comer where it was pdastaled an a mound of gravel. 
There was also something different uboul the condition and qualityof some of rhe 
mifacts recovered fmm h e  hearth ma In addirion to k i n g  plentiful (which in i w l f  is 
nor entirely unusual considering Ute 8mponrncc of Bc hearth area to Ulc floorplanl. 
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several ertrnordinaniy large rherdr o f  pottery and long pipe stems were found on the 
floor o f  the hemh m a .  I t  seems s m @  Iha! the pan of the houw that w pmbvbly used 
rhc morr would also produce some of the largest r h d r  of fragile. thin-walled driddng 
vessels and pipe stems in excess of 10 cm long. Considering the degree o f  f a n  tmffic in  
the hemh m a .  it would be expected thnt the most fragmented potsherds and pipe 
fragments would be found there. Clearly. he archaeological evtdence implies that this 
was not the case. One explanation for this would be Ulat the m a  was covered by a 
wooden floor, one [hut may have had loose planks that could be lined for the disposal o f  
broken CUPS. case bottler or piper. Reeious items. such as h silver half gmat coin could 
hnve been conceded beneath the floor. Nair, tm. were discovered in rbe heanh area 
Although not in my recognizable pattern. their presence done is comborating evidence 
for a floor covering rhe heanh m a .  The alignment of stoner bordering the wut  rtde of 
[he hemh m a  may have been intentionally placed in position to suppon a floor. 
I f  the hemh m a  (excluding the fire box) was no1 covered by a floor of some son, thew 
would surely have been eriaur water pmblemr in this area. As the sub-floor drainage 
system was needed m channel gmund water our of r k  houe. i t  would have k n  
counter-productive to have the hemh maawash in a qwpmire of mud, especially if i t  
was a foeal poinr for the horn and the role source af heat for the houw. A wmden floor 
in the hemh ma, near the fire box would also serve as a w m  and dry sleeping 
platform. Sleeping elore 10 h heat source would cenainiy be hneficial during the long 
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hwrh wmrer months. espcially if one had to lie on a bag of smw. A mld and dampclay 
floor would bc much less appwling. 
To address the question of when these alterations to t k  flmrplan would have acsumd. 
rhe crucial dating evidence for the entire houw should bc considered. Toban'o piper 
made by Pamsaphenr wrdLlveliin Evam were found an both earthen floors and in the 
heanh mr. Their discovery points to ac lo r  tcmporalconneetion f a  all h e  dep i t r .  
Ceramic crass mends dm links lhsw depmitr together. 
In summvizlng the urehitcerurd evidence fmm Renews. i t is psrhqr u f c  ro ray that the 
house war built in  a tnditional style. bur with wed innovatiow necessary to adapt to 
living m Newfoundlmd. The rim, flow plan and nwring materid appear to haw 
conformed with to swctvrer of the psriodand swn a rub-flwrdninnge system was 
probably not kyond the ability of the mupsntr. The u n w d  features uncovered !"side 
the hmse and within g e  h o w  eol lap pomt tosrsiuivity a d  adaptability. If thatching 
muterid were not available in n-rcqquanritia, so& wers eppnntly used to cover 
the roof. When flmding intempted lhs role r o w  of heat in t k  hsanh area, the fire was 
relocated la a mom recure - The archseologied evidence dm bin11 f b t  at lest a 
ponlan of the heanh am was covered wlrh a wmden floor. Taken individually, each of 
these unusual feaouss atttss t o r b c m u p u U  abi l i  ro adapt to wha was likely rrious 
flooding problem. When t k y  nrs oboewed mUeetivcly, the dtnationr w l y  illuruare 
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Chapter III 
The Artifact Collection 
3.1 Intmduction 
In terms of sheer anifacr numbers, the 34,049 anifacts m v e r e d  fmm the archaeological 
,#re at Renews s impressive, although not all of there dale lo the wvcntrrnth-century 
occupation of the house. A single cache of 18.890 tiny lead shot fmm the heme midden 
(Event 4) is included in the overall numbsras we E V ~  thou~md speeimns from 
occupations that postdate the collaprc o f  the dwelling. I f  the cache of shot is set aside for 
staistical purposes, the anifst count is reduced to 14.255 fragmene (Table 3.1). Of 
there, several thousand date lo eighteenthsenruny utilization of the sire and a handful arc 
ntnsteenth-ccntury pieces. Becauw o f  the &gee of intnmiaglimgof anitrcu fmm 
different time periods in the houw mllapw ruamm. the precise number of anifacts 
depostled by chore that occupied the house will never he known. The mifact invcntoty 
records 5.045 specimens in Ihe main wventeenthantury occupation rmw (Events 4 and 
361. An additional 5,462 ani fns were recovered fmm the &posit reperenring the 
c o l l r p ~  of the houw. Many o f  thew dale to the seventeenth century, including some 
3.OW potsherds but, clearly, many were deposited by laer visitors or oeeupanu. Thc 
actual mifact quanLitadve informuion is presented in tabla thmughaut Ihe rext o f  rhir 
chaprer. Since the structural ytifaeu wem &uswd in Chapter 2, only the nonsrmcrural 
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anifaet eoilecdan fmm Renews will be prscnrcd in lhis chapter. The d!scursion of the 
mlfaetr. and what they can reveal abu t  wvmfeolth-cenlury life at the siw, will follow in 
Chapter 4 Suffice to say, this collection offen a rare opportunity to examine Ihe physical 
evidence from r period of Newfoundiand's &y colonial post hat is rvely illuminared. 
Table 3.1 Tots1 Artitact QuanUUls fm .  R w r ,  Area C 
* Excluder the ringic cxhe  of 18.900 lead pellets 
The cnrire mifact collectiw was catalogued in Memorial Usversity'r Archwological 
Field Labontory in Ferryland and analyzed by the author. Domestic eeramies made up 
the lilrgesr mg lc  class of anifacts. followed by tobacco p ips  and nails. The antfael 
uremblilge also included a number offlord md sail rampla. Five roil wmpla from 
various cullunl deporits were analyzed for the presence o f  pollens (see Appendix Dl. 
The collection war separated into five major anifact groups: cenmicr. clay lobacco pips. 
glass. nails and u mlwellaneaus gmup which includes lead. metal tools. faunal remains. 
Ilrhics (European flint) and runplcr lh roil condiriom at the rite prohibited the 
preservalian of organic objects with the exception of several calcined (bum0 boner and 
resin. 
3.2 R-rrh pmnrters 
With an mifacaer assemblage that spans four centuries o f  m u p i o n ,  it was n c c e w  to 
set rhe rerearch panmelen for the analysis. As thin lhesis p p o a c s  to mdnuin a 
sevcnlecnth-century fwoeur, only  tho^ rpcimenr thal were determined to date lo that 
period will he canridered. Even though there was acmain degree of miring in the upp r  
ponion of rhe midden deporitr. i t  war possible to rspawe the seventeenth-rrnNry 
anifacts fmm [hare dating lo later c e n ~ h s .  This wrr largely possible thmugh the 
identikutlon of dmhle ceramic ware typs mi in the m w  of glass. container rhap  md 
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size were used. For the smoking piper, their sire, style and maker's marks were 
imponant dating twls. Other anifwtr. in panicular the c o d  wmught nails which a x  
not emily datable. were mbiuarily dared ~tratigraphically n thmugh their osxrciation wlth 
dabble matenalr. For example. the nails lrmvemd from The house flmrdeporitr were 
arigned il seventeenIhsentutydue as these layers were capped by the h o w  collapse and 
were sealed from later mt!vitier at the rite. 
Anifhas fmm the eighteenth. nineteenth and twentieth centuries were largely confined to 
the uppermob[ two strata. The rite formation pmcers asrirvd in distinguishing 
scvcnreenthsentury cultunl deposits and. for the moa pan, the more recent anifacts were 
c i l y  discemable from the earlier material. As the two main oecupaion phases were 
over a century apart (ca. 16% vr. 1779). technological improrcmcnrs in the ceramic and 
clay ptpe industries made it possible to di¶ingu!rh b e e n  the% two anifwt classes. 
When the planter's house w a  mupied in t h  mid-IW0r. many of the ceramics utilized 
on the sire were hand thrown and tired in small-scale pottery kilns in soulhwestsm 
English towns, pmicicularly in  Devonstixe. Grnually, these vemxular potteries 
employed just four to nix m n  (Olant 1983:9.66). By conuart. when the second phase of 
sire occupation wcurred in i779/1780. the cenmier avslable in Ihs British marketplace 
were mms-produced in indusvial p m r y  centers rueh u Stdfwdshire, utilizing rate6f- 
the-m press moidr and f r d  in  large. tempcntUTr-eonUolIcd industrial kilns. Even to the 
unrmned observer, d is quite evident La the thick, gravel-tempered coarse earthenwax 
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parsherdr from a hand-thmwll No& k v o n  pm M mti&ly d- 
parted refined cmhenwm sherdr from a creamware plate. For some p i s a .  such ar the 
lln-gkrred ver~elr and come red eanhenware storage verwlr fmm Buckley Wales. ;l 
higher degree of eompvntive analyrir war needed to arrign a due of manufaelwe. 
3.3 ccrsmier 
In the case of the ceramics. 11 war possible la repate the earlier merials from the 
etghrecnrh- and nineteenth-eentury wares. With the nmable ercepian of the tin-glued 
vessels. all [he xvsnasnth-century potsherds can be classified as come euthenw-. 
Conversely. with the exception of a small number of distinctive c o v x  emhaware 
sherds. all the eighteenrh- and nineteenth-century potsherds were citber refined 
eanhenwares or stonewarer. Therefore. d the coarse evnhenwm s k d s  (except thore 
that were definitely identilied as later p i m s l  wil l be eonstdrred ar a pan of the 
seventeenthcentury oecuparion. 
The ceramic analysis was based upon Ihe minimum number of individual verwlr present 
(MNI). This appmach war chmen as i t  offers awful  method of functional analysis and 
dso intersite comparison. Raw rherd counts have their ptaec in historic archamlogy 
dthough the numbers cam be exmmely misleading. For example, with over 7.W 
reventeenth-century ceramic rberds, i t  would appar that a rubrwnttal number o f  m r e l r  
s present in  the Renews sample. However, this number is dcceptivc ar 649 rherds M 
15 
fmm just one vesrel while another pat s repsenfed by j u t  a single fngment. Whether 
whale or rhartered !"to hundreds of pieces. it b the vessel and i s  function chat are 
Imponant for this nudy. Functional analpis 1s erueial for detemtining the activity 
assoctated with the object, be it n matter of baric f w d  storage. as in a butter pa. leisure 
activity as ~n a drinking cup or a wrialogical xtivity. such w n decontive dish. 
The provenance (place of angin) far each vessel ww also dearmined to offer insights 
into the network of trade available to the sevsntrrnfheentury Renewr planter. Being a 
reapon. Renewr enjoyed the k t  lnnsponation rvalabk at the time: rhe wean-going 
\ailing ship. This was evident fmm the premnce of pottery and smoking pips  fmm 
Engl~nd. Continental Eumpe and the Bribh mlonies in Tidewater Virginia md 
Marylmd. 
The revenreenthsentury ceramic sremblage from Renews represene a total of 50 
vcrsels. ranging from cooking pots (pipkinr). globular-shaped storage pots and jm to 
tableware verrelr such as serving jugs. dishes, drinking cups d parnngen (Table 3.3.1). 
S c v c d  galley pots. used to store medicinal pmdunr were also prsmnt. With the 
exception ofrhe galley pols. all the ceramic f o m  from Renews were somehow 
~sociated with foodways. Such n m g e  ofveselr clearly iodicafer the imponant m k  
cenmicr played m many a spcu  of Ihe live$ of the Newfoundland planten, paNcvlnrly 
[her foodways. health cue and leisure xlivifis. The infomation that the ceramics can 
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tell us about these three a s p &  o f  life wlil be elnboraed upon in the next chapter. 
3.3.1 V-1 Form 
When analyzing the various c e m l c  vessel f m  fmm Renews. the P o t a m  Typologid 
System (POTS) was employed to assign names towch form. This spamof 
idcnrlfien~on wa\ developed in !he Chesapeake Region of the American eastern seaboard 
u r tool for nandardsring the nmer researchers used when identifying early colonid 
cerams forms (Beaudry et d 1988). Thme who developed POTS realized that various 
terms were k i n g  applied to the snme form o f  vesul. Whu a vessel w s  cdied depended 
upon r number of factors. including the backgmund of marchers and their sources o f  
infarmacon. Even the ddacumentary sources use different n-r to identify the rvne 
vessel. By developing and encouraging the use of POTS researchers wil l bow, with 
some degree of confidence, that when they am comparing vessel forms fmm differem 
sites they are comparing apples with apples and nm oranges. 
It is repxed that the function o f  mon of [he ceramic fomu on North UIAman 
mhueologlcd rites were utitiraria. and related to foodways (kse 1973:16). This was 
Cenrinly rhe cue w i L  t k  hsFenmic collection fmm Renews. Of the ten different r r m c  
veswl forms present. nine wsrr dated to fwdwayr, either thmugh s t o w ,  prepmion. 
swing or consumption. The tendt f o m  a galley poc. was used for storing medicinal 
Table 
dShrrdr  
Porringer Nonh Devm Smmth Tempred CEN 68 2.384 
Porrinzer Norrh Devm Smooth Temcered CEW 11 2.34&5 
Mendr CEW 1% 95 j.*aC 
Dbh 
Porringer 
CUP 
CUP 
CUP 
CUP 
CUP 
CUP 
CUP 
Tudor G e n  CEW 
Tomes Calemus Tempred CEW 
Nonh Dcvw S w h  T e m p d  CEW (Sgrafitlo) 
Mqolica ~Ibevian lin glazed emhenware) 
Low Counvy Yellow and G m n  CEW 
Nonh Devon S m t h  Tempered CEW (SgmStto) 
Nwrh Devon Smooth Tempered CEW 
South Somerset CEW 
Nonh Dcvon S-rh Tempcled CEN 
tionn &tun Smooth TrmpemdCEW 
honn k t a n  Smooth TcmpcrrdCtW 
tidnn &ton Smooth Trrn~cledCEW 
Cu? tiunn hen s m v h  ~ r m p c m d c ~ w  I3 
Plpkln hann Uoon Cme l  TemprnlCLW 88 
Plplnn \on" &ton Cnsc Tempred CEW 31 
Plpkln tiunn D c ~ o n  Cimel Tempered CEW 56 
Plpkln tionn I k w n  GmelTennpcred CEW 113 
Plpkln tiann Debon GmelTcmpcrcd CFW 154 
Pspknn Nnnn k t o n  CmrlTempcrcd CEW 92 
PtoLln tionn Dnun Gn,cl Tcrn~crrd CEW 3 
Jar (,tongel 
Pol (rrongel 
Pol (rtonge) 
Pol (stongel 
Pa (stomgel 
Butter Pot 
Butter Pot 
Butler Pot 
Butter Po, 
Butter Pot 
Buaer Pot 
Buaer Pot 
Butter Pot 
Bv~trr Pot 
Buaer Pot 
Spunmsh Heavy CEW 
Nonh Devon Cr l cmwr  Tempred CEW 
Nonh Devan Crlrcreous Tempred CEW 
Nonh Devan Crlcveour Tempred CEW 
Nonh Devon Smoolh Tempred CEW 
Nonh Devon Smooth Tempered CEW 
hnnn k i o n  SlaolhT~rnprrdCEW 
Smn Dcwn Smwth TrmpcwdCEW 
Xonn &son Smooth Tcm~credCEW 
Nonh mvon Smooth ~empred  CEW 
Nonh Devon Smooth Tempered CEW 
Nonh Dcvon Smooth Tempered CEW 
Nonh Devon Smwth Temoered CEW . - 
Nonh Devon Smoolh Trmpred CEW 
North Devon Smooth Tempered CEW 
Table 3.2 (conk) 
vessel Type 
Bucter Pol 
Butter Pa, 
Butter Pol 
Butter Pol 
Galley Pol 
Galley Por 
Galley Pot 
CUP 
CUP 
Bultrr Pot 
Bulter Pot 
Butter POI 
Ware type Min. 8 Evmlls) 
dshrrdr 
Nonh Dewn Smoath Tempered CEW 368 2.3.4&5 
Nonh Devon S d  Tempered CEW 22 3 & 4  
Nanh Devon Smwlh Tempred CEW 4 4 & M  
Nonh Devon Smoorh Tempred CEW 11 4 & 5  
South Somemet CEW 7 2 & 3  
Tin Glared Emhenware 1Delfwucl 8 3 & 4  
Nonh Devon S m t h  Tempred CEW 17 2.3.4 & 36 
Nanh Devan Smooth Tempred CEW 5 3 & 4  
Nonh Devon Smooth Tempred CEW 58 4.5 & 36 
Nonh Devon S m t h  TemoeRd CEW 48 34&16 
Nonh Devan Smooth ~ e m p r e d  CEW 
- 
3 4 
Nanh Devan S m t h  Tempred CEW 4 3 & 4  
The most popular form of ceramic vessel from Renewr was a d l .  r l~ndsr  storage 
conta~neredlcd a "butter p r "  (also referred lo as tall pe or pilchard pols1 lFigure3 47 
and 48). Panions of 17 butler pots were pieced together fmm the thousands of rkrdr  in 
the collection. All of the Renews butter pas were made from smoath-tempered Nonh 
Devon c o r n  eanhonwore. Although referred lo rs a smwth-fabric come canhenware 
(Pope 1986: 1011, the typical Renewr butter pa was tempered with varying amounts of 
fine. angular quunr. Each of these pan had the same baluster shape. appro~:imPely 30 
cm high. and bulging just below the rim before n m w i n g  in thc lower me-third. The 
rims were pronounced and evened to enabled r elah or paper cover to h secured wlth a 
,[ring (Granr 198334). Seved nm forms were present. pmbably a reflection of the 
vwiliety of individud cnftrmanship rather than adelibemte rtylirrie t i t .  As the term 
ruggests. these pols were used for lhe wansport pan andtarage of buner, although lhey d r o  
likely held aher foodstu(fs oncethebutter was ~ o n ~ r n e d .  l k  nowhlc absence of rmlk 
puns. used in the prducnon of buner, m y  helperplain the high incidence of butter 
storage pols. If hurter was not made an the rite, lhcn it appsm that lhismmmodity must 
have been stored there in rigni6cant amounts (see lhe direurrion an foodways in Chapter 
4 below). 
Another s t o n g  verxl form fmm Ihe assemblage includes four globulrr-rhapd pedrtaage 
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p a  similar to those shown in Figure 49. These are also kmwn as cmcks or rteanr in  
sevcnteenthsentury Devon ( G m t  1983:54). One of these par was partially rebuilt. It 
has an estimated capacity o f  four ro five lim (qpro r ime ly  three q u m r r  to one 
imperial gallon). Three o f  thew storage p a r  were also made in  the Nonh Devon region 
of England fmm a clay paste tempered with Karhells instead of pebbles and as u result 
were known as 'calearewr tempered par". After three centuries in the ground. the 
calcium fmm the shell tsmpcring lsackd away. resulting in a noticeably pined surf- 
.laze on the poakrdr. An olive-green lead glaze had b n n  applied to inleriom of all 
three pots. They were unglazed on the erlerim. The fonh rtorage pot was slightly 
rmailer l ha  the orhers and was a rmwth-tempered Nonh Devon coarse eanhenwve 
vessel. Storage p l r  of a similar size were m f e d  to as "gallons" m Nonh Devon (Gmr  
1983:541. 
Fragments fmm an unglazed Heavy Spanish cnnhenwve storage jar was also discovered. 
including i e  base. handle and entire rim ponion. It likely s t d  about 30 cm high and 
judging by is n m w  (2.8 cm wide) mouth. was used for liquid storage, possibly cooking 
oil. Olive oil. used for emking. was one of the commodities that Newfoundland salt fish 
war traded for in  Spain during the seventeen* century (Cell 1969: 103). 
Seven cooking veselr. called pipkins. were diwovered They can be p u p e d  into two 
bizes, according to Ule diameter d l h e  op ing .  The larger of the two gmupr (n=4) had 
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an opening in the m g e o f  18-19cm. while t k  smaller r k d  gmup ranged from 10-12 
cm. The lwgcr vessels were often 4 to cook meat and were commonly called flesh 
pots. The smaller verseis were oflsn used to w p m  r a w s  (Orant 198354) (Figure 54). 
Both vnrieties had three stubby legs on their bases so they could sit directly upon hot 
coals in the hemh. The rim5 on the flesh pots were wider, and more f l m d  than the 
smaller pipkim. The edger on two of four of the flesh pot rims curled inwards as i f  in  an 
nrcmpl to d ~ o n l e  the verwl. Seved af the pipkinr wne burnt on the exterior in 
rerwment to their use in  the hemh. They also had lifting handles that were either applied 
to the rides or, on the r i m  of the vessel. Fragments of wven handler were movered as 
well as 12 legs. some adhering to base sherds. Four pot lidr were also found twoeach 
fmm flesh pats and smaller pipkins (Rgurer 5 la  and 51bl. Each of the cmking pos. 
cneluding the pot lids. were made fmm Nonh Devon gravel-tempered coarse cmhcnwm. 
Although alsotempered with gravel, the smaller lidr wcreeompmtively thinner and 
mom fragile than the flesh pM lids. Al l  wven vessels we- glared on the inlerior. while 
the lids were unglazed. One of the smaller lids was also slipped an the interior. 
Eighteen tablewm vessels were found, including t m  drinking cups, two and pspasibly 
three porringers. ajug and a battle for deanling bevc-, another smallerjug 
presumably far sauce or similar condiments, and two sw ing  disks. Ths drinking cups 
were all well made, with all but one k i n g  glazed m the interior and exterior. The single 
enccption w- a South Samersct cup which was only g l d  on the interim. There w m  
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threc styles of cups presmt. Ihe most mmmw having a globular body with a htgh rtlaighl 
collar m d  a single vertical handle (Figurer 52 and 531. h h  flat and pedestaled barer 
were present. Two of the cups. including h e  South Somenet rpceimen apparto be 
straight-sided. The Nonh Devon example of them had rwo lines incised near Ihe nm. 
One of the cups was deconled with a repeating p t e m  of sgraffiro incised wavy uenied 
Ilner. Although thiscup was moa likely made in Nonh Devon (I. Al lm pen. cam. 1997). 
the wavy venicd lines used to decorate it are similar lo a decorative ~ ty le  on the pottery 
rnmufacrured m the South Somcrwt town of Donyan IColemm-Smith a d  Pearron 
19881. I t  WXY the mon nearly cornpletccuplFigurr 54). 
Twoand possibly threc porringers were dimovered. These vessels resemble a m r r  
between r smdl pot and r large drinking cup and w r e  used lo eat xmi-liqutd meals such 
as pottage lrtewl or pomdge-lib p l r  (Andenon 1971:248). Two of thew were made 
in Nonh Devon. one was partially ~canrvucled(Figures 551. I t  has auanrvenc 
(horizanwl) hadle and had hem slipped and glared in the inleriwonly. The r m n d  
Nonh Dcvon porringer was slipped and glared on the interior and exterior. The thtrd 
>pecirncn is represenred by just fifteen rmall rim shsrds. Bawd w its thin body and rim 
dmmeter, it a p p m  to he a porringer. or pedapr a small bowl. I t  is a Dutch piece of a 
vanety known as Low Cwnuy Green a d  Yellow co- eanhen- (Wilcoren 
1987:Pl. 16. op. P.49). The name r e f l a  the two colon o f  gLve over J buff body. grem 
on the outside and yellow on the inrih. 
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Additional tableware pi- from the sile include two j u s  and an cathemware bottle. 
The lwgcr of the two jugs and the bottle were likely used far decanting hevcnges such as 
ale, wme. or eider which would normally he stored in kep  or larger staved rtonge 
vessels. This jug was possibly made in the Merida regton (Orlramadura) of rourhwerrem 
Spam and is o f  u type that is commonly known as Merida ware or Merida style came 
emhenware (Figure 56). I t  hada venical strap handle, stood 23 cm high and had a 7.5 
cm wtde e a l l a ~ d  opening. Iu capacity is esrimated to he 1.0 to 1.5 lit=. The exterior o f  
thtr unglued micvccous jug was bumirhcd rmmth and was decmted with vmical lines 
scraped down 11s ride. A single line was incised an the shoulder. An identical Merida jug 
(wlrh rwo incised lines instead ofone) war discovered during h e  excavations in the 
Castle Street area of Plymouth England (Bmwn 197936 figure 35 Y 274). 
The second jug a vely small by comparison ( 9 cm high) and would have held pnhaps 
25 to .33 litrer (Figures 57a and 57b). 11 has a neatly evened rim, coated in an apple- 
green coloured lend glaze. The glaze dr ippd down the interior of the jug. Wear marks 
on the rim suggests tha it wauld have been covered with u lid. There is evidence of 
burning on the base of the vessel, with burnt m i d w  on the interior. The burning 
indicares that i t  may have ut close to an open flume. which nuggeru that h e  contents o f  
the jug were meant to he head. The small size of this jug also suggests that it was used 
for sauce or gnvy whch war dispernsd in small ammt r .  I t  w z  mads fmm a pale buff- 
coloured came emhenwive eonwining tiny inclusioos of pirkish clay. Although this 
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ware type is currently referred to as Border wioe, it has ggau by nsved n- in the past 
including Tudor Green. Famam ware, Southeast DDM wtm and Southern Whm Bcdied 
conhenware (Pope 1986.107). 
The battle was mads in the Souh Devolnhire a m  amund the town of Tomes. It i r  a 
dark-grey bodled c- earthenware with a dak green mottled glaze on the exterior 
IFigurer 58aand 58b1, h has aglobular baly onapsdestaled base with arhon neck. 
Evtdence of r m ~ e a l  handle was noted on the body and new the top of the neck. The 
c;lpxay for this bottle is probably not more that .5 I!-. Bscrus of iu small size. thir 
bortle was pprbubly not used for beer. eider or wine, but rather a di5ti l ld rpint such as 
quavit. rum or bmdy. Although English in mrnufaeture. its shape is ~ m i n l r c n l  of ;l 
Rhenirh bellmine bortle (Figure 59). 
The rwo serving dishes are pernaps the highest quality anifaets from the rrte (Figurer 60 
and 611. One of these was o f  Nonh Devon manufacm and had k n  slipped on both 
stdcr and decorated in the rmte ~ryte  mmmon to hat  m a .  Only the center of this 
dirh was recovered. however, i t  in thought to represent asizable dbh approximuely 30 
em ucma. wtrh sloping sides (I. Allen pea. corn. 1997). The other dirh was an Iberian 
un-glazed mjoiiiapirce w ~ t h  overglaze blue and magmta pdnted decoration. As only a 
few rherdr fmm thir w s s l  were m o v e d  (including pieces o f  the fw t  ring) it IS 
difticult ro estimate ill size. 
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The only no" food-related ceramic form p-nt at Renews were galley pols. These 
small. open-mouthed vessels contained medicinal ointments, salves or elixirs (Noel 
Hume 1985:203). Theirslightly evened rim wwldbe uwd forreeuringapaper 
cowring with string. Fngments Imm three galley pols were found: one fmm South 
Somerset. one from Nonh Devon and ow tin-glued rpeeimen (Figurer 62r-b. 63 and 
611. The Nonh Devan galley pot is slipped and covered with n yellow lead glue on the 
intenor and exterior. while the South Somenet example has m interim bmwn lead glue. 
The tin glazed galley pot has a son. buff.mtoured fabric covered in J. pinkish-white tin- 
glaze ,"rids and out. This type of pocteq, commonly known as delnwm. is named for 
the Dutch town of Delft (Nod Hume 1985: 106). It is difficult lo determine the eounuy of 
origin for chi piece as this ware type was manufwtured in England and Holland. During 
the sixlecnth and sevenleenth centuries, mtgrant Dutch potters were often w d n g  m 
England and eanverrely. English potters worked in Holland. As ~f the shared labor pl 
was not enough to mask the pottery's provenance. the raw materials were also shared. 
English clay from Norfolk and Suffolk was exponed to Holland (Gamer and Amher 
l97?:21. thus dimnnting any ~tcmprs at dewmining the origin of lhe potteq W on 
clay identllieation. Far thew masons, tin-glued ceramics fmm England and Holland 
r h m  many ehmcrerirticr and except faithe m t  direrimindng eye, they m vinually 
indirt!nguishvble from one anmher (Noel Hume 1985:l LO). 
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3.5 GI- 
The rnaiyris of the giarr anifacu war sirnilax to that u y d  f o r t h .  With the 
exception of t h m  late-wvenleentheenNry w iw  bottles from thc top o f  the houw 
collapse rtntum (Event 3). the rev~nteenth-eentury glass an i fa~u  were fmm ligh-green 
ease boules or egg shell-thin phamweeutieal bottles. A number fngments fmm 
cylindrical cighteenthcentury wine battles and two wine glsrr rtemr wen diwovsmd on 
.iire. The wine bottles and wc of the r m  are k l i evcd~obe  srraiated with the mtlitary 
occupatron of 177911780. Asecond SIemdaes to theearly eighteenth eentu'yand Was 
found in u small heanh feature mixed wlth pipe hagmenu. Only the seventeenth-century 
gli~lq will be considered in this study (Table 3.3). 
Unlike !he ceramic%. the heycnIeenth-cem'y 81-s war Limited in bnh quantity n d  form. 
With only I?? fragments from the planter mupslion smw. exclusive of the house 
collaprc, it appears that glass verwls w m  DM mmmon. As with the ceramic analysis. a 
minlmum number of vessels war determined fmm the glass assemblage. Althwgh the 
number of vcuelr may be slightly higher than the MNI. only five vessels were positively 
identified. Thereconsisled dtwocare h d c s  withree small pharmaceutical bmles. 
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Table 3.3 Number of G*rs Alnfwlr Fmn Rmews 
Bold denoto rcvenleenthsenarydepits 
The two c s e  bottles were represented by neck. n m  and shoulder Imgmens. r rq- base 
and a number of flat body rherdr (Figure 65 and 66). Both were mould-blown from light 
green mcral (glass) md each h an cvcmd hand-finished lip. The mon complete neck of 
the two w;u bottks is just 1.8 em high. with an apenure of just ouer 1.5 cm. The mhtr 
specimen i r  roo fragmentary to decerminc its heighl but its rpcnure war also measured at 
1.5 cm. The single empontilled baw war 5.5 sm wide. ruggndng a bottle capacity in  the 
rang of 700 ml. The body rherdr fmm these caw bntler vary in tint and thiclmes. 
depending on wherher hey were shoulder. body orbax skrds. The middle of h e  caw 
hotrler ars usually the thinnest and were therefore the lightest lint. 
Ev 
I 
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Ah the name implies, care bottler were vansponed in wooden caws and were wed to ship 
dirullcd spirits rather than wins or beer. Beeaurc of their popularity, beer and wine were 
Ev. 
? 
401 
Ev. 
4 
110 
Ev. 
3 
320 
Ev. 
8 
6 
Ev. 
5 
3 
Ev. 
6fl 
19 
Ev. 
9 
3 
Ev. 
10 
5 
Ev. 
34 
0 
Ev. 
35 
1 
Ev. 
36 
11 
Ttl. 
952 
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bulk-rhtpped in larger staved eonlainen (Fsullmer and F v l h c r  1987232). Although 
cme bottler continued lo be u d  inlo lhe nineleenth century. "globe and shan" or "onion" 
bosles became more common midway thmugh lhe reventeenth century (Noel Hume 
1982:12). The presence d e w  botller at lhe Renews rite confirms that lhey were 
eenvlnly rull in urc in  Newfoundland l e a  into the third quanerof the rcvcnteenth 
century. Similarly. it is interesting s nou that no Znion"bottler were prewnt at thtr 
site. 
Three pharmaceutical bottles wen identified from the dozens of tiny glass sheds from 
Event? 4.5 and 36. OM o f  there was bluish-* in  wIour and was ident~red by is 
b m  and a number of body rherds (Figurer 66 and 67). The body shcrds from that vessel 
were remarkably thin. usually between 0.4 a d  0.6 mm thick. Allbough mostly very 
small ~n sire (less than I cm rqm) w v e d  of Ihe s h e d  an: luge enough to indicate Ih* 
this botde was globulu$haped wilhanerrimaledcapmity of 100ml (4-5 Mmnces). The 
second bottle is represented by t h e  light-green neck she& and two body skrds. As 
only the neck ponian war recovered, it is na known what b shape the body loolred like. 
Two of the neck fragments mended rapther. revealing a ponion of the finish or rim at 
lemt 2.7 cm high with an opening as mvch as 2.5 cm wide. The hid phvmrccutical 
vessel appears to be n small pale s e n  bonUe, considenbly larger than the vials. Judging 
by rhe tapered body rherds. this vessel w u  shaped like an inwned cotle wtlh Ihe wide~r 
ponion cl-tmthe base of the "-1. A similar orample is i l l u m e d  in N a t  Hume 
3.6 Tobacco Pipea 
Of the 1.440 tobuco pipe fragments from the archaeological deposits ar Renews just over 
one-third. or 834 fngmntr. were remwred from the sealed reventsentheenrury 
occupation ruata (Evene 4.35.36 and 37). This latter figure can he broken down inlo 
thmc groups: complete or nearly complete bowls (n=95). stem fragments (nz.537) and 
bawl rhcrds (n=202). An ddi t iend 988 pipe fragmene. including 61 complete or neariy 
complete bowls. were found in lhe h- collapse rvarum (Event 3). however. since thtr 
nntum contaned ;I mlrrum of reventecnth-century and eighteentheentury m i fua ,  hey 
m not included m this study. Seven styles o f  maker's muLs were present on 21 of the 
pipe bowls. Six of there have been identified (Table 1.31. As the datable arrribulcr fmm 
there piper were discused in Chapter I. their phpicd atuibuter will be addressed here. 
All but one of the pipes were made from fine whitirheoloud clay commonly refemd to 
as "ball clay". Variants afwbitc W 1  clay we* available throughout southern England, 
w ~ h  enain  ma^ of nonh and wrath Dcvonshire being dominant rupplien by the late- 
seventeenth century ( h w d d  1975:12). Regional styles developed thmughout England. 
pvrt1cululy after about ISOwhm h d o n ' s  suppored monopoly on p i p  manufururing 
ended (Oswdd 1975:42). Bristol was another major manufumring eenler. Because of 
its pmrimiry to excellent ball clay beds tagelher with an esmblisbed tndition of ceramic 
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pmduction. the m a  mound Bideford and Bunstaple in  Nonh Demn also supported a 
modest pipe manufacturing industry (Gmt and Iemmet 1985:447). Because of the free 
trade in labour between England and Holland in the middle quarters dthe sventeenth 
century. plpes from Holland and England, Laodoa in purieular. am quile similu. 
Pipemakes. carrying their awn molds. moved back and fonh ktween the two munuics. 
therefore making a deBnite origin for Jame piper difficult. (Faulkener and Fwlkener 
1987: 166) 
The only pipe that was ncn made in either England or Holland was n mmtled temacona 
md whtle clay example which is believed to have been made den the Chesapeake Bay 
regton of Tidewzter Virginia or Maryland (Figurr 13a and 13bl. This uniquclydecomed 
bowl has numemus identical m a v k  fmm several ur l y  colonial rites in the Chesapeake 
Bay region and has been daled to the middle of the seventeenth century (we section 1.7 
Dating). 
Based on thcr gmenl shape. the piper fmmRenewr can be gmupd into two bmad 
categories. As can be erpsled from a site where the hcovenvhelming majority of the 
pottery came fmm Nonh Devon many of the piper appear to be of a West Caunvy 
manufacture As r number of the piper were mldcd in styles fhaught to OrigiMtC from 
London. that city reems to be the mher m4m supplier of piper. Other exampler m 
believed to he from BlistaI. Exeter. Pwlc and Holland. Mort of the Renews piper from 
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the house cccupation depesits M of styles th* dae between 1660-1680. Ihe bwe 
dimetres of the pipe stems range from 516410 11164 of an inch, with about one-half of 
the .umple being 71M of an inch. A breakdown of the pipe bare diametm by Event also 
appilrr in Appendix B. 
3.7 Small flnds 
A number of small finds were also made an the site. Ihere include a silver coin. 
fragments of two scventecnrhantury pewter spaons. a pwter goblet stem. lead shot. 
fishing equipment, rap uugen, fermur rmp-like objects and miwellaneour picccs of 
worked lead. Several other rmall frrgmentsof pewter were movered, however. kcaux 
of thcir rmall raze and nondeseripl forms, they are OM identifiable. As well, several tron 
objects were l i k e w i ~  discovered in the sevcnceenthcmtury aecupation smla. At least 
two of these appear to k possible handler (uttfaet numbers 8153 and W7) ,  but thcir 
advanced state of cornston did not allow funher identification. Unfonunatcly the soil 
conditions were very aeidic and the more refined mtalr, such ar wmught imn. did DM 
survive well in the gmund. Converwly, less refined ytifaeu, such as lead jiggers and shot 
rurvlved well enough to be eonserved wilh wn-inmrive mclhodr of matment such as air 
drylna. 
3.7.1 Cumncy 
A silver alloy mi" w s  discovered in the heanh ma during the last days of the pmject. II 
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was heavily corroded and had been misshapen. AAer being thomughly cleaned by 
conxrvatorr at the Canadian Conservation Institute in Oltawa, the coin was identified ar 
being an English half gmat. u law dewmination eunency (Figures 68% and 68b). 
Nevenhelesr. it was signidcant 10 the site as i t  could be dated and more imponandy, it 
lnfemd tha hard eumncy was available in earlysolonial Newfoundland. Although his 
coin was undated. the mint mark was panidly visible (Figure 69). It has been ldentified 
s enher s "lir" or a "sceprre". Both m& were used in the Tower Mtnt and .we very 
slmilnr in appeaance. The "liT mark was used in 1625, and the "ccpre" mark was 
npplird between 1646 and 1648 (Michell and Reeds 1989:179). Both mintingdater fall 
under the reign of King Charles l(1625-1649). 
3.73 Tableware 
Pcwter nblewarer. in the farm of plates. s m s  and drinking vessels were common in 
seventeenth-century yeoman houwholds thmught  England (Anderson 1971:238-240). 
Evidence of two of these forms were found at Renews. The stem and panial base of a 
cast pewter goblet was dicovered bemath one of the foundation stoner n the dwnvay to 
the house (Figurer 70a-b and 71a-b). Molded in relief on the base of the goblet SR ova 
henldic shields that mayidenrify the origin af its mnnufacture. Ow of thmc shields 
appem to have at least two fleur-de-lyr. while the ssoad rheild has a variant o f  the 
"Cham of Navm''. the coat of nrms fmm the southern French pmvince of N a m  
( L ~ ~ u s K  1984:7299). Legend has i t  hat the chains are symbolic of the thirteetlth 
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century vicco"ous attack by Snncho 'The S W '  on Miramomlinin's Moansh m y  
camp in the year 1212. During the attack. Saneho and his umpr had to cut through the 
chains runaunding the camp. h memoryaf battle. chains have been assumed into the 
heraldic coats o f  m s  o f  rhe noble families alleged to have fought with Smcho during 
that campaign (Woodwad and Burnett 1%9:353). King Henry N euntted the pmviaee 
of N a v m  with Fmnce in [@I7 which could explain Ihe inelusion of the fleufdc-lys next 
to rhc chains of N a v m  on the base of the goblet. These two mru identifier N a v m  u 
the place of origin of the craftsman who made the goblet. 
Frngments from two revenreenthsenntry spwns were also discovered. The most 
complete of these war a f r n ~ n t e d  sliptop pewter rpeeimen with r howl hat  had been 
decorated with a scmlled floml paltern molded to ie underside (Figure 72). Although 
rl iptop spoons initially date to the late RReenrhsentury hey mvde a cevival during the 
wcond q u m r  of the revcntcenIhemtury. This rpmn likely dates to the pa-l6M) 
period ar the amlled floral deeorariori on the back of the bowl ad thc "mt-tail" 
atlachment for the stele (handle) would suggest (Mme 1987:610). 
The second rpwn is a totally different style and was rrco~red fmm the floor of the 
heath. some 54 cm beneath the gmund. This 3.8 em long fragment is Ihe Muster-shaped 
knap. or Bnial of a cart latten (brass) spoon 73) I t  has a slightly beveled flat top 
with a tlny hump in its mtddle, which is unusual eonridering lhat Ihe flat top to there 
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spoons were often dsorared with the initials of iu owner. This spcimen war of a variety 
known as "real-top" spmnr. because of the markor seal a, iu top. I t  appcan that this 
knap broke from h e  spwn'r stele at the p i n t  where they had been soldered together. 
The balustcr r h v p  of the seal-top h o p  was lometimer adorned with anthmmorphic and 
zwmorphic shapes and wcm popular from the sixteenth century ra the Commonwealth 
Penod (1649 to 1660). at which rime [hey were replaced by a plain. unadorned flattened 
handle known as a "puritanan' s p a n .  Knopped spoons made dca resurgence &I the 
Commonwealth Period as did the "lrefid" type with its bmadened three-lobed terminal 
becomlng kshionuble ( M m  1987:4-7, 10). 
3.8 Fishing eqvlpmont 
Slnce the aventeenlhsentuly planters in Renews sought their livelihmd fmm the wr. i t  
was cxpcled [ha fishing equipment would be discovered m this archaeological rite. 
The variety of fishery-related an i f su  includes mmporite lead and imn jiggm, imn fish 
hooks. lead net we~ghu, B i n  and a copper alloy implement that may have b m  uwd to 
make or q m r  nea. 
The most abundant form of fishingequipment found on the site were jigprs, cast from 
lead with small iron hooks m into the bottom end (Figures 74 and 751. Jiggers such s 
these were commonly used w catch q u i d  Squid which war used as bait to catch cod 
fish. arrive in  large numbers to k c w t  o f  Newfoundland in the lare-spring and early- 
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hard plastic with many mare h& than the reventtenth century examples 
Table 3.4 Lead jiggers from Ranu. 
*Mewuremenu do not include hmks 
**Complete spcimen 
Squid may have been used to bait some of the five fish hwks that were also movered on 
the rite. Four hooks were w v c c e d  in Event 3 and m from Event 6. Only one of there 
(from the house cellqse over the midden) is mmplek. It measursr 132 mm long ( F i p  
77). This hook has a flattened snood (end of the shaft) instead of an eye fw attachment to 
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a line The other f m  specimens are fngnenlary and he~vi ly  cormded but judging by 
heir appevance and m d e d  or oval emrr section. t k y  have been identified as fishing 
hooks. 
A 32.5 cm long, needle-like copper alloy implement was found on the wcond emkn 
floor (Eves 36) inside Ute house. This t w l  was broken into hue piceer and may have 
had a wooden component judging from wood f i b m  found in associnlian with it. I t  had r 
rectmgulveye on one end with a flattened protrvrion at iu terminal (Figures 78u and 
78h). Although an exact match has yet to be discovered for this twl. it is believed to k a 
nstttng needle, used to make or repair fishing nets ( Mary Beaudry Pen. Corn. 1994). 
Slmilw netting tmlr  (except with a diamond-shaped eyes). were used in England during 
medieval timer for making hair ncu (Cmwfwt ct al 1992: 147. Fig. 118) and fishing neu 
(Stem and Foreman 1991:%1 Whereas, the medieval netting r w l r  had two clored 
prongs (or eyes) on either end. t k  Renews mifael has r single elared mtangular eye. 
Beinp of a Ialer priad. Ihc Renews specimen may have been r variarion or improvement 
on the same type of 1001. or b e  other eye may h a v e  
Vsrious lead weigh& were movered. including rwo kavy  net weights (Figurer 79a and 
79h). One of these semi-void net weights had holes a either end for attachment to a 
line. The second. larger weight, had not yet been perfonred. Four tubularand one small 
conical bad weighs were also found (Figure 80). Thc rubular variety were simple 
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affairs, made by folding a thin slab of lead into a tubular shape thmugh which a mpe 
could be threaded. One o f  the miscellaneous chunks o f  lead from the rite may have 
hewed as a core for making these folded-slab weights as i t had knife marks cur into all o f  
its rurfdcaeer (Figure 8 11. One of Ihe fln suffarrs from h i s  core had roughly the m e  
overall dlmenrianr as one of the tubular net weights. This small slab had not k e n  
detached from thecore. Thesingle small conical weight is similarto the jiggers in rhsp.  
but much smaller. These weights were likely used on the bottom m p  of bait nets or 
along the edger of cnst neu and ax zmponant ends as lhey Rpresenl a differsnt method 
of fibbing from the hooks and jiggm. James Yonge dewrikr  some o f  the neu used for 
catching bar fish such aseaplin, herring andsquid in Renews in 1663 (Poynrcr 1963:601 
bur he refrains fmm mentioning line or nn weights. 
3.9 Ammunition 
Various calibers of lead balls and smaller shot were found in many o f  the ruata a the rite. 
There m g e  fmm a specracularcachc of 18.890 tiny pellets measuring little mar than a 
millimeter in diameter to dozens of b u e k s h M - p  in 
diameter (Table 3.5). As lead shot wos found in all the major suam andcould have k e n  
deposited during later periods. only thore fmm the sevenleenth-eenturywcuprtion 
rtntum (Event 41 wers measured to get a m g e  o f  the variety o f  ammunition used by 
those living onnre. Aside fmm the cache oftiny pllets, the most commonly found 
ammunillon was bird shot, avemgtng about 5 mm in diameue. Lcad spnr ham this 
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caliber war ulro found, indicating that ammunition was manufaemd on Ihe site. Two 
bulls. measuring elore la 13 mm in diameter. may have beensuitable f o r a p i r l .  
The cache of tiny pellets war an unusual find for several rcawns nor the least of whteh is 
their ertnordinvily small size (Figure 82). Many of the= pellets had the telltale 
sppemces of [hem having been produd by the R u p n  p r w s .  where molten lead is 
poured through a heated colander into a conrainer o f  water. which immediately hardem 
the droplets into spherical pellets (Faulkenaand Faulkner 1987:155). This proe~rr 
,ometsmer leaves a slight depssion or dlmplc on Ihe pellet. and occnsianally r tiny tal- 
like projecl~on. A slightly largerpellet. with a mimumdinmeter 01 3.3 mmalwr 
exhibited a dimple n t k r  than a s p e  line or xar. indicating bar a vaiety of R u p n  shot 
was rnvlufvctured on-sire. 
The cache o f  pllets was found together in  a matrix conraining wocd fibres suggesting 
that they had been stored in a waoden container, petbps in prrpmd canridger. R c p m d  
cartridges were made by rolling a sheer of paper or another eamburtiblc malerial into a 
lube that was the same diameter as the musket baml. Fin1 gunpowder and hen lead 
pellets would be poured into Ihe canridge and its open ends twisted shut. Canridges could 
be torn open before being rammed into the baml of a musket p"or to it being discharged. 
Similarly prepmd canridges wifh bah buebhot and larger balls were m U y  recovered 
in Qucbcc from a New England shipwmk in rhe St. L a m e  R i v e  T h s  w m k  is 
I W  
thought to dale lo 1690 (Bndley and Dunning 1998). Uthsns pellets iue indeed 
projectiles. it would be difficult to imagine r-sfully pouring such u small caliber shot 
into a musket b m l  without them fin being in prepared eanridger. 
Table 35 Lead Artibets f- Rmem 
3.10 Misellmews worked kd 
Aside from rpme nssacinted with the casting of lead shot, additional evidence of Icad- 
worktng was abundant over mueh of the sire. Sun* fc~gments of lead in flattsncd 
fcagmnu. chunks and droplet. were discovered both inside and autside the houx. A 
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number of Ihes had beencaandrbaped although their fu~ t ioru  mmain unkwwn. 
Several flat pieces of lead had imprerrions of din and gravel m their surfaces, suggesting 
that they had fallen to Ule gmund while still in a moltem slate aad solidifying amund 
panlcler of soil. 
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Chapter N 
Seventeenth-Century Material Culture 
4.1 Intmduetbn 
An achaeologtcal dircovely is m l y  a window inn, the part. Unlike arrhival sources. the 
rnifrcls fmm ths gmund arr the physical repmatation o f  p t  cultural activities. This 
is why the cwchitmural minn and the associated mifacts fmm Rsnsws are so important in 
helping lo understand the culture of thav whochwe lo depm the shores of England in 
!he caiy stages of New World mloniwtion and venlvce into a new land. Mmt obn. our 
knowledge of Ihe past h a  been derived fmm the written record. u d l y  in  the form of 
legal docummu, maps and journals. Likewise. anbu have preserved v*oun scenes ~n 
punlings and sketcher lhnr hang in plblic galleries. private collrtions or in books. 
Hiqtoric objccrs can also he viewed in museum or antique shops. 
The combinntlon of written so-. i l l~uvat ion~ and museum or private collections is 
valuable. although not alwap the most amuare representation o f  the way things were, 
crpccially for the common folk whoconstiNled the heoverwhelming majority of any 
populallon. past or present. Tbcm is a danger when relying upon the written record or 
mureum coilectionr for when we rely up" the eyes and hies o f  the writer. painm. or 
mureum benefactor, we are at the mercy o f  subjective thought. Even f i t  h o d  a~uxlnu 
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we influenced by the observer and his or her point o f  view. An useful as all l h o ~  media 
we at pmviding insight into the past. be they on paper, eanvar or in  an exhibit caw, none 
can compm to the archaealogical record for didosing tbe physical evidence. the 
material culrurrof the part. 
Material culture can be defined as tbe material objects pople use in their everyday life. I t  
Is the pmduct of our culture and includes the modibations of things fwnd i n  Ihe 
physlcal world to suit our needs ( D e e  197724). T%s tools of a fisherman. a tobacco 
pipe or the bowl that meals are sewed in are all examples o f  mnterial culture. Al l  t w  
often. it is the mmr common elements of material cullvre Lal am often fwgoltsn in 
hiaory. the  mall things forgotten" in our lives, the packaging for n printer ink caruidge 
or a nail dmpped on neonrvvctian rite. I t  is & rccmingly inrignikant items that we 
mast common on archaeolcgicd rites and fi l l  lhc drawers in  research collenionr: tiny bits 
of metal or pottery. sheds o f  g h s  w pipe stems. They must be viewed in a way that wil l 
allow for their full =search value to be realized. I t  is lhe function or activity there objecm 
represent that is ar imp lan t  ar Ur anifset itxlf. far if an mifact's fvnerion is not 
realized, iris little more lhar aevriarily that still holds Ur secret o f  iu purpwe. To be 
most useful in uncovering lhe secrets of part human khaviour. an anifan murr be 
identified and ex- Ypon i f  i t  is to k utilized in  lmdmmding iu m a t  on am 
archaeological rite. 
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For a number o f  r e M r .  n a  all elements o f  material e u l m  are preserved in the 
archaeological record. panieulady thore made of organic mucrialr such as wad.  leather 
or wwl. Conversely. durable i tem made fmm imn or pewter m not easily b m h  and 
therefore arc less likely to be discarded. When meld objccls did get broken, worn wt or 
outdated. they were often recycled into something else r. they were at the revsntcenlh- 
century French fon at Penragaet. Maine (Faulher and Faulhner 1987: 135). 
Fonunalely for archamlogirtr, ceramic veswls. glass bottles and tobacco piper do break 
m d  get tossed away. Similarly, when no longer uwful or perhaps emlerrly dropped or 
abandoned. metal objeels also enter the mhaeelogtcal record. When properly 
excavated. documented and identified, ychvalogical m i f w  become the uue 
represenmuan of the material e u l m  urcd by the site's inhabitants and provide an 
impohlnt database from which the entire rite is analyzed. However, having said his, i t  is 
impohlnt to realize that the anifaet collEction in itself, should not be see" u the &fining 
representative of the past. I t  is most valuable when merged with historical doeumenfs. 
museum colleetianr and d other available sources to fully understand part eultunl 
activities and in a larger sense, rcciery as r whole. 
The Renews anifnet collection was approached in such a way as to damnine what it 
could reveal about four inter-reland aspects of sevenleenthrmnuy life in  Renews, and 
by extenno", early colonial Newfoundland. T h e  aspcts are: fwdways, hecolth m, 
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leisure ondoceupnriml octivifies. Whereas each of t k r  aspects involver famr of 
everyday life at the site, t h  a. a whole. Ihe assemblage of artifacts also pmvides insight 
into the availability of gaods and materials in h hharbwr and the surprisingly 
cosmopolitan trade neouodr of a seventemth-century Ncwfauadland p W r .  
Foodways was clearly an imponant a s p 1  of h Renews planter's existence as it was 
represented by over one-half the r o d  number of anifans recovered fmm the site. It 
~nvolver most of the ceramic artifacts as well as o t k r  tableware ilems made fmm pwter 
and lanen. Health-related activities were represented by ceramic and glvs medicinal 
vessels while the third a p t .  leisure activities am evidcnd by the smoking piper. honle 
glass and those cenmic vessels wed in the sewing and eonrumption of alcoholic 
beverages. Oecupnional activitin prineipily involver fishing equipment although the 
lelrure items related to alcohol and tobacco consumption may aim be considered a. 
occupntional artifacts. According to same of t h  Wert Counvy merchants, Ihe 
Newfoundland plantas were debauching Ihe migratory fishermen by pmviding them with 
alcohol and l&wco. Suehcomplaim~ may have had to do with mmprition than 
their caneem for the well being of the f i s h e n  (Pope: 1992381.365). Therefore. 
vnifacu relating to alcohol and tobacco mnrumpci~1 on this rite have o dual purposes: 
personal conrumpcion by lhav living in the b e  (kirm adviIy) and as i tem to be 
sold or batered to o h  for @cds or sewices (aeupational activity) . 
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4 3  Fmdways 
The term "foadwuys" has been used to describe ... 'Wu intenelated syrtern of fwd  
conceptualiultion. pmcuremenl. diruibution. preurvation, preparation and corwmption 
by all members of a panicular group." (Anderson 1971:xl). F'etfomting thew activities 
consumed much of the revenleenthientwy yeommy exirtcoce (Aadenoa 1971:S). 
Whereas Anderson's work iocludes all the slemenu of the interelated system of 
fwdwgr. this thesis wil l only address these elements relating to storage. prepantion. 
preunration and conrumpian. To this end, ceramics play a limited, but cnr in l  mle. 
Reportedly. cemmies generally served a minor role in English yeoman f d w n y s  during 
rhe study period (Deeu 1973:25). If i t  is considered that meals w m  largely prepared in 
m e d  cooking pt t r  and caten fmm wooden mnehers or pewter plater, this leaves only 
rtonge and serving mlcs lo be fulfilled by ceramics. This is not entirely uue for the 
Renews assemblage where overone-half o f  the ceramic vessels relating to faodwayr we- 
asnxiured with f w d  preparation and cmumption. 
Although not all the pmcnses o f  foodways are represented in the Renews aromblagz 
there is enough information to reconnruet some o f  the unrecorded activities in the 
planter's daily life. Imn implements. thc mainstay of areventeenthsenrury he&. were 
missing from the archaeological record. Imn pots. onmcls. spit$. hooks and cmes w m  
imponant p m  of food preparation. however, the durability and high value of these took 
probably ensured their survival. Conversely, thc orgmic nature of other fwd-related 
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implements. such as wooden or hom rpanr, ladles aodmaekrs. also prohibited their 
prescrvstion in the ground. Just the -. Ule M ccRmic vessels from Renewr prewa a 
wonderful insight into the domertic life of the rcventesnthantvry planter, panicularly 
for l r  tasks associated wiUl fwdwayr i.c. preservation. storage. preparation and 
consumption of fwd. 
In discusbing the foodways of a seventeenth-esntury Newfoundland planter $1 should be 
potnted w r  tha the roil in Renewr war dencribed as being good for agriculture and that 
the rurmunding foms~s and rivers teemed with wildlife. fish berries and wild fruit (Cell 
198?:?W-210). Although commercial a ~ c u l t w e  war pmbably not in the best interests 
of the planter, most of their wmmer r i m  k i n g  abrorbd with Ihe firhsry. individual 
kitchen gardens pmduced rorr vegetables u well as herbs (Pope 199276). The analysis 
af pollen fmm four roil samples Wren fmm the seventeenth-ntury rmta indicate Ihe 
presence of Eumpan cereal pllcn. pnnicularly rye ye. Cvnx (rpixeu) pile" and 
soml-type (Rumex rctosella/acetora- typ) pollem were also present. This would 
mdicate tha grains, mot craps and herbs wem being gmwn at or near Ihe site IAppndix 
D). Planten in Ferryland's Avalon Colony, located a shon distance hom Renews, grew 
radishes, Nrnipr. lettuce, cabbage, e m c t  a d  herbs in Ihcir gardens and wheat. barley. 
peas. oats and h e m  in cleared land w n d  the snlemellt (Cell 1982197-198). 
Whether pmduced. gaIhed or caught locally w imparted fmm adistant land. fwd  war 
,tared, prepared and consumed at Ihe site in Renews. 
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Ceramic v e ~ x l r  assmiated with f d s t n a g e  m w c l l  re-"led on-rite (47% d all 
food relaed forms). The predominance of such MES~S in the assemblage dmMcr the 
heavy reliance on certain types of fwd storage. As can be erpeaed fmm a planter's 
home. far removed from the vlllsge multers of England. f d  storage played an impMwt 
role tn suhrirrcnee activities. Fifeen of ~iI'SZtecn~tonge mrck wrrr rned to ship and 
stare butler. Setting s i de  the idea I h l  l k se  verselr muld be re-uxd for M k r  
commoditier. l k i r  initial funmion would have been butter storage. The relatively high 
percentage of butter POIS ernus o l k r  cenmic storage containm rrflects the significance 
of (ha dairy pmduct on the site. T h  buttecwueommon Jhould not be as it 
w u  used as the primary s o w  of f a  in the wventeenthsenrury English yeoman's diet. 
Ir was mainly used in cwking rather than ar a r p d  as in madern timer (Anderron 
1971:208). 
Another vessel form an the site was luge-mouthed storage p r .  four ofwhich wen 
dircovered. The* globular-rhapd vessels were likely multi-purpme storage containers 
that could have k e n  uwd for a varieryof dry f d n u f f i .  With ma t  bulk dry 
commodilier. such as flour. malted barley. peas and beans being shipped and stored in 
racks or rwved containers (Cell 1984:6547. 173- 175,246-249, Barter 1884: 117-181). 
storage pols of the typs fmm k w s  p d l y  used for intermediate storage of Ihe 
item thvl n cook would need readily available for ma1 prepantion. Stnved containers of 
varying sizes (hogsheads. firkins and bamlr for example) holding dry goods for long 
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term storage were kept wuide in swage sheds. or in lahr inside the house (Anderson 
1971:88). The sine of the storage pots fwnd muld have conveniently been kept on a 
rhcif or cupboard, out of the way, bur also eloa at hand. 
A thrd variety of ceramic aonr contaimr was also present in the form of a narrow- 
mouthed Spanish jar. l e  Ibcrim origin and rmall apsnw suggests that it anec held a 
valuable commodity. cooking oil (olive oil). Cooking oil. on the other hand was ohen 
shlpped and stored in sturdy ceramic jars with small mouths spcifically designed to 
cantml the flow of the pmducr. Wine was another pmduct from the Ibcrian PEninsula 
however. because of its bulk m d  the quantities of i t  consumed. i t  was shippd and stored 
in slaved mnminerr. 
The praeras involved with faad preparation wre  well repwnted by seven pipkinr 
(cooking pots). This Dutch-influenced verwl form was usually placed on or near hot 
coals in the heanh, having Ulrce rmbby leg. designed just for that purpase (Brem 
1971:29). Pipkinr were vred for preparing swccs and occasionally, even rmall ponions 
of meat and because of the laucr functim they wne sometimer called'nesh pots". 
Fragments of lids were recovered fw fwr of the s e w  pots. Meats. ineluding fowl were 
more commonly slow-masted in the heaRh althwgh poaching was a popular method for 
preparingeerwin moats. especially Bsh(Andenon 1971:187-188.219. Several of the 
Renews pipliins dirplrycd evidence of burning and blackening on the exterior. tesufying 
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to their use in the heath mds. Meat bnh r .  muca and gravies were also likely p r e p d  
~n there pipkinr with the rm& glnzc on the interior keeping the hot liquids from 
sticking to the coarse ceramic body. An imn handle recovered from the haue collapse 
may he from a cwking pot. however. its pwitive idemtifintion is uncedn. 
Five serving vessels were found: two jugr. a bottle and Ovodirher. One o f  the jugs, n 
Meridaware example with a venical smp handle was probably used for dmanting 
alcoholic beverages namely wins k r  w spirits. The small Tomes-lype bottle likely had 
a similar function. The smaller o f  the two jugr, an m m t i v e  English Tudor Green 
spcimen with a capacity o f  nac more lhan ane-third o f  a live, war likely ured for hot 
suces. Bumt residue on the interior and exterior o f  this vessel indicated it was 
occasionally placed directly in  the b e d  or a chdsng dish to warm its con ten^^, The 
modest rize o f  this jug suggests it was ured to hold a delicate mndimm, to be consumed 
only in rmd l  ponians. 
The rwo dirher represented in the eollstion m y  have acrually been societal pieces rather 
than f w d  service vesrclr. One was a rgrdfitdemrared Nonh Dcvon dirh whish m y  
have measured some 30 em in diumeuc, while the second was an lberian tin-glazed dirh 
or plats of an unknown rize, decwated with b r o w  and magenta over-glaze paint. Both 
were relative hrgh quality, c o m p d  to the oUlcr plain coarw earthenwms, suggesting 
that may have been more far display than f w  actual p m u t i o n  or consumpion of fwd  
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(Figures 64 and 61). 
Meals in the scvcnteenlhsentury yeoman household were ~lormally consumed fmm 
pewter plater or shallow woadm dishes. called mnchers (Anderson 1971:231-238). 
Although their comparative fragility made (hem rurcepcihle to bdsgc .  emhaware 
dishes were ailso likely used as they had k e n  at Richard Trelawny'r Richmond hlnnd 
plantation in Maine in 1640. (Baxtcr 1884:197). Small ceramic bowl-shaped porringerr 
were also used for individual ponionr of liquid a semi-liquid fcds such as poltagc 
(thick saw) or porridge (Anderson 1971:239.248). Another nvuitiour semi-liquid 
beverap consumed by fishermen in ~vmteenthsantury Maine was milk boiled with 
flour IBaxter 1884:168). Several porringers were found a Renews. Allhaugh a number 
of seventecnrh-century Dutch paintings p m y  adults spoon-feeding children from 
single-handled porringers (Janowia and Ameck 1998). it is tenuous to assume that 
chlldren were present an (he rite as w other juvenile-related aniface wnc m o v e d .  
Two of the porrinprs fmm Renews were made in Nonh Devon while the third specimen 
was of Dutch manufactwe. These bowl-like v-Is conjurr up images of thick st- 
(pottage) or porridge being eaten m n d  thc hcanh on scold night 01 P foggy morning. 
Cups were second only to b u m  pou as aeenmie form on the d t r  Ten cups were found 
(20 %of all ceramic vessels). suggesting that they wne acommon tableware f o m  They 
also represent leisure activities as well as fdways, but &is will be elaborated upon 
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below. By the mid-$evcnreenth mlw. individual ceramic drinking c u p  were well 
ensconced into the ysoman'r culinary habits. having been introduced acennrryearlier 
rhmugh increased trade and immigration fmm the Cantinent. e~pcially the Netherlands 
(Brearr 1971: 13.27). Several different cup forms were found. the most mmmon being a 
globular body with a straight rim equal lo one-half the height af the M y .  The stem from 
a pewter goblet eonrtiruler .eleventh drinking vesul. Pewter tableware and emhenware 
proliferated in the English commoner's home beginning in the sixteenth century. but it 
still shared the table with vervlr and wenchers (plates) made from wmd (Andeman 
1971:238). The highincidence dccnmic drinking vessels hum Renews fits well with 
riles of a nmtlar age and cultwe elcavared in New England(Deeu 197229) 
There was n notable *em of other dairy-related ceramic fomu on the site. One of the 
processes in d i n g  butter war allowing fresh mw's milk to sit and clot in largc open 
ceramic milk pans in zeool pan of Ihe house. preferably in an mom v t  aside for just thd 
purpose. 'k absence of milk pvls fmm lhir rite, together with the prepondenncc of 
butter storage containen suggests that dirying was not an aslivity prsticed at this site 
which is unusual considering that dairying was a regular xtivily at many Nmh Devon 
homca (Gmt  198354). Fragments hom numemus milk pans were movered from 
reveaeenth-cenmry deposits 81 the xvenreenthantury Colony of Avalon in Fenyland 
where a cowhoux or byre war among the buildings uneovcd along the waterfmnt 
(Gaulton 1998:l6l7). As lhm b noevidence ofdaixying st the Rmsws sile. the butter 
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must have k e n  acquired by other means. CaIh  were present in small number. in 
Newfoundland out harborr during the sevcnreenthcm~ (Pop 1992:78) a d  hey were 
doeurnenled in Renews in bath the 1675 and 1677 census (9 and 14 head respctively) 
(C.O. 105 (17 ii] 15Oand C.O. 1141 [62 iv. vi, vii] 158). Not every planter in Renews 
had a cow. but it is likely that them was a supply of fresh milk to go amund. Of the 14 
head of cattle in the harbor in 1677. 13 were owned by planter &chard Pooley, therefore 
the most likely candidate for dary pmducer in the b r .  A similar situation at Renew 
in a earlier decade. where one planer supplied the community, would explain the 
absence ofdtury-related milk p w  onthe site. Whethr imporredon English merchant 
hhlps, obtained from the netghbor's plantation or anochn harbor, the butter pots fmm Ihe 
archaeological record indicates Ulat this commodity dominated the Renews planter's 
pantry and played a rignifieant mle in the planter's dia. 
4 3  Health-related Advi t ia  
The reventeenth-century plmwr'r concern far h 4 t h  and hygiene was recognized through 
the dtreovery of three galley  pa^ (used for medicinal pmdwtr) and three glass 
pharmaceutical vcrrelr. The diminutive size af Ihe galley pols (maximum of 5 cm in 
height) and glass vessels (estimated at brr than 100 mi capacity) indicates that he 
consna were valuable commaditier to be w d  sparingly. Although there was likely 
some formof heallh cax available during h fruhing season when mined medical 
personnel accompanied fishing crearr horn England as EdwardCun andlames Yonge 
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did in 1663 (Poynter l%3:56. r e  also section 1.5 Historical Backgmund above). the 
planter also had to be prepared for the rest of the year when no such assistance existed in 
the harbour Homemade folk medicines derived horn nlural plants were cornman 
(Hawke 1988:86) and were probably supplemented with salves. olntmentr and precious 
oils dispensed from tiny apothecary vessels. When surgeon J- Yonge healed 
firhermen of n vonuting (caused by eaing t w  much herring) by eoncaling acum horn a 
number of ingredients ineluding a dmp o f  chymical [sic] oil of wormwoad (Poynrer 
1963:59). he may have kept that p m i w s  oil in  a tiny vial or bottle such as those 
recovered from the archaeological rite. 
4.4 Leisure ArtivlUa 
Alcohol and tobacco consumption have been and still ye mop ized  ar mreulional or 
leisure actinties. Seventecnth-rrntury Renews was no ercepion as the quantit~es of 
alcohol bottle fragments and tobacco pipe $herds in the ani fs t  auemblag clearly 
indicate. Alcohol use among the scVCIltenth-century English fishermen in 
Newfoundland was apparently pmlific and war often commented upon by tho= writing 
about the fishery (Pope 1992:365-366). Althaugh brewing t e r  male was common 
throughout m d  England and New England and i t  was m imponant dietary staple 
(Anderron 1971:89. Barter 1884:25), it was the excess o f  drink that caught the ire of 
some and contributed la an anti-rettlement lobby in pam of England (Pope 1992:81). 
The lists o f  gwds imponed into Newfoundland in the seventeenth century usually 
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tncluded beer, cider and other alcoholic spine or the inpcdients l o  brnv b a r  (Cell 
198265, 173 and 246). These l i r u  indicate that bar. wines andcenain dirtilledalcohal 
such 3s quavile were cornmanly shipped to Newfoundland in staved containers of many 
nzes. Case bouler were also uwd to mrpon such liquors ar gin and bnndy 10 New 
England (Fnulber and FaulLner 1987:2321 and likely also Newfoundland. 
The discovery of $her& fmm at l es t  two care h l t les w the site indicates the presence of 
more refined. dirlilled alcohol m rite. Enough o f  one of there bafles was found to 
suggest I r  had a capacity of 700 ml. The ceramic serving and drinking vesselr similarly 
polnf lo alcohol canrumpion within the house and their relative aLwndance suggests that 
it was not just the oecupanu who were pmddng. Together with the Tolnes-type bottle 
and the Meridajug, cups and goblet. the serving and consumption forms makc up 23% o f  
the nan-glarr verrel count fmm the rite. Rter  P o p  dedicates a chapter of his doeroral 
dirrenalton to the demand for alcohol and tobacco in the liver of the wventecnth-century 
South Avalon planter (Pope 1992). He unmvemd doeumentaion indicating that many 
Newfoundland planters provided the migntory f i r hemn with alcohol and rob- in  
their awn homes. esrenlially Nming dx hame into a tippling house (Pope 1992:81). A 
similar picture is presented in early mlonial Iamcrtown Virginia when a mid- 
scvenreenthsentwy visitor to that seulement noled that e a ~ h  of the dmn-ar-so families 
living rhere operated ordinaieies (tippling houses) (Emam and Homing 1998). The 
rignificanr perrentage o f  drinking-relaud vessels from Renews r u g p e  that UP house 
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the next season by harvesting and milling wood (Poynler 1963:M)). censuucting or 
repairing boats. oars. $lager. m n  oil vm (for renderiageod livun inro oil) and olher 
related structures (Pope 1992:74). Subnirtenee huaing and gathering also seemed in 
the fall and winter months m d  r d l  s 4 e  fur vdpping was can id  our ro supplement the 
income raised fmm the fishery (Pop 1992:82-83). 
Each of the induuier carried w t  by the planlm in Newfwndland required tools and 
equipment both of a specialized m d  generalized nature. Codfish were caught on hooks. 
sometimes attached singularly or in gmupingr of 2-3 per line and baited with eaplin or 
pieces of mackerel, hening or quid. Back at the rhore rtation. the catch was l b n  up 
onto thc working platform (sage) with a pronged malf. where each fish was headed and 
splir down the eenler The head. backbone and gull were disc& bnck into the seaand 
the cod lives were saved left to render into "wain oil" in large vats. The main oil would 
be dnwn off and sored in bamlr for shipment back to Europe where it wwld be sold for 
tanning learher and lampoil (Srmllwwd 1991:470). Once gutted and sflit, h mdfirh 
was washed and sprinkled with salt and dried m flakes (wmden fmer  mvcred in 
boughs) or m the mcky beach- until cured whereupon they would he preswd into rtackr 
and stored for shipment to Eumpe or the West Indies. 
Dunng the reventeenth century. &e qequipment uwd in the c d  fishery war S p Y i r e d ,  
but nor panicularly compliwtcd. A vyietyof tools and equipment was employed in the 
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induslry. Nets and j iggm - uwd l o  catchthebail fish. iron fish hwks anshed to 
sturdy liner were used to catch the cod fish and long poles with I-? pmngr were uwd to 
oftload the catch. Sharp knives and cleavers would be used in chopping and rplining the 
fish and wooden h l s .  rubs. banw. ladles wwld be used to wash. c m y  and salt the 
tirh. Lead weights and floats wsrt m&d i w  the he%= and fishing lines Off-%asm 
acmitier required the usual lumbering and-nuy tmls as well ar fire- and animal 
maps for hunting and for trapping h u - h m .  
A number of anifncaee recoucd imm the rite teflec~ ,he occupatimal acliv\rits of the 
rcvenleenthcentury planter, particularly the 8rhuy. Tho- related to fishing included 
hooks, jiggers. net and possibly line weighs, n nening needle and w v d  chunks of 
organic msln believed to hc spruce nap. The =sin was likely used as a prevrvairivc 
coatmg lor liner, nets, cloUungand e m  rdb (Mmy l%8:62l. Thc jiggcn and weighs 
were probably labneared in or war the h w ~ e  as lead waste and sprue lmm shot carting 
were recovered fmm the oeeupvian deporis in and ammd thc house. 
Lead ammunition. in the form of pellets. bvclrshot. pistol and musket balls is  evidence of 
the hunting activities of the Renews planter. The range of m u n i t i o n  indicates that both 
small and large g m  were pursued, including ducks, gssa, pigeons, panridge. lynx. 
arctic hm. hew and caribou. d of which have hem reeonted as p M  of the p l m r ' r  diet 
IPoynrer 1%3:60, P o p  l992:82). No idsntibble oap pat% w a r  recognize4 although 
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some o f  the pieces of mirccllancous f e r n s  strapping rscovered from h e  sevententh- 
cenrury occupvlion r m u m  may represent ouch equipment. 
A r d l  number of metal tool fragmenrs was also movered fmm t k  sevenlcenthsentury 
occupa~on and houx collapse anta including several wmught imn handle-like objsts 
with rectangular or o v a l e m  rectiwo (anifacts W s  6Q77.8W6.8W9.8013.8167.8227. 
8229). Although these anifacts may represent knives or some aher rype of tml. positive 
ldenlifications were not possible due to their incomplete and corroded condition. 
4.6 Plevenance 
Anifact provenance was used in this study to make inferences on the supply network 
available to the seventeenthsentwy planter in  Renews. By identifying an anifan'r place 
of manufacture. even in the bmadest wnse. a is possible Lo unravel the supply line uwd to 
bnng imparted goods into the planer's home. The material evidence ofthe Iriangular 
lmde between Newfoundiand, savthern Europe and England is evident. as is the 
connection between Renews and some of the other Englirhcolonisu along the erstern 
seaboard of Nonh America. 
Cenmics are especially useful in pmvenance studies as their place of manufactwe is 
often identifiable and manufacturer's nwks on h p w r  gobkt and $om of the tobacco 
p i p  bowls were used to determine their origins. Numemur studies an eenmic 
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production have k e n  published and lhenlo to thew. even a novice is quickly able to 
distinguish Nonh Dew" pottery fmm examples fmm South Somerset or the Iberian 
peninsula. I t  is porribb to determine the place of manufanure for glass and meral 
mifaca. however. those materials require chemical analysir wtucheanbeerpnsiveand 
time-consuming and M a b i d e  L e  mems of this study. By identitying the place of 
manufacture for the c e m m i ~  and p t e r  vessels and some of the clay piper in  the anifact 
arremblilge. cenain inferences can he made concerning the availabilityof gmdr and t k  
range of the Vads network in p l m  in Renews. 
Allhovgh perched on rhs shorrlinc of adisrant land, the English Wen Country Asheman 
tn Renews war connected by an wean highway that bmught people and culNrer logether. 
either thmugh direct contan or thmugh intermediary Uaderr. Even pasring ships. enmute 
to dtstant pons but stopping to replenish warer er fuel supplies, could have pmvided 
opponunitics for wade. The Freneh explorer Jacques Cder (1536) did just that when he 
put inlo Renewr on am o f  his f m d  voyages (Cmk 199389). As was mentioned in the 
section on the histonc back8m"nd of Raws, the annual fishing season bmught 
numerous boats and hundreds o f  Englishmco into Renews each hummer. Mostly, lher 
men came from West Country ponr, i n  p i c u l n r  Bideford and Bmrwble. so i t  should be 
expected bat  most o f  the materials bmughl to Renews would be fmm West Country 
ponr. The anifact assemblage bem this oar. alrllaugh ar the rvne time indicates Lar 
there war contact wirh no"-War Country English towns, a w U  as L e  Contima and 
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America. 
Of the 50 ceramic vessels horn the reventetnth~nturycontert in Renews. 46 or 92 % 
have been identified u being of English manufacrurr. one delR vessel of e i k  English or 
Dutch mmufacture. three of Spanish or merim mpnufacturr and a single pot from the 
Low Countries (Duuh). Of tbe English pieces. 41 w r r  made in Nonh Devon. two in 
South Sameset. one in the Toms m a o f  South Devon and one Bodeder w m  jug fmm 
either Sumy. Hampshrre or Domt. 
A, so many of the Renews vcrwls were horn Nath Devon. this variety of pottery 
wmane funher elaboration. A mare detailed dewriplion of Nonh Devon potwry can be 
found in Alison Grant's "Nonh Dewn Ponery: The Scvenrcrnrh Cmrury" (19831 and for 
a Newfoundland pespenive on rhe rame. Peler Pope's M.A. h s i s  (1986) should be 
consulted ar he details the types of Nanh Dcvon pmtery d i x o ~ d  P Ferryland in the 
1980s. A bnef synopsis of this type of pottery will be presented to familiarize d e n  
with the most dominant ceramic wares fmm Renews. 
Coarse emhenwmr M been manufacactud in and mund the N m h  Devon t o m  of 
Bideford and Bamswple rincc medieval times. Technological developments in 61e 
sixleenth century. coupled with an established maritime link with the Cont i~n t  md 
Nonh America enabled the pmduction and proliferation o f  Nonh Devan pottery 
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throughout colontal Nonh America in IIX hcwveeenIh a n w  (Gnnt 1983: 1. 12). A 
typical (hut not ubiquitous) feature of vvcnleenthcenlw North Devoa w m n  is  the 
rrndfied color within the badier o f  morr vessels. This telltde characteristic was panially 
due to the prxtice of stacking Ihe pats upride down in the kiln. thus causing a lack o f  
oxygen in the pot interion. What followed w u  an oxygen-poor (reduced) envimnment 
inside the vessels, msulting in the incomplele oxidation o f  the clay. The fired vcrwlr are 
had wilh an orange. red, or bmwn erteriw and a grey interior (Grant 19825 1-52). I t  
would vppem tha an e rep ion  to thin m the smaller. finely Ihmwn vesxlr from Renews. 
particularly the drinkingcups. b h o f  thecups was completely oridizedand I r ked  the 
grey intcnor. Mort o i  OK Nonh Devan wam imm Rcncws were glmed on Ihe interior 
with many vessels displaying lrails o f  glaze down k i r  exteriors. The Nonh Devan 
potrely forms from Renews consisted o f  (in order of frqucney) storage pats (bah slender 
and glohulm-shaped). drinking cups, cooking pars, porringers. a galley pat and a 
rgrafitto-decorated plate. 
Two other English vessels were m m u f a c t d  in Somenet county. likely in Denyart. 
mother Wesl Country center fm  seventeenthcentury ceramic pmductim (Coleman- 
Smich and Pemon 1988:xvii). The South Somervt galley pat and drinking cup were 
well-made. each with just an inurioc amber, or b r o w  g k .  'The only other vessel oI 
cenvin English manufzcam w u  n small jug, which w u  paa~ibly used for s a w .  Ir was 
one of vanety o f  white-bodiedearthenwues made i n  Suney. Hamphire, Famham and 
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perhaps south-eastern Dam (Elm L911:23-24. kame 1992. Pope 1966:107-108) 
The single Totner-type b n k  is of G variety that has not been commonly recognized on 
Nonh American riles (Allan and Pope 1W). The m h  Devonrhirr town of Tmnes is on 
the river Dm. just n short dirtanee upsucam fmm Ule pon of Danmouth. Danmouth has 
r seventeenthsenrury connection with Ihe harbours along the emt cost  of 
Newfoundland, including Renews (C.0.1147: 113: C.0.1144: 110). James Yonp records 
t h e m o u t  of Danmwth fishing in Renews in 1663 (Poprer 1%1:55). Therefore. it 
is rcstonable to assume that a bmtle from T o w .  perhaps filled wiIh distilled spirits. 
could have found lu way into a house in Renews via a fisherman from the Danmouth 
area. possibly even one of b e  he ccrw. 
The Durch green and yellow poninger offerr an informative glimpse into Ihe commerce 
of reventeenthsentury Renrur. Dutch ship were involved in the Newfoundland fishery 
w enrly as I589 and men fmm that cwnvycontinvcd their mutually beneficial uade 
relationrhip with the English Weal Cwmry fishermen well into rhe next century. The 
south Avalon h&wr were of p n i c u l u  interst to the Dutch and Ihey rent sack ships 
there to Iranspon fish back to Englad and the Continent until vound 1670 (Pope 
1991: 129-135.4M)). This porringer may haw found its way onto the rite fmm one of the 
Dutch eargo ships. 
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The pewter goblet stem was a rare find as i t had a h r ' r  mark moulded in relief on h e  
foot beneath h e  stem (figures 71a and 7lb). This muk war comprised of two  crest^. one 
of fleur-des-lyr and the second depicting the "'chains of Navurs". Such heraldic devices 
indicates that the maker likely was French in origin, pmbably hom the southern pmvince 
of N r v m  (Lamuse 1984:7299). Thc fact that a French-mads pwtcr  gablet made its 
way into n Nonh k v o n  Bshenan's house is indicative of the tier between Nonh Devon 
and France. Desptte the frequent connicts hetween England and Francs, seventeenth- 
century English planten along h e  south Avalon ahen interacted with French firhemen 
a d  seltlern opnt ing in the nearby hmboun of T-ey and Plmnria and French 
vervants were wearionally employed in Rsnsws (Pope 1992:89-90). 
In addition to k i n g  Ihe most impomt  medium for dating the ~ l t u r a l  deporitr on the 
rite. the tobacco pipe bowls were a good indicauon of the availability of goods and 
materials in Resew. A variety of bowl styles is prea, most of which were 
manufactured in England psrticularly Brirtol. Exmr. Barnstaple and London. Some of 
the styles have heen anribuledtocikr London or Dutch manufacmrr and me wau made 
in the British colonies in America. lbc latter rpeciwn was v q  distinct fmm the ohcn 
as it was made fmm temcfflmand buff mlourrdclay marbled together into an agate 
body and deeaatcd with an slaborate mulelring om Ihe rim and stamped with ptalled 
mserter. The u x r  plaee of origin f w t k  p ips  has yet to bs dctennincd, although the 
tern cotta clay used in its mufxafmre ruggesu a Chesapeake Bay origin (S. Hurry pen. 
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com. 19951. Tobacco from the Chesapeake Bay area lusr. replarly imported to 
Newfoundland throughout the ~venreenth century (Pop 1992:403-405) and what better 
evidence of chis trade than a pipe made in the tobacco hemlandappearing outride the 
dwr of a planter's houw m Renews. 
The provcnmcing of the anifam fmm the revmlecnthsentuly occupation in Renews 
provtdes the physical confirmatian of what m y  historians have daumenled for 
generntians. The impanance of the home market and pmbable kinship tics is abundantly 
evident by the Nonh Devon origin f a  most of the paclely. which clearly indicates the 
reliilnce on the horns market f a  both fmd stuffs. in the ease of [he butter pots. and a 
supply of utilitarian ceramic veswlr. The small number of wms fmm other English 
towns and pons, such as Donyatt. Tomes. Exeter. Brisml and London rpnkr of a 
eomplcmntq supply for material ilemr rueh ar drinkingcups, phmaceuticals 
(mnrponed in the South Somerpet and tin-glazed galley pwl and clay piper. The 
Iberian-made cooking oil storage jar and serving jug appropriately r r p ~ n t  two of the 
impamt commadtties that salt fish fmm Renew war traded for in Spain or Ponugal. 
n-ly alive oil and wme. And lastly, the erotic p e w r  goblet fmm Navam. together 
with the Spanish majolica plate and Dvtch porringer illusuate the ahilityof the R e w r  
planter lo gynish his home with Continental onppingr. 
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Chapter V 
The Conclusions 
5.1 The Co~~rlosions 
As one d the pn.ripal harboun along Newfoundland's historic Avalon Peninsula. 
Renews has a long history o f  human oecupatim and resourn erploila!ion daring h r k  to 
the beginning of rhe rixlecnth anw. Daeumentary sources rell ing to French fishing 
activities in thir harbour can be uaccdhrkto 1506. English flrhlng interests had likely 
begun I" the bunh guaner of the slxteenth century and continwd unintermptcd for 
several hundred yean. Althoughorganired iulemptr at mloniration began in 1617118. it 
war the middle class folk who r p m d  wtllement by vncemmoniously ovenuinleting 
lhere instead of murning back to England in the M I  o f  the year. Evidence of such 
settlement war dnrcovered on The Mount. n geognphic landmarkon the nonh rhore of 
the harbour. Ohsewed forcenarics, thh site war dixovered during a survey of 
eighternthsenrury gun batteries located nearby. Thm were no arehaeoiogical parallels 
as never before had a rile o f  thir sari been mnieulously elcawed and documented. 
Since its discovery, reved mom seventeenthcentury planten homes have ken 
unemhed on the Avalw Peninrulq ur Ferryland and Cup&. TIES will. no douk 
tmpvn even more knowledge about this fascinating priod of history and m y  reveal 
cenain mhaeological patterns w t  yet known about sevenlecnth-century Newfoundland. 
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The archveologieal evidence of a xvcntmth-ecntw English planur'r mupation in 
Renews provides an in depth view inlo early colonial llfe in  Newfoundland and by 
association. Nonh America Hundrrdr of yeam have passed since his hauw collapsed 
and folded k k  into the n i l ~ d  m n d i n g .  Subscqucnt visitors andcccupants of $he 
~lte ~n luer centuries probably had no idea of the exktcnce of lhe foundations of the 
simple ons-rwm dwelling and the thwsandr of bilr of bmken pottery, clay piper and 
aals lytng just one a shovel blade's depth bemath the %dad. At the time of iu discovery. 
in July 1993, the site war no mom than r 10 m by 10 m section of a g m y  meadow 
overlooking the picturrque Renews h d w r .  Painstaking ercavalian, lasting some 13 
week over two ~ummea, rrrulled in h e  rrconrmnion of a way of life previously 
unrecorded in Nonh America. nonh of Mass~husctts. 
The datable mifrcu fromthe m l ~  depsiu indicate lhal a major mupalion oecvmd 
at this rite amund the middle of the seventeenth century. Marked tobacco piper fmm the 
L650r and 16Mk nenuy bracket this occupation which awarr to have k n  rupplanted by 
a pattern of modest ma l iona l  site use over lhe mxt eentw or so. The next phase of 
habiwtion to leave arehaeologicvl =mains of any mnwquence did nciaeeur until 1779. 
when upwards to l l men fmm lhe Royal ARillery spent 1-1 than a year b k e d  
vinually on top of the earlier haux ruin?. Two gun batrerin, built ncachy, defended the 
harbour from American privateers duing$hemflinsBri~ain was experiencing wilh her 
former colonies m the United Stan. The nineteenth csnNry wiwiused a p M h  in lhe 
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popuiation in Renews, but formnarely for dx ~ehaeolagieal site. the msuing 
development had llttle impact w the Kvenrrrnthsmtury aeupation. 
One of the highlights from the Renews archsmlogieal project was the dircoveryof the 
amaural remnantr o f  n small, but prchbly well-built houu. Is basic. 14' by 20' single- 
cell. configuration with a w i v e  hearth on rhe gable end hrnhert from the dmr indicates 
the abtlity of the occupants to sacrifice pnonal  c o m f t  for ecenorny of labour. Heating 
a larger home would nurely q u i r e  addilional rerwrcos andeven conrmcling a more 
complicated amcare may have bem beyond the occup"tLs capability. Protected from 
[he nonhewtedy winds by a two to three rncrrs high rocky outcrop. the house w u  tucked 
into z natural depression. The sheltered laatnon, however, had drawbacks, for when the 
weather became roo wet and rainwater (or melting mow in spring) channeled Ulmugh 
fissures 1" the bedmsk and m waip thmugh the center of the heath. Rather than 
move the house to maher lantian, the acupantr chow to solve the problem by 
relocating the heat smrce to one comer of the he& uld raising the flmr 
Two emhen nmr r  were discowred. separated by a t e c h  cobble rubflmrldminage 
system with r central "V-shaped c e n M  drain cmsuuctcd fmm long flat stone d a b .  
Clay for the second flmr ap- lo have k n  excavated from n pit lacared several 
mews from the d m m y .  The new heat rouac (mssuring 75 crn by 85 em) was built 
from fla stoner on =gravel pla@orm. 10 crn above the old heanh floor. As the old flwr 
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of the heanh area was found s he mariderably lower h b a h  thc flm boxand thc 
second eanhen flwr. B i r  made for spculation that pur of !he newly mcdified heath area 
may have been flwred w i d  woad. Wmughl nails. together with larger than n o d  
potsherds, glass and pipe stems were m v m d  fmm the heanh m a ,  offering support far 
r wooden floor in  the wen. A silvcr coin dating10 lhc ceignaf Charles l war a h  
discovered in the heanh uea suggesting that valuables may have been hiddm beneath the 
floor boards. Conversely, it may have just as easily fallen thmugh aenrk in the f l w r  
boards. 
I f  windows existed in the how walls, and they p d l y  did, lhcy wece nor covered with 
glass as no sign of pane glass was discowed. Post molds in the swth wea comer of the 
foundation and in the center of the f l w r  m k e d  the envance to the house end a center 
supporting post far the mof, Sualigraphic, archimtural and d a u m e n t q  evidma 
suggests that the hours was mofcd with sods, likely covering n w d e n  frame. sheathed 
with spruce or birch rinds. A contemprary ncmunt of migratory flshsmm's houses in 
Renews describes just rhis typ a f  roof covering. A subsfantial organic deposit, up to 50 
Ern chick and containing hundrrds o f  m g h t  nails and large flat stone dabs, is belicmd 
to represent the housc collapse, a collapx so massive that i t  spread s o m  two to three 
metres out fmm the house fwmlation. This nctivity cwveniendy valed d e  aventecnd- 
century occupation depasim and pmveted i t  fmm laur xtivit ier an the sire. 
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A rich rmdden deposit. located just outside the dmnwny, mntained thousands of atifacts 
of the son that would indieare thn this rite was occupied year-round. A pewter goblet 
together withexpemive drinking and serving vessels with incised rgraffito and hmd- 
painted. tin-glared decoration confirm not only thc permmnee o f  the occupation, but 
also the mlddling economic status o f  the occupants. It is unlikely that migratory 
tishemen, on a fishing voyage lasting just four lo five months would bring their fine 
dishes and tablewan across the Allantic &em. Glass and ceramic vessels which once 
held medicinal pmducts also point n, a year-round occupation. Migratmy fshing crews 
were often accompanied by medical personnel whore mlc it was to cam for the health of 
the fishermen. Although a thwghtful f i s h e m  may have a h  canied his own p m n a l  
supply of medicinal concanionr. the ovewintcring planters had to be able tocure 
themscivcs thmughoul the rest of the year when there were no trained medical 
attendaar.. 
Insightful observaiom of revcnteenth-crntury f dwayp  were d e r n o ~ ~  by the 
collection of 47 ceramic vessels associated with the internlared pmnsres o f  food 
prepantion. presentation and consumplion. Many of the -1s described by Jay 
Andemn (1971) in  his work on seventrrnlhsennuy ymman foodways were present nf 
Renews. serving witness to Ux adherence lo lraditianal ~Linnry pneticer far away horn 
the homeland. 
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The ceramic assemblage signifies a household that wr. prepared for the irolstiw of the 
long Newfoundland winter when the W u r  cmptiedof Ihe migratory crews and 
shipping dwindled I4 nahing. Stmge vessels were well repswnted. prniculdy those 
spcclfleally designed for buner storage. Plantem had to enrw that their diet included this 
fall-rich dairy pmduct lo rupplemcnt the bland stapler o f  c u d  k f .  fish, brad and pas. 
Baric root crops and herbs grown in small kitchen gardens pmvided the planter with 
limtted rgricultunl pmduce and wrme flavoring fw  the pot. Cooking vessels also figured 
predom~nantly in the pisrmcs of reven Ihrec-legged pipkim, in two sires. Delicate 
saucer prepared in the smaller variety of pipkin may have been served up in the small 
Border ware jug found on the ate. Fragmmu from three poningen conjwe up trrwgcs of 
warm and sncky pomdge or a mushy pottage. Ceramic v e r ~ l s  were not thought to play u 
sgnifieant mle in fmd prepanlion and canrumpion in the revmteenth cenary, however 
the Renews assemblage could dispute this theory. %r anc-Mf of the foodways-related 
vessels were dlrecdy woeialed with either preparaicn. r. in the pipkin* or presentation. 
as with the jug and pwringen and dishes. 
Dozens o f  tnracr clay p i p  bowls togeher with rherds fmm care bottles were lifted from 
the shes otthc heah  ma A n i f x u  such as thae us mmmonly associated with leisure 
activities and sugg-1 Ulat IhEplantcr's house also IMC~ iu =tippling house or ordinary. 
wheis migmocy firhemen would spend -me o f  their wages maping Ihe hash tedium 
of the bury fishing reason. Historians have doeurnled s i d y  this typs of occupation in 
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reventeenth-csnrury Newfoundland .w well as other British colonies along Nonh 
Amenca'r eastern seaboard. Except that planter. have ken recorded ar selling alcohol 
and rohaeco to the migratory firhemen. f he p ip.  c a u  bottle and drinking cup sberds 
fmm the collection would be considered ar leisure items, instead of tools fmm the 
planter'$ supplemcnory mmtional  tnde. 
Other tools, relating lo the fishing industry. were movered. including fish hook. lead 
~tggerr and weights for bolh neu and hand lines. Anolher tool o f  a medievd son was 
found on the f is t  sanhen flwr of the house. This pncil-chin, 30 cm long needle with I 
rectangular eye an one end had been mmufactured fmm coppr alloy and is reminiscent 
of the tools used during h e  middle ages to make fishing neu and wcmm'r hair nets. The 
eyc on the Renews d f m  is slighrly modified fmm the earlier netting nccdls. Not 
surprisingly, there war evidence of cqulpmmt manufacturing on the rite. Melted Id 
was. discovered near the fmnt dan of the house, is indicative of this son of metal 
working. The jiggers and nefflinc wights were all made from this pliable metal which. 
due to ar low melting point. ean easily he rhapd m d  molded into various tw l r  or 
implements. Som o f  the heavily conoded imn objects reconred fmm the seventeenth- 
century occupation deposits may have a h  been pieces of tool handler, hudwae or 
possibly pans of animal uap. 
Small and large game hunting war likely an activity p r a c t i d  by the planter during the 
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fall. winter and spring mm&. Subrisimee hunting war morded in Reww m the md-  
seventeenth century, with the abvndanm o f  wildlife in  the region k i n g  something that an 
English yeoman may have found foreign. Hunting, particularly for large g m e  would 
have been a partime that the y e o m  planter may not have enjoyed back in England ar it 
w a  comideced the realmof the gentry class. However. in Newfoundland. as in all of the 
New World. il war a necessary means of supplementing th. waditianal diet Lead 
propcdles ranging fmm tiny pellets to buekrhm and musket and pistol balls were present 
throughout the accupation deposits. Sprue fmm the carung of buekshot was also found. 
dding to the list o f  twls and equipment the planter was *lo to manufacrum. A handful 
ofcalelned and splintered mammal boner fragments war alx, found. although no species 
idenlificaion was possible. 
Lastly. the ani fs t  collection tells of a world that was not as homagenews ar one might 
expect for s rmdl  harbour some 2m0 kiiomems fmm E u m p  and isolated for over one- 
half the year. Ceramic vessels. pewter tableware and aelay tobacco pipe fmm Spain, 
Holland and the Cherapake Bay m a  of Tidewater Virginia and Maryland tell o f  the 
wide trade network avlilable to the Renews planter. As salted cod fish, caught in the 
waters off Renews. was an important commodity in lk he-As-Atlantic mde, i t is not 
surprising that gwdr and pmduce fmm the cwnvies involved in this uade sbould N m  up 
in the home of the person who was no less a parmerin that wan-wide emnomy. The 
planter's role in  this Vade n e w d  enabled him and his family ta partalrc in some of& 
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finer elements of wvcnrcenth<h-ccntury as muld he sem by h qquzlity of some of his 
eenmicr and pewter table wws. 
The Renews planter's involvement in  the Newfoundland nrhery may not have been a 
lifelong commitment. however, he or she stayed long enough to impmve their lot in life 
before moving onto other venturer, he they on to another part of the English Shore. New 
England or back home in Dcvon. Formnately for thore who are students of 
Newfoundland history. this mid-lcvenlemth century planter fmm Nonh Devon chaw to 
stay on The Mount long enough to leave his or her mark in the gmund. The 
nrchileologied record fmm this deck-or-- habitation has k n  documented and will 
now stand ar testimony to the early pr iod of colonial life on Newfoundland'r meky 
shores. 
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Appendix A 

Figure lb Map of Newfoundland rhowing the locations of St. John's. 
Ferryland and Renews. 

Wgure 3 Detail of air photograph of The 
Mount. The m w  paints to the 
se~c~)teenth-~enNq ~haeoI08ical 
site. 
photograph. Facing east. 
I -  mu; rwauun rung w-L. m e  noua rruns were rocarea 
the boltom of the photograph. 
Figure 6 Renews harbaur [Rcnwrel as dram by James Yonge in 1663. 'lh 
Mount is Ule land fm prmrvding our horn thc wnh shortline. The 
house shown next lo The Mount (IabelledTho Faulcoo) may be Ule subject 
of this thesis. 
I 
P i p  7 lams Yongc's skueh of a kishiag stage in Newfoundland, possibly 
Renews. Yonge spent the 1663 fishing season in Rcncws. S a m :  
I 
Poyntcr 1962. Photo courtesy of Memorial University of Newfmdland. 

R w  9 Barnstable-style pipes made by Peter Stephens 
probably bchvcm ea 1660 and 1668 

Figure l la  Exeler spoked wheel h r ' s  
mark. 
Figure l lb  Profileof robmo p i p  
bearing the Excrer spdied 
wheel maker's mark. 
Dutch "'rose" maker's 
mark. 



Figure 16 
I 
Eighteenth-eenhxy Wester nkard sherds in Event 2. 
Figure 17 Plan view of flat stones at the top of Event 3. 
Figure 18 Clay lenses (Event 34) beneath house coUaps 
deposit (Event 3) ins& Ik house. 

Figure 20 Shale bedrock exposed during the ~xcav~tion. Note the 
cleavage paoem of the mk. 
- --  - -- ~-~~ - -~ --  
illustrating wmc of the flat rocks typical of those used in 
the foundation construction 
I 
Figw 22" AvtaCAD plrn vicv d t h s  house faundui& rhouini the bcxh cobble rub-flmr 
(Evmt4 Feature I) inridc the hww foundation. (Dmwmg by S. Mncdoncll) 

me nwse mrenar. racing south. 
Facing souU1. Note flat stom in the house collapse deposit 
in the bank profile. 
Figure 25 Plan vlew of the house interior, facing west. Note tbe "Whaped 
drain (Event 4. F e r n  2) to the left of the center of the house 
interior 

36); Note mC ‘V"-shaped drain (E-t 4, Peame 2) to the 
Figure 28 H- ate uodcraraln, ~lluuanng thc nced for a dram 
ins& the home. Facing west. 
I 
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Rgun 30 ~ x ~ a v a t l o n  mew of thc kmh ana (aoftom of tte 
photograph m h t  of the bedmck) Faemg west 
, 
Rgun 31 Hearth mca (agamt bedrock) wlth the sods removed 
area. Facing west 
oa!hp. Notcblackcncd soil s m f ~ c e  of tbc he&. Fecins 
wst. 

Figure 35 Detail of fm box in the northeast comer of Ule hearth area. 
Facing east. 
2 
( 177 
j > 
L 
I Rgure 36 V~ear of the tire box shaw~ng the gravel base above the 
pffce of the he& area Fmng east 
, I '1 
i 
I I@ 37 Ueml of gravel base supprtlng the tire box 
Figure 38 Detail of stone flm of fire box showing fin-reddening. 


I I:~eure 41 John Wicks cxravaune an w a v  of s v e n l c e n t h u n t ~ i l v  
box (ET 
the mi 
Note the dck ety and conditi 
of tk behouse wUspse (Event 3) Note th q m d e  of flat 
~imnes F g ~ t ~ n n f h  
, , , "-of the b;lulks ~ o c e  the l a m  stones hk the house 





Figure 53 Nonh Dcvon mtllLing cup 
nm sberds. 




-38a Tm-type-  FlgunS8b Tamesgpwam 
eanhcnwan tattle, ob- d m w m  W e .  reverse 
bntlc from Penylsnd. Note tk rsmilar 
sh.p as tk Torn-rypc bole  from 






%69 Towarmntmadrw 
Charles I half groat 
(above lhc lung's 
aown) Photo courtesy 
of the C&an 
Cwsnvahoo InshNte 
Figure mb Pmfde of the 
Pewter goblet 
stun. Photo wutmy of 
Memorial University of 
Newfo"dsnd. 
Rgun7lb Lhamg of the hcmalrrr'smark 
on fool of the pewter gobln 
stem. 
P i  72 b o n d i v c  -11 work on the brk of a slip 
top spaon bowl. 

Figwe 76 Lead jiggas found on the 1696 wreck of the 
HMS Sap& in Bay Bulls. Newfoundland. 
Photo corny of Parks Canada. 
Figure 77 Imn fish hook. efterconseryation. Photo 
cautesy of Canadian Conservation Institute. 
figure 78b NetUng needle after eonse~ation. Photo courtesy of 
Memorial Universitv of Newfoundland. 


PI82 1 8 , W ~ o f l e a d ' l h o t ~ ~ S i o g k a r h i n E ~ c a t 4  
I Average size ofshot nppxmmdy 0.4 ma 

Appendix B 
Pip Bore Data Frmn the SignlkmICullunl Lkposits At Renew 
bosod upon the H.rrinbtonlBiafod Famula: (Y = 1931.85 - 38.26 (X)) 
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Pip BOW Dat. 
Evenu 1 & 2 
Bore Diameter #of stem fmgr. ~ 6 4 t h  Total 
4164th 21 x 4  84 
5164th 128 x 5  620 
6165th 168 x 6  1008 
7164th 56 x 7  392 
8164lh 3 x 8  24 
9iMlh 0 x 9  0 
totals 366 21281366 = 5.81 
HminglonlBinford formula: 5.81 x 38.26=222 
A.D. 1932 - 222 = A.D. 1710 
Event 3 
Bur< Dinmrrcr #of stem fragr. x/641h T m l  
4164th 23 x 4  92 
5164th 114 x 5  570 
6164th ?56 x 6  1536 
7164th 152 x 7  1064 
8164th I I x 8  88 
9164th 23 x 9  207 
totals 579 33571579 = 6.14 
HmnglonlBinford formula: 6.14 r 38.26 = 235 
AD. 1932 - 235 = A.D. 1697 
Event 4 
Bore Diomcrer #oJstemfrag~, x64rh T m l  
51641 21 x 5  105 
6164th 75 x 6  4.50 
7164th 177 x 7  1239 
8iMth 57 x 8  456 
9164th 58 x 9  522 
latals 388 27721388 = 7.14 
HamngtonlBlnford fonnula: 7.14 1 38.26 = 273 
A.D. 1932 - 273 = A.D. 1659 
Appendix B (eonthucd) 
Evmt 36 
Bore Diameter #of rtem,hgs. x/M* Total 
5164th 0 15 0 
9164th 33 x 9  297 
totals 147 11291147 = 7.68 
HarringtonlBinford formula: 7.68 r 38.26 =?94 
A.D. 1932 - 294 =A. D. 1638 
Even@ 4 & 36 
Bore Diometcr #of rlcm frags. r/Mth Total 
5164th 21 x 5  105 
6164th 76 r 6  456 
7164th 255 1 7  1785 
8164th 92 x 8  736 
9164th 91 r 9  819 
10141 535 39011534 = 7.31 
HmngronlBinford formula: 7.31 x 38.26 = 280 
A.D. 1932 - 280 =A. n lsss 
Appendix C 
The StRtibnphk Even& 
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Stratigraphic E v e .  
Event I Organic sod development over the entire site. ranging in thickness fmm 5- 
IOcm. 
Event 2 Ei$hteenlhscntq ~ccupation s ~ m w i t h  rome mixing fmmdeepr 
deposits. Characterized by rmdl flat stoner (ranging fmm 10-20 em 
square) in an organic roil mnuix. 
Ewnt 3 Seventeenth-centq h o w  collapse deposit. Large flaairh statones io an 
organic deposit. 
Event 4 Seventeenthsentury o ~ p a t i m  suatum. This organic roil deposit 
included Ihe vmnd eanhen f lwr inride the havw and nde midden deposit 
outside h e  house. Occasional lenwr of creacoloured randy clay prewa 
in the f lw r  deposit. 
Event 5 Natural subsoil, ranging from &dish-bmwn gravel to greyirh;white-to 
c r e m  coloured sandy clay. 
Appendix C (mnUnd) 
Strsligmphic Events 
Ewnt 6 Fill deposit inside the borrow pit (Feawre 3). Mainly redeporired greyish- 
white sandy clay with large and small stoner. 
Evenr 7 Interface designation reprerenting the excavation of the bomw pic 
Event 8 Dark-brownmlaek roil deposit apprnximtely 5 5  m X 2.5 m to the m t h  
of the reventanlh-eenlury h o w .  Anifa~u aswriatd with thtr deporit. 
including a number of Werlenvald tankard sherds, suggest thar this deporit 
relutc~ to lhe eightenlh~entury military aecupation of the site in 
1779l1780. One hundred and wenteen nails -lared wiUl lhir deposit 
suggests lhar in m y  be the lcxarion of a banack-type ~mcture. Reddened 
roils in the m a  suggest evidence of burning. 
Event9 Early cightcsnthanrury heanh f c m  in units N65 EIMandN65 E131. 
Dark blsk-to-bmwn organic roil wilh c h m a l  and w e d  frapmentr. 
Begins below Event 2 at 13-17 cm helow the surf=. Large m k  in this 
feiuw displayed staining asscxiarcd wilh buming. Anifacts associated 
with this feature include dark-pen wine-typ bottle glass. aca. 171511ylc 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Slmtigrrphie Evcntr: 
Event 9 (conr.) wine glass stem. English white salt-glazed mug she& and 
Wcrrcnvald rhndr and p i p  ncm. 
Event 10 Localized pit feature tilled with p e n - p y  randy clay (re-deposited 
rubroil) beneath Evmt2 in unit N65 E135. Above the xvenreenth- 
century houw cellape (Event 3). Cwlninr a mirNre of seventeenth- and 
eighteenthsemury anifacrs. Possibly a hearth or pit fcawre -$aced 
with Ute military occupation of the site in 1779/1780. 
Events 11 to 33: Assigned lo deporirs uncovered during the 1993 survey on The 
Mwnt. Not related to the wventemUt-ccntury houx. 
Event 34 Grey randy clay deposit containing charcoal overlying the beach cable 
rub-flwr (Event 4, Feature 1). Wrnurn of 55 crn wide by 95 crn lang in 
units N65 E132. N65 E133, N66E132 and N65 E133. lnterpmedasa. 
pan of the reeondeanhen flwr inside Ihc house. 
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Appendix C (continued) 
Stratigraphic Evnlr: 
Event 35 Mottled organic $d l  deposit with grey clay banding throughout. Beneath 
the reventeeenthsentury hwre collapse deposit in units N69 E132. N69 
€133. N69 El34 and N59 E135. lnrerpretcd m a rIoclpile of rads against 
the nonh wall of the house. 
Event 36 Dark brown organic roil deposit beneath thc beach cobble sub-floor drain 
feature (Event 4. Feature 1). Interpreted u thc first emhen floor of the 
xvenuenrh-eentury h w e .  
Event 37 Jumble of lvge flat r t m r  with charcoal within Event 37 
Appendix D 
Pollen Report by ~ e d  &IS, 
I met Dr. Gerald Kelra. an eminent expen on pollen analysis. when he was presenting a 
paper on pollen analysis on archaeological s i t s  at the annual meeting for the Council d 
Nonheast Historic Arch~alogy ar Williamrbucg, Virginia in Oelobsr 1994. During r 
convenation with him at thar conferem he explained IO me that Ihe hen pmsible 
situation (outride of permamntly f m  sites) for good pwrvation of pollm was in rtter 
that have a lor of m k y  mil, panicularly. if Ihe mmsh w m  flat. He went on to explain 
that flat rock. or any other flar or hallow objms. even a clay pipe bowl. served to protect 
the fragile pollen grains from water permladm which would normally disrnlegrate the 
pollen over time. 
l described the archm1ogical site in Renews to him and explained my theoly on how 
some of the multirudc of nar mcks fmm &e ~vcnlKnlhscnlury house mllvpw we= 
used to hold down rads on the mof of the houw. I further explained to b m  that the flat 
mcks covered an inract wventeenthsentury mupation deposit. I asked him if he would 
be interrsed in testing rom of the roils fmm rhe site and he graciously -pled. Four 
small soil samples. each fdling a pill battle. were sent to his labontory in Golden 
Colorado. The analysis was conduckd in February. 1995. 
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My involvement in this repon is limited solely to Ur mnrribution of the soil sampler for 
analysis. Dr. Kelro war responsible for theentire analyris and repon writing. I included 
his cover letter and repon. entiIkd"Exp1oratory Pollen Analysis of Matrices in and 
Amund A 1660-1680 House at Renews. Newfoundland". in lhir therls ar I felt ghat it 
contributed to the envimnmental history of seventeenth-~cnN~ Newfoundland. The 
following appndix contarns Dr. Kelro'r entire report. 
nr. Stephen Mills 
P.O. BOX 467 
Maxville, Ontario 
Canada KOC IT0 
Dear Steve: 
=he ~enews report is enclosed.   ha results are not 
spectacular, but we do have evidence of Uritiah-style agriculture 
~n the rye pallen and same differences between the dooryard sample 
and the samples £;om the interior of the house. YOU can only get so 
much from four ~rnples, bur I think that the patenrial of cultural 
pallen analys~s for Newfoundland is reasonably well dennstrated. 
  he report would be better if I knw anyth~ng about the araa. 
 he excellent quality of the pollen preservation holds promise 
for future investigations. we shall have to tnvestqare pollen 
record fornation processes in the araa, with a particular emphasis 
OD establishing pollen percolation rates. ror this at least one 
horizon marker is required. Down here I have used the local 
appearance of the chestnut blight (rolling horizon from 1904 in NYC 
co 1950 in nississlppi) and daced local events (recorded 
abandonment recarded soil disturbance, recorded land clearance, 
e t c . ) .  pr&ty please be thinking aDout such passibllities. The 
marker should be something that would affect the vegetation, and it 
fairly well dated. 1t should also be resent enough that we are 
certain to racover it but old emugh to have permitted sufficient 
percolation to smooth out the random input to the process. I have 
percolation rater from events in the late 1940s to mid-1950s but 
I would prefer markers from the early 20th century t o  the mid-19th 
century.   he more horizon markers the better, of course. 
~ e t  me know if you have any questions. 
Sincerely yours. 


the site during the 17th-century occup.tion. 
Sampling 
The 17th-century occupation deposit at Ren- was a 
distinctive gray black mottled organic sand containing numerous 
artifacts. It was largely confined to the interior of the house and 
the area imdiately in front of the doorday. A pollen sample from 
the surface of the cobble floor rnside the house (pal) and 
cornparafive samples fronthe 1660-1680 occupation stratum above the 
floor (po3), the roof collapse debris inslde the house above the 
floor (pr21, and the Ilth-century occvpation dcposlts just outside 
the doorway (prl) were selected for analysis (Table 1). 
Labordtoey methods and Data Presentation. 
pollen extraction follouedMehringer (19671. and residuesrerc 
mounted in glycerol. The pollen was identified at llor with 
problematical grains enmined under oil imecsion at  L O O O X .  Four 
hundred pollen grains vere tabulated for each sample. Pollen 
concentrations per gram of sample vere computed, following 
Benninghoff's (1962) exotic pollen addition method, to permit 
recognition of site formation processes (Figure 3 ) .  
pollen spectra calsularsd f m m  two different sums are 
presented in the poilsn diagram (Figure 3). The open line b a n  in 
the diagram are percentages computed from separate sum tor 
arboreal and non-arborsal pollen types. This separation helps to 
I 
I 
differentiate regional (tree-dominated) and local (herb-dominated) 
pollen types to some extent, and it reducer the stariatical 
dlstort~ons that the contributions of pollen types reflecting 
different phenomena induce in each other. It has the disadvantage 
of producing possibly misleadingly high percentages in some 
rnnranseo from small counts among the minor types. The solid 
colored portion of the diagrams registers relative frequencies 
based on the identifiable pollen of all types. 
pollen concentration figures were not computed for individual 
taxa, because these would not be meaningful in the absence of 
chronolog~cal control over sedimentation rate and night be mistaken 
! 
for pollen influx data. 
RIA pollen grains roo corroded to be identified were tabulated 
to provide the pollen degradation element of the site f o m t i o a  i 
process record (~igure 1). unidentifiable pollen grains were 
included in the concentratLon figures but were not incowrated in 
any am from which the frequencies of other types vere computed. 
=he terns "corrodedm#. "degraded," and "deteriorated" are usad 
interchangeably, in the generic sense, to refer to cumulatitlve post- 
deporltion damage of any kind other than tearing, rather than in 
reference to specific kinds of damage as employed by Cushimg (19641 
and Havinga (1967, l98l). 
The most common English names applied to plants are employed 
in the text and diagrams. The Latin name of each taxon is given in 
parentheses after rhs first mention of the plant, and a table of 
equivalent Latin and vernacular n-s is also provided (Table 2). 
records. 
Vegetation Rscard. 
Grass (Graminellel pollen constitutes cs. 601 of the Renews 
1660-1680 occupation period pallen spectra that were calculated 
from the total pollen sun (solid bar histogram) and up to 838 of 
the spectra calculated from non-arboreal pollen only (bollor bar 
histogram). Sorrel-typ ( R m Y  aCet08ellalacero~a-type), at up t o  
15% of the total sun, is the second most prominent type. pine 
(ELwsJ, at lo% of the total nun in the exterlor sample (ps 1). is 
the third best represented type, and it is followed by dandelion- 
type ILiguliflorael, white spruce (Pisaa olauca-type), barel 
(-1, and alder (&h&s), at ca. 7%. At least two of the 
relatively prominent types, dandelion-type and sorrel-type, are of 
European origin. 
Herb pollen starts out st a lover altitude than tree pollen. 
Wind velocities are lower in this near-ground zone, and the chance 
of pollen loss from the wind stream thmugh impact with vegetation 
IS hlgher. Herb pollen does not, as a consequence, travel as far cia 
tree pollen and rends to doninate locally produced pollen spectra 
an open spacer (~ansren 1973:33). Graon pollen. moreover, is a good 
indicator of relative boll stability, because the perreoiating 
organs of grasses are destroyed by plavinq and other extensive sail 
dlsturbanctls (8ehre 1983:227). Herb pollen, dominated by grass, is 
clearly more important than tree pollen in the Renews spectra, 
indicating that the area around the site vae relatively open and 
roils were relatively stabls during deposition of the 17th century 
matrices. The extent t o  which thls varies from the natural, pre- 
contact condition of the locality or the normal situation during 
the hrstorlcal era cannot be determined from the pollen data 
without a canpararive roil profile. 
The historical era spectra in a pollen sequence from a pond on 
cape Breton Island (Livingstone and Livingstone 1958:Fiqre 1) have 
larger percentages of grass, ragweed-type (--type), and 
dock/sorrel-type pollen, than the prehistoric counts. This raisss 
the possibility rhat the domination of the Renews pollen spectra Ly 
grass pollen nay be at least partially cultural in origin. ~ h i o  is 
certainly true of the =xoticr, such as sorrel-type and dandelion 
type, but most of the herbs are more characteristic of waste ground 
than of actively disturbed soils. and it is probable rhat the 
gmundcover around the Renews structure was relatively continuous. ' 
~01Ian sample 1 from outside the house sontamed 28% arboreal 
(tree) pollen vhlle the interior samples 2 .  3,  and 4 had 11.258, ! 
16.3%, and 98, respectively. Thin contrast between the exterior I 
sanple and the interlor samples is large enough to be siymificlmt. 
There are also differences in the dandelion-type, goldonrod-type, 
sorrel-type, red baneterry ( u - t y p e  Ranunculoceae), and heath 
family (Ericaceae) counts of the exterlar and interior sampleathat 
appear to be sysrenaric. Possible explanations are: different 
reasons of deposition, different activities inside the house than 
Outside, different sources far the matrix, different exposure to 
the atmosphere, different sedimentation rates (more or less years 

should have been recovered. It Is probable that this pollen also 
originated in relatively distant disturbed (round, possibluy the 
agricultural fields yielding the rye pollen. 
Table 1. Renews. Nevfoundland 1660-1610 mcunation Pol-. 
Pollen sample 1. under stone. outside doorway a t  40 cm below gmund 
surface (event 41. 
Pollen Sample 2. Under stone,  mf collapse stratum, in s ide  house, 
above f l w r  st 20-21 cm be lo r  ground surface 
(Event 3 ) .  m s s i b l y  mixed 18th-century and 17th 
-century matrix. 
Pollen Sample 3 .  Under stone,  occupation a t r a t u i n s i d a  houze above 
f l o o r  at 21-22 cm below mound surface (Event 4 ) .  
Pollen Sample 4. Under stone,  immediately above cobble f l w r  in s ide  
house a t  32 sn below mound eurfacs ( ~ e a t u r e  2, 
Event 4 ) .  
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Table 2. m e i n  and vernacular Name.. 
Pine - W 
Whira Spruce type 
Oak - ouercvs 
w a  alauca-type 
Hazel 1 && 
Birch - Berula 
Alder - W 
Poplar/Cartonwood-type 
-- 
Red napie - rcer rubrum 
Pink Family - Caryophyllaceaa 
Barley - 
Dandelion-type - Ligu!iflorae 
Ragweed-type - I - t y p e  
Goldenrod - --type 
Grass - Poaceae 
Cerealia - EuroDeon cereal-t- 
--t,p 
Mustard Family - Brasslcaceae 
EVeDinm Primme. Familv - 
~ ~. 
Wild Columbine-type - 
-type 
Butternun ~anilv - Ranvnculaceae 
carrot Phnily - rpiaceae 
Leadwoct Family - 
oats - & -~ 
wheat - 
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